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Abstract
The dissertation thesis is aimed at automatic delay faults
test generation methods for digital systems. Path delay
faults are tested via selected critical paths in a tested
digital circuit. The critical paths can be specified e.g.
by static timing analysis (STA), statistical static timing
analysis (SSTA) and others. Signal delay propagation is
also affected by many factors such as power supply noise,
multiple input switching, temperature and others during
test. The impact of each factor to the path delay faults
has been individually solved and published in some papers
but their joint effects should be also investigated.

A new method for evaluation of critical paths and a gen-
eral system for critical paths selection, named PaCGen,
are presented in the dissertation thesis. The method is
based on STA and influences of multiple factors used in
the new technique for path criticality calculation. Some
critical paths can be found as untestable based on struc-
ture of the circuit. The proposed system PaCGen includes
also more effective DFT (design-for-testability) technique
to change untestable critical paths to testable. Evaluation
of the proposed method, system and used techniques has
been done over selected benchmark circuits and compared
with published results.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
B.6.2 [Logic design]: Reliability and Testing—Test gen-
eration, Testability ; B.7.3 [Integrated circuits]: Relia-
bility and Testing—Test generation, Testability
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1. Introduction
Delay fault testing is more and more important due to
huge number of gates and lines integrated on a chip. The
significance of delay defects increases with the shrinking
features sizes of today’s designs. Therefore, delay testing
is a major issue in the post-production test to filter out
defective devices. Delay tests are widely used to check
whether a manufactured chip is free of delay faults and
meets its performance specification. Right timing is very
important in each design process of complex digital cir-
cuits. A digital circuit has a delay fault if its output fails
to reach the right values within the pre-defined timing
specifications. Different basic delay fault models (gate
delay, path delay, segment delay, line delay faults etc.)
have been developed which require inclusion of both log-
ical value transitions. A test for delay faults consists of
vector-pairs: the first vector is needed for set up an ini-
tial logic value at a tested location and the second one
is for launching the value transition [1]. Delay fault test
can be robust or non-robust. Robust are supposed to de-
tect delay faults they target regardless of the presence of
other delay faults in the circuit under test. A non-robust
test is guaranteed to detect the fault it targets only if no
other delay faults affect the circuit. When robust test
generation is not possible non-robust test is generated.

Besides of transition delay faults, testing path delay faults
is very important in the digital circuit design implemented
in deep submicron and nanometer technologies. The path
delay faults testing is very important mostly in nanotech-
nologies where digital circuits are more complex and sig-
nal lines length is too long. The path delay fault model is
a cumulative delay of timing faults from primary inputs
(or flip-flops outputs) to primary outputs (or flip-flops in-
puts). The number of paths is in exponential complexity
depending on the number of gates. Therefore the delays
are tested over a selected subset of paths specified as crit-
ical paths. The critical paths are functional paths in a
circuit structure with the calculated least slack. A slack
is a time margin (in picoseconds) which is left on a tested
path for the proper propagation of logical values transi-
tion. If the slack is equal to zero, then there is no timing
margin left on that path (it is the most critical path).
Different tools exist for automatic timing analysis with
slack calculations for digital circuits which also give crit-
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ical paths for them. Thus a set of critical paths can be
created based on slack lengths and automatic test pattern
generator (ATPG) can generate test vector pairs over the
critical paths [3].

Once the paths are determined for testing by one of ex-
isting algorithms, they are fed into an ATPG tool for
generating the test patterns for sensitizing the paths. A
path is said to be sensitized when its off-path inputs carry
non-controlling values. Path sensitization is a necessary
condition for the detection of a path delay fault under
any type of tests (robust, non-robust etc.). Some paths
turn out to be unsensitizable and thus untestable for de-
lay faults during the ATPG process resulted in test fault
coverage loss. The main reason is that value transition
propagation is stopped inside the circuit and it cannot be
observable at the primary outputs. Many physical paths
can be recognized as untestable thus coverage loss is a
severe problem.

The paper is organized as follows. The next sections II
and III describe existed DFT techniques used to delay
fault improvement and related work for usability of some
factors with influence to delay in digital circuits. Sec-
tion IV introduces motivation and objectives of Thesis
and section V describes a new DFT techniques. A new
technique for path criticality calculation and the system
PaCGen are presented in section VII supported by defined
basics and notation introduced in section VI. Experimen-
tal results are in section VIII. The last section concludes
the paper.

2. DFT Techniques for Increasing Fault Cover-
age

A circuit structure can be modified for increasing the
number of testable critical paths. Several DFT (design-
for-testability) techniques [13, 7, 17, 10] have been pro-
posed for solving activation of untestable paths to testable
paths in the tested circuit. The techniques presented in
[7] and [17] insert test points to disconnect circuit lines
for test application purposes and eliminate dependencies
of logical values based on the circuit structure. The DFT
technique published in [7] inserts test-points in order to
ensure that the maximum number of paths in every set
has to be two. The DFT technique described in [17] con-
nects disconnected branches whose stems are inputs of the
tested circuit to new added inputs of the circuit. Both
published DFT techniques remove dependencies between
signal lines driven by the different fanout branches of the
same inputs. Thus dependencies between lines that are
driven by different fanout branches of the same inputs
are removed. Authors in [13] and [10] propose partition-
ing circuit paths into sub-paths by using test-points. Each
subpath can be tested independently. Thus each sub-path
is tested using a fast clock cycle that corresponds to the
expected delay of the subpath. The subpath testing re-
quires using several different fast clock cycles.

The untestable path delay fault can be caused by an off-
path input that is driven from a fanout stem on the path
through one or more gates. The technique presented in
[11] uses disconnection of the fanout branch that is not on
a critical path from its stem and driven from a new input
in order to reduce dependencies between off-path inputs
of a target path delay fault. The fanout branch that is
disconnected from its fanout stem requires a multiplexer.
The fanout branch during functional operation is driven

without changing when the control input of multiplexer
is set to logical value 0. During test application it has to
be driven from a new added circuit input and the control
input of multiplexer is set to logical value 1.

All the published DFT techniques for transforming
untestable paths to testable paths need new inputs or
additional overhead for modification of circuits. This pa-
per presents a new developed DFT technique for the men-
tioned paths transformation with lower overhead of inputs
in comparison with published techniques till now. Signal
line selection is more flexible, it removes the need usability
of several different fast clock cycles and the circuit paths
have not to be divided.

3. Path Criticality Related Work
Variety factors can cause signal delay besides of the sup-
posed timing analysis. These factors cannot be considered
during timing analysis because the tools lack informa-
tion about test vectors, layout, test applications, off-path
switching activity etc.

Factors influence to the signal delay in digital circuits can
be up to 36 % [16]. Then it is important to integrate them
into critical paths selection. The described factors below
have been individually investigated and published in the
context of path delay faults in digital circuits and critical
paths selection till now.

Multiple input switching (MIS). When multiple in-
puts switch simultaneously or close to each other, the gate
delay can increase or decrease significantly compared to
that of single input switching. The problem arises when
multiple inputs of a gate switch in temporal proximity, in
which case the max delay is more than the corresponding
pin-to-pin delays, or the min delay is lesser than the pin-
to-pin delays. Considering MIS makes the timing analysis
conservative, as the probability of having an MIS event
on every multi-input gate along a critical path may be
very small. MIS on off-path inputs increases the delay on
gates and can affect path delay significantly. Some exper-
imental results were presented for 40 nm (delay increasing
about 36 %) and 65 nm technologies [16].

Test robustness (TR). Different kinds of path delay
tests have been defined: hazard free robust, robust and
non-robust. Non-robust test vector pairs could excite
longer path delay than robust test [2]. The delay test-
ing quality can be significantly increased by combining
timing-aware ATPG (automatic test patter generation)
and robust test vector pair generation [5].

Asymmetric transition delay (ATD). Authors in [15]
show that delays of rising and falling edges in gates can
differ considerably. Again some experimental results for
40 nm and 65 nm technologies were presented such phe-
nomena.

Number of don’t care values (NoX). It is the number
of undefined logical value in test vectors, marked as X
and X ∈ (0,1). When test vectors have a large number of
values X thus there is possible to apply test compression
techniques [4]. The compressed test can decrease MIS
influence in dependence on logical values 0 and 1 assigned
to X. The paths activated by such test vectors should be
less critical and test should be robust and can produce
less power consumption.
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Paths used in the function mode (FNC). The paths
which are never sensitized during functional operation do
not need to be optimized for timing and their delays may
be higher than the clock period [9].

Power supply noise (PSN). This parameter is caused
by considerable switching activity in the circuit. The cur-
rent switching activity can increase path delay caused by
power-supply voltage variations [12]. Power supply and
switching activity depend on different factors from circuit
structure.

Through silicon vias (TSV). TSV is identified in three
and two and half dimensional circuits (3D, 2.5D). TSVs
are created by etching holes in silicon and filling the void
with metal. The process of electroplating the metal can
result in partial or porous metal fill meaning that the
TSV channel is not completely filled or partly broken thus,
creating an open defect (it can be also done by aging).
The open defects can be categorized into resistive open
(weak open) and open (strong open) defects. [8].

Temperature (TMP). In [14] it can be seen that, path
delay increases nearly linearly with temperature. Tem-
perature increase by 20◦C cause delay increase about 5
%.

Others as power consumption, aging factor, area over-
head added in redesign of circuits by DFT methods etc.

The next two sections present a new developed technique
for path criticality calculation and a new system, named
PaCGen (Parameterized Critical paths Generator), for
critical paths selection in digital circuits using joint effects
of multiple factors described in this section. Thus critical
paths selection mirrors better the paths for delay faults
testing.

4. Motivation and Objectives
The key idea of the dissertation thesis is development of a
new technique for path criticality calculation using multi-
ple factors together. Results are known for using only one
factor till now but in practice more factors have influence
concurrently to path delay faults. A new method and the
software system PaCGen have been developed for criti-
cal paths selection in digital circuits considering impact
of multiple weighted factors. The method and the PaC-
Gen system are based on STA results and new defined
expressions for path criticality calculation.

This critical path selection method is original and uses
also a new DFT technique for circuit structure modifica-
tion for decreasing area overhead and number of added
inputs. The new DFT method is based on usability of
basic gates instead of multiplexers published till now [11].
This DFT technique reduces two transistors or three logic
gates used as test points involved on disconnected critical
paths as previously published works. The technique also
reduces using of new circuit input per every untestable
path.

5. New DFT Technique
The new DFT technique has been developed for modifica-
tion of untestable paths in the circuit and its main steps
are:

1. Selection of a set of untestable path delay faults per-

forming by ATPG for the set of target path delay
faults in a circuit. An untestable path can be found
from defined set of all critical paths. Path in the
circuit will be untestable if it is impossible to assign
right values on off-path inputs by one vector from
vector-pair test.

2. Find line li as off-path input of first untestable path
from set of untestable paths which can’t be set to
required transition value, and specify gate U, which
causing untestable.

3. Disconnect line li from gate U and connect it as
input of new added two-input gate G. A new logical
two-input gate G is needed to insert before gate U.
Output of gate G is input of gate U. This new gate G
guarantees non-controlling value on off-path input
of gate U. The non-controlling value marked as n
where n is logical value 0 or 1 depending on type of
gate U.

4. Selection of a suitable logical basic gate G for acti-
vating an untestable path to the testable path can be
realized simply at design phase. The non-controlling
value n for OR, NOR or XOR gates is logical 0 and
for gates AND, NAND and XNOR will be logical
1. For gates XOR and XNOR, both logical values
are non-controlling. With this restriction to a non-
controlling value, new gate G can be formed by two
types of gates. Gate U and type of new logical gate
G is based on Table 1.

Output of gate U depends only on the input from
the critical path after insertion of the new gate G
using previous rules.

5. Second input t of the new two-input gate G indi-
cates path delay fault test mode. When path delay
is tested thus t = 1 and n will have non-controlling
value. In case of the normal functional mode t = 0
and gate G behaves as a conductor. Control input
t is common to all new gates in the circuit struc-
ture and needs to be available in direct and negated
forms. It is possible to use it only at direct form
when gate G is AND with inverted input of this
signal.

6. Run a test generator and check if selected path from
step 2 is testable. If set of untestable paths from
step 1 is not empty repeat steps 2 âŤĂ 5 with other
specified untestable path. If the set of untestable
paths is empty, the DFT procedure is stopped.

New control signal t can be driven as combination of
global test mode signal and new input value. A hazard-
free robust test is suggested for gate U which causing
untestability by this modification step. This type of test
is most desirable. The hazard-free robust test on gate
U may be combined with other type of test (robust test,
non-robust test) on other gates.

Some limitations exist for this new DFT technique. New
gate G can’t be placed on an existing critical path because
the new gate increases the delay of this path. Timing
analysis has to be rerun after adding the new gates to
the circuit. A non-critical path can become the critical
by placing this new gate G on it. Therefore the new gate
can be placed only on non-critical paths which no become
critical after the small increasing delay.
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Table 1: Type of New Gates U and G
original gate U new gate U new gate G

NAND 2-1 OAI
NOR 2-1 AOI
AND NOR NOR (negated from tested path)
OR NAND NAND (negated from tested path)
XOR - AND
XNOR - OR

AOI -
OR if input joint to AND
AND in others case

OAI -
AND if input to joint OR
OR in others case

6. Basic Definitions and Notation
Basic terms used in the proposed technique for path crit-
icality calculation and critical path selection method are
described in the section.

Path delay faults are tested through selected or defined
critical paths. Test quality depends also on the right crit-
ical paths set selection. Obviously tester memories and
test time for testing are limited. Therefore it is desirable
to have an optimum number of paths in a tested circuit.
Critical paths selection based only on slacks from STA is
not sufficient for current and future technologies. Using
influence of described or other factors has to be formalized
for enriching critical path selection process. A list of the
ordered critical paths is received from STA for a tested
circuit. Testability of found critical paths can be verified
by SAT solver with division into testable and untestable
paths. The DFT technique described in section V can be
applied to untestable critical paths, if necessary.

The list of all critical paths should be reordered according
a critical variable. Therefore each critical path received
from STA will be evaluated by the path criticality cp. The
expression for cp calculation is involved in definition 1.

Let index ijp is calculated for each parameter j on path
p with ranking ijp ∈ <0,1> (higher number represents
higher impact to path criticality). Each ijp is evaluated
by parameter weight wj also from range <0,1> where the
higher number represents higher impact of the parameter
j to path criticality cp.

Definition 1. Path criticality in digital circuit represents
quantified rate at which the path is critical.

Definition 2. Path criticality on path p is noted as cp.
It is assumed that cp ∈ <0,1>.

Definition 3. Path criticality cp based on multiple pa-
rameters is expressed by formula:

cp =
(
1− sp

t

)
.

k∏

j=1

[1− wj(1− ijp)],

where sp is the slack for path p from STA, k represents
the number of accepted parameters on which criticality
depends, t represents length of time interval, wj is weight
of parameter j and ijp represents calculated index of pa-
rameter j impact on path p.

Definition 4. Critical path with criticality calculation is
noted as qualified critical path.

Maximal optional impact (I) of all parameters to path
criticality depends on the used technology, number of con-
siderable parameters (k), designer experiences etc.

Definition 5. If I is the maximal value of parameters im-
pact thus the following formula is valid for their weights:

k∑

j=1

wj < I.

For example I can be set on 0.2 based on information
and results from published works. Evaluation of paths
in a tested digital circuit using STA results and formulas
from definitions 3 and 5 has to be realized automatically
therefore a new parameterized system for critical path
selection has been developed and it is described in next
section.

7. PaCGen System for Critical Path Selection
The proposed method of critical paths selection based on
timing analysis, DFT techniques, path criticality calcula-
tion according definitions 2, 3, 5 has been implemented
into a new software system PaCGen in C++ language.
The PaCGen system architecture is shown in figure 1.
It consists of seven main blocks: critical paths finding,
testability verification, DFT method, path ordering, test
generator, fault coverage and blocks to calculate indexes
for parameters. Functionality of them is described be-
low. The path ordering uses seven blocks for calculating
indexes for individual parameters with impact to path
delays. Each block runs over an internal structure of a
tested circuit. Functionality of main blocks is follows.

Critical paths – it runs over the combinational part of
a tested circuit structure, its STA data with timing infor-
mation of logical gates and random timing data for wires.
This block calculates slacks for every existing path in the
circuit by modified Dijkstra’s algorithm [6].

Testability verification – this block checks if critical
paths are sensitive because the list of critical paths can
contain also untestable paths. SAT solver is used for
checking path sensitivity. The outputs of this block are
lists of testable and untestable critical paths.

DFT method – this block ensures the new DFT method
application over the untestable critical paths. Each
untestable critical path is changed to testable by adding
only one new logical gate into circuit structure. Delay
fault coverage can be increased to 100 % by this method.
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Figure 1: The PaCGen system architecture.

Paths ordering – in this block criticality cp is calculated
according definition 3 for each testable critical path. The
list of testable critical paths ordered by criticality is out-
put of this block.

Test generator – it generates a test set for critical paths.
A hazard-free robust test set is generated, if exist. Oth-
erwise a robust or non-robust test set is generated. For
each critical path is possible to generate test sets ensured
by the testability verification block.

Fault coverage – it calculates statistics and fault cover-
age for both types of test sets for their comparison based
on fault simulation data. It compares fault coverage for
unordered and ordered list of critical paths.

The other blocks are developed for indexes ijp calcula-
tion. Next blocks are represented by Parameters index
block in figure 1. The following parameters are involved in
the PaCGen system for indexes calculation for a testable
critical path.

Area index – this block calculates the area overhead if
DFT technique is used on the critical path.

Index 3D, 2.5D – this index is based on number of TSV
over the critical paths from netlist of a tested circuit. If
the path contains TSVs then it is more critical.

MIS index – this block ensures calculation of multiple
switching logical values at off-path inputs of logical gates.
The logical values are assigned for propagating transition
on the critical path. Maximum value of the index is 1
if each off-path input of logical gates changes its logical
value.

PSD index – assigned logical values changing at gates
inputs for propagating transition on the critical path. The
logical values changing on-path inputs are also involved.

Type of edge index – the index depends on propagation
of transition type and its value depends on used technol-
ogy and type of logical gates on the critical path.

X–filling index – number of don’t care logical values (X)
in a test vector for the critical path.

Consumption index – the index is based on data about
power consumption during testing the critical path.

The system PaCGen is flexible for adding or removing
other parameters for path criticality calculation and for
specification of weight values of parameters indexes based
on used technology, circuit structure and its application.

8. Implementation and Experimental Results
Experiments and results using the PaCGen system are
presented in this section. The STA data was received by
synthesis using Cadence Encounter RTL Compiler with
45nm NanGate FreePDK45 Generic Open Cell Library.
Weights of parameters have been chosen on the basis of
its published research. Specifically 3D - 2.4 %, edge type
2.8 %, MIS - 4.5 %, PSD - 4.8 %, X-filling - 3.8 %, con-
sumption 0.7 % and area 1.0 %. Fault coverage is the
same for original and reordered list of critical paths using
the path delay fault model because PaCGen chooses the
same number of paths for testing. Fault coverage is higher
by using the transition fault model over the same num-
ber of tested original and reordered paths. Only 20 % of
all critical paths have been selected because we simulate
limited test time size.

Table 2 reports fault coverage for the transition fault
model over selected ISCAS-89 benchmarks circuits. The
second column shows initial fault coverage, the third col-
umn shows fault coverage after selection of the most crit-
ical paths ordered by the PaCGen (tested the same num-
ber of paths with column two). Column four shows im-
provement of fault coverage over transition delay fault
model. Last column shows the number of untestable paths
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Table 2: Delay Fault Coverage on ISCAS-89

Circuit
Fault coverage [%] # paths

changedOriginal PaCGen Impr.
s386 87.32 87.54 0.22 3
s510 87.38 87.45 0.06 73
s641 52.22 55.27 0.06 73
s820 47.56 51.4 3.85 52
s832 46.29 51 4.7 71
s953 31.33 33.68 2.34 14
s1196 33.32 43.6 10.28 2160
s1238 17.8 33.53 15.72 1809
s1488 23 24.91 1.91 45
s5378 22.44 30.06 7.62 2068

changed to testable by application of the new DFTmethod.

Significant improvements of delay fault coverage exist in
circuits greater and equal to s820 (approximately more
than 280 logic gates). The method and the system for
critical path selection have to be modified in implemen-
tation on parallel or cloud computing for achieving more
real results on bigger circuits than circuits reported in
Table 2.

9. Conclusions
The main contribution of the dissertation thesis is devel-
opment of the new complex and adaptive method for crit-
ical path selection to delay faults testing and improving
path delay fault coverage based on multiple parameters
influence. The main idea is sorting a list of critical paths
founded by STA using the new defined requirement – path
criticality for increasing delay fault coverage. Higher fault
coverage can be achieved using the transition delay faults
with the same number of tested critical paths. Thus test
set can be shorter for transition delay faults. Experimen-
tal results show increasing up to 16 % coverage in transi-
tion delay faults. This method reduces the test length and
cost when test set is combination of path and transition
delay fault models.

The partial contribution is in the new more effective DFT
method which significantly increases delay fault coverage
and test quality and decrease area overhead and number
of added inputs.

Theoretical contributions of the dissertation thesis are in
application of multiple factors with impact to delay faults
based on qualified critical path definition, path criticality
and its calculation. Practical contributions are in test
length shortening, cost decreasing and test quality im-
proving.

Future works can be in identifying more new factors which
also have impact to signal delay (e.g. aging effects, tem-
perature etc.) and impact of DFT applications to STA
results in comparison with original circuits.
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Abstract
Modern television devices are not only connected to broad-
casting systems but they are also connected to the In-
ternet. Their purpose is not only to show TV channels
but they are also used to provide interactive applications
in form of Smart TV applications and HbbTV (Hybrid
Broadcast Broadband Television) applications.

HbbTV is an open standard for delivery of interactive ap-
plications which was later improved by HBB-Next (Next
generation Hybrid Broadcast Broadband) standard. HBB-
Next architecture provides additional features and secu-
rity to HbbTV applications. HBB-Next defines data trans-
fer from application to terminals mainly in form of mul-
timedia.

Delivery of IP data is present in DVB systems in form of
MPE (Multiprotocol Encapsulation) and ULE (Unidirec-
tional Lightweight Encapsulation) protocols, however IP
data delivery is not specified in HBB-Next.

This dissertation thesis propose changes to HBB-Next ar-
chitecture and design new protocols for IP data delivery
in HBB-Next architecture.
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1. Introduction
Digital television is primarily used for television broad-
casting, but it can be also used for IP data delivery. To en-
capsulate IP data into DVB broadcasting, protocols Mul-
tiprotocol Encapsulation (MPE) or Unidirectional Light-
weight Protocol (ULE) can be used. These are focused
on IP data delivery trough broadcast channel but are not
utilized to use broadband channel for IP data delivery.

Today’s television devices are used not only for watch-
ing TV channels, but can be also used to provide in-
teractive applications. This trend has its roots in tele-
text but current television devices evolved and have more
computational power, which can be used to show web
pages and run applications. Televisions with these fea-
tures are referred to as Smart TVs. Every vendor has
its own Smart TV platform and their applications are
not compatible. To remove this barrier standard HbbTV
was created. It presents possibility of CE-HTML (Con-
sumer Electronic HTML) based applications for compati-
ble TV and set-top-boxes. Applications can be connected
to broadcasted show and can provide additional informa-
tion to it. HbbTV applications are currently mainly used
for enhanced program information and video-on-demand
or TV catch-up services. HBB-Next is an architecture
which provides provides user recognition, content recom-
mendation and user management features to HbbTV ap-
plications.

HBB-Next architecture requires for terminals to have ac-
cess to broadband network connection. HBB-Next archi-
tecture and terminals have access to both broadcast and
broadband channel. These channels could be both used
to better IP data delivery for terminals. Aim of this work
is to propose changes to HBB-Next architecture to pro-
vide more effective IP data delivery from applications to
terminals. To achieve this goal new node in HBB-Next
architecture was designed and new communication proto-
cols were proposed and simulated.

This paper is organized as follows: state of the art of
digital, hybrid, next generation hybrid television is de-
scribed in Section 2. Section 3 describes IP data encapsu-
lation. Design of changes of HBB-Next architecture and
description of new communication protocols are proposed
in Section 4. Section 5 summarize results and concludes
this paper.

2. Digital Television, HbbTV and HBB-Next
In this section we describe current state of digital DVB
and hybrid television HbbTV and architecture for next-
generation hybrid television HBB-Next.
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Figure 1: Example of HbbTV application used for
e-learning.

2.1 Digital Television
Digital television is replacing analogue television in many
countries. It can provide multiple television channels on
one multiplex. Video and audio streams are encoded with
MPEG-2, MPEG-4 or H.264 codec [9] and packeted to
PES (Packetized Elementary Stream) and into MPEG-TS
packets [15]. These audio and video streams are identified
by PID (Packet Identifier) numbers in MPEG-TS packet
header and according to PSI/SI (Program Specific Infor-
mation / Service Information) signaling tables mapped to
TV channels [6].

In terrestrial DVB-T broadcasting, multiplexes are 7 or
8 MHz channels modulated with OFDM or QAM modu-
lation [8]. Other DVB systems use other frequencies and
modulations but data structure is same for every first gen-
eration DVB systems (DVB-T/S/C).

Digital television standard DVB enables IP data delivery.
IP data delivery will be described in next section.

2.2 Hybrid Television
Hybrid television HbbTV enhance digital television with
added applications. These applications are based on CE-
HTML programming language with specific JavaScript
HbbTV extensions. These extensions enable controlling
of television device functions directly from HbbTV appli-
cations (changing channels, volume, resizing picture) [10].

HbbTV applications serve mainly as interactive enhanced
program guides, video-on-demand or catch-up television
services, but it can also serve as an e-learning platform
(Figure 1) [17].

It is possible to deliver HbbTV application in two ways:

• to encapsulate application data into DSM-CC (Dig-
ital Storage Media - Command and Control) object
carousels and send it by broadcast channel,

• to signal application as a link to remote HTTP server
over broadcast channel in AIT (Application Infor-
mation Table) in PSI/SI tables and download ap-
plication over broadband channel.

DVB broadcasting systems have a limited bandwidth there-
fore the most HbbTV applications are broadcasted as a
link through broadcast channel, and application and its
content is delivered by broadband channel.

Figure 2: HbbTV application delivery.

Figure 3: Service provider layer and terminal
layer.

2.3 HBB-Next
HBB-Next consortium created architecture for HbbTV
applications. This architecture (Figure 4) is designed
to provide new features to enhance HbbTV applications
[12]. The main features are user recognition by face,
voice or iris, content recommendation for users, control-
ling applications with gestures, user management and se-
curity management. HBB-Next architecture consist of
three main layers: application layer, service provider layer
and terminal layer. Each layer consists of nodes providing
additional features (Figure 3).

Application layer represents a HbbTV application which
consists of backend and frontend. Backend is core part
of application and frontend represents user interface and
other interfaces of an application.

Service provider layer represents a HBB-Next core. It
consists of multiple main nodes:

• Multi-modal interface (MMI) - receives information
from terminal modalities (microphone, camera etc.)
and recognize users,

• Security Manager (SecM) - provides information about
current level of authentication of user to applica-
tions,

• IdentityManager (IdM) - provides information about
user, receives information about user presence from
MMI,
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Figure 4: HBB-Next high level architecture.

• Recommendation Engine (RE) - provides content
recommendation for users,

• CloudOffloading - used for offloading of resource
heavy tasks (video encoding) to cloud service,

• Audio/Video Synchronization (AV Sync) - encodes
audio and video to contain synchronization data.

Terminal is end-point device which has connected modal-
ities (microphone, camera etc.), can communicate with
HBB-Next service layer and is capable of showing HbbTV
applications.

HBB-Next is focused on applications. It does not speci-
fy IP data delivery despite HBB-Next has access to both
broadcast and broadband channel for data transmission,
but both channels are available only to AV Sync node.
Changing architecture to have an access for applications
to both channels would enable more efficient data deli-
very. With access to both channels, application could
encapsulate IP data. Existing DVB protocols for IP data
encapsulation could be used in HBB-Next, but they are
not designed to utilize both channels. We focus on IP
data encapsulation in the next chapter.

3. IP Data Encapsulation
In this section we describe existing protocols used for IP
data delivery in digital television systems.

3.1 Multi-Protocol Encapsulation
Multiprotocol Encapsulation (MPE) protocol was designed
as a native data encapsulation protocol for DVB systems
[7]. It consists of packet header and a data unit (Figure
5). Packet header contains multiple header fields, mainly
a MAC address of receiving device. MPE header can be 16
to 44 B long. MPE packets are encapsulated into MPEG-
TS packets. There are two options of data encapsula-
tion in MPE - padding and packing mode. In padding

Figure 5: MPE protocol header [19].

mode, MPE’s padding data are placed into other MPEG-
TS packet and additional meaningless data are added to
fill the MPEG-TS packet. In packing mode, MPE’s frag-
ment data are placed into other MPEG-TS packet and
next MPE’s packet follows to fill the MPEG-TS packet.

This protocol is mostly used for IP data delivery over first
generation digital television systems. Second generation
systems also implement and use this protocol despite its
overhead because of great compatibility of terminals.

3.2 Unidirectional Lightweight Encapsulation
Unidirectional Lightweight Encapsulation protocol (ULE)
was designed to reduce MPE header overhead [11]. ULE
header can be only 8 B long (half of size of MPE header).
ULE consists of packet header and data unit (Figure 6).
ULE packet contains multiple fields:

• destination address indicator - 1 b - indicates whether
destination address is present in ULE header,

• length - 15 b - length of data unit with checksum
field,

• type - 2 B - type of encapsulated data (using stan-
dard IANA numbers as in Ethernet 2 frames),
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Figure 6: ULE protocol header [19].

• destination address - 6 B - optional address in
XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX format,

• data - encapsulated data,

• checksum - 4 B - CRC-32 value counted from begin-
ning of ULE packet to end of data unit.

ULE has smaller packet header and therefore lower packet
header overhead in comparison to MPE. By default, it is
working in packing mode and is considered more effective
protocol for IP data delivery over broadcast channel [20].
This protocol is not common in end-devices. This is the
reason why multiple service providers still prefer MPE
protocol.

3.3 Generic Stream Encapsulation
Generic Stream Encapsulation protocol (GSE) is protocol
for data encapsulation in second generation DVB broad-
casting systems (DVB-T2/S2/C2) [5]. It is more effective
than MPE or ULE but it is not compatible with first gen-
eration DVB broadcasting systems [18].

4. IP Data Encapsulation in HBB-Next
In HBB-Next, AV Sync node has only access to both
broadcast and broadband channel. This node is used for
delivery of audio and video streams. Other application
data in HBB-Next has no access to broadcast channel
and need to be delivered over broadband channel. If ap-
plications could use broadcast channel for data delivery,
broadband bandwidth (mainly unicast) could be saved.
Using broadcast channel would be also more efficient de-
livering application data to multiple terminals.

To deliver other than audio-video stream over broadcast
channel in HBB-Next architecture, new nodes need to be
designed which would receive application data and would
have access to both broadcast and broadband channel.
Using this channels it could send data to terminals.

Using existing protocols to utilize HBB-Next broadcast
channel would be possible, however these protocols are
designed for broadcast channels only. New protocol for
data encapsulation could also utilize not only broadcast
channel but it could be used also for data delivery us-
ing broadband channel. Using both channels, terminals
could take advantage of parallel data delivery and maxi-
mize their download bandwidth.

To deliver IP data over changed HBB-Next architecture,
new protocol could be designed to utilize possibility of us-
age of both broadcast and broadband channels. This new
protocol could allow addressing data to one or multiple
terminals according to number of terminals or usage of
channels.

To enable IP data delivery in HBB-Next we added new
Application Data Handler (ADH, Figure 7) node to HBB-

Figure 7: Application Data Handler.

Figure 8: Simple Petri Net.

Next architecture. This node is directly connected to
broadcast and broadband channel. It is able to receive
data from applications and sending it to terminal by one
or both channels.

Communication with ADH node will be done using two
designed protocols. Applications would use ADH Control
Protocol (ADHCP) to deliver their data to ADH node.
ADH node will process these data and would be able to
send them to terminals with Hybrid Encapsulation Proto-
col, which was designed to allow data delivery over both
broadcast and broadband channels.

Encapsulation of proposed Hybrid Encapsulation Proto-
col (HEP) from ADH to terminal has zero data overhead
and minimal processing overhead on terminal side. By
reduction of header overhead, better effeciency over MPE
or ULE is achieved.

5. Verification of Designed Protocols
To verify design of protocols, model of communication
using proposed protocols was created. This model was
created using Stochastic Petri Nets (SPN) and simulated
using various tools. To verify communication closer to en-
vironment of real computer networks, proposed protocols
were implemented in ns-2 network simulator.

5.1 Petri Nets
Petri Nets can be used to model event-based systems [16].
Petri Net consists of places, transitions and tokens. Places
(p) are connected with transitions (t) by arcs. Tokens can
be moved from place p0 to place p1 by firing transitions
t0 (Figure 8).

Marking describes position of tokens in places in selected
state. Initial marking is referred to as m0 marking.

Petri Net models have various properties. Every Petri
Net can be rewritten into incidence matrix, where rows
represent places and columns represent ∆t, where ∆t is
difference between value of transitions entering place (t+)
and leaving place (t−) as is showed in Figure 9.

Petri Nets have various properties, which can be verified.
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Figure 9: Definition of t+ and t−.

Table 1: Basic Symbols of Petri Nets (PN)
p places in PN
t transitions in PN
p0 selected place in PN
t0 selected transition in PN
t+ transition giving tokens to selected place

t− transition taking tokens from selected place

∆t ∆t = t+ - t−

m marking of PN
m0 initial marking

During our design of protocols we will focus on selected
properties:

• boundedness - represent upper limits of tokens in
selected place, it is examined for selected places but
it can be also examined for whole Petri Net,

• reversibility - represent if Petri Net transitions can
be fired repetitively from initial marking m0 to an-
other occurrence of initial marking m0,

• reachability - represent if chosen marking can be
reached from initial marking,

• liveness - represents firebility of transitions of Petri
Net, show whether firing selected transitions doesn’t
lead to dead-lock.

These properties can be verified by application of algo-
rithms on incidence matrix of Petri Net. Translation of
call flow to Petri Nets leads to complex incidence matric.
To help with complex Petri Nets and verifiction of their
properties, there exists multiple Petri Net tools - PIPE
[4] and Snoopy [13] etc.

5.2 Stochastic Petri Nets
Stochastic Petri Nets are Petri Nets with added proba-
bility of firing on selected transitions. This kind of Petri
Nets is more suitable for modeling of communication flows
of proposed protocols. It allows timings of execution of
selected transition with given probability. This method
is more comparable to real life scenarios, where commu-
nication processing is time related and probability can
simulate various errors in communication.

Properties of SPN are inherited from Petri Nets. Created
model can be therefor examined checking multiple Petri
Net properties. Boundedness of Petri Net can show over-
flows in model of communication. Detecting sources and
sinks (liveness) can show proper communication flows.
Reversibility can show loops or point to reuse of created
model. Reachability can show wheter final state (correct
reception of application data) can be reached from initial
marking (application sends data).

To create a communication model using SPN we trans-
formed call flows of designed protocols to places and tran-

Figure 10: ADHCP implementation in ns2.

Figure 11: HEP and HHT implementation in ns2.

sitions of Petri Net. To model errors on broadcast chan-
nel we used stochastic transitions. Probability of firing
of strochastic transition represented error on broadcast
channel.

We simulated and verified properties of created SPN com-
munication model using Snoopy and PIPE tools. Results
showed expected properties of modeled communication.

5.3 Simulation in ns-2
There are existing results for comparison of MPE and
ULE efficiency. These were done by simulating their im-
plementation in ns-2 network simulator [14].

To verify design of proposed protocols, we created their
implementation in ns-2. Using ns-2 simulator, designed
protocols could be implemented on different protocol lay-
ers.

We implemented protocol ADHCP as an Agent to simu-
late data link layer connection between HBB-Next Appli-
cation and ADH node (Figure 10). This approach more
appropriately simulated connections in providers back-
bone network. Protocol HEP was implemented as data
link layer protocol using broadcast channel and as appli-
cation protocol of TCP using broadband channel (Figure
11). HHT table data transmission was implemented as
data structure in payload of protocol TCP.

We created multiple network topologies to test our de-
signed protocols. We started with node to node (Appli-
cation and ADH, ADH and Terminal) communication us-
ing ADHCP and HEP protocols. Later we created simple
topology with application, ADH node and two terminals.
To test more complex scenarios we created simulation
with application, ADH node and 100 terminals. Data
were send from application, trough ADH, to terminals
both using broadcast and broadband channels. Results
showed correct delivery of application data to terminals.
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In case of error on broadcast channel, data were correctly
requested and retransmitted using broadband channel.

5.4 SPN and ns-2 Simulation Comparison
SPN simulations are driven by firing of transitions. Sim-
ulations in ns-2 are time driven (data transfer on con-
nections, data handling). Despite both simulation being
in different domains, we were able to compare their re-
sults. Comparison showed only small difference (<5 % at
maximum).

6. Implementation on Real Devices
To verify proposed protocols, implementation on a real
terminal devices can be done. To access lowest data level
possible on both channels, Linux operating system (OS)
with a DVB driver and its network stack is preferred.

DVB interfaces can be easily managed in Linux using
DVB driver and DVB API [3]. This driver creates devices
(frontend0, demux0, dvr0 ) in /dev/dvb/adapter0, where
adapter0 is first recognized DVB adapter. Modulation
can be set using frontend0 device. Device demux0 can be
than opened for reading using DVB API (written in C).
Data can be filtered by MPEG-TS PID. Its HEP payload
can be accessed, decapsulated and processed.

Broadband channel can be accessed using standard Linux
network interface [1]. For data processing of proposed
protocols PCAP library can be used to access L2 data.
For better integration with Linux and better performance,
data processing of proposed protocols can be also done by
using socket structure sk buff. Using this structure data
from proposed protocols can be also accessed in L2.

Data from both channels can be parsed, merged and redi-
rected into virtual network interface. This behavior is
similar to MPE decapsulation using open-source Open-
Caster tool [2], which process and redirects data from
DVB interface into virtual network interface. Data from
virtual network interface can be accessed by other appli-
cation using network IP data (web browser etc.).

7. Conclusions
Current digital television is improved by HbbTV hybrid
television, which brings interactive applications to televi-
sion devices. HBB-Next architecture enhance this appli-
cations with additional features. HBB-Next architecture
does not specify IP data delivery. We improved HBB-
Next architecture creating ADH node which has access
to both broadcast and broadband channel. This node is
used to deliver IP data from applications to terminals.
For this we propose new protocols ADHCP and HEP. We
designed these protocols to be more effective than existing
MPE or ULE protocols and to be able to use both broad-
cast and broadband channel for data delivery. We cre-
ated model of communication of proposed protocols using
Petri Nets and Stochastic Petri Nets (SPN). We verified
its properties and simulated its behavior. Results verified
design and properties of proposed protocols. Later we im-
plemented proposed protocols in ns-2 network simulator.
Results verified correct behavior of designed protocols.
Results of simulation of SPN model and simulation in ns-
2 were compared providing only a small difference. This
is a good result taking into account simulations in two dif-
ferent domains. Results verify correct design of proposed
protocols.

Future work includes an implementation on a real de-
vices, preferably Linux devices. Proposed protocols can
be easily added to both broadcast channel (dvb interface)
and broadband channel (network interface). Using Linux
compatible DVB tuner, even MPEG-TS data can be ac-
cessed directly what can be used to directly filter HEP
data (direct payload of MPEG-TS packet).

Acknowledgements. This work was done in addition to
FP7 HBB-Next project and proposed changes were partly
presented in Deliverable 1.2.8 document.
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Abstract
Multipath networks are used mostly to improve high avail-
ability or to increase throughput. These assets are also
invaluable to a VoIP environment. Achieving them by
simply adding a new path between two network endpoints
is insufficient. Simple loadbalancing of multimedia ses-
sions, as currently provided by routing protocols, can
cause a jitter to increase or datagrams to be delivered out
of order, which causes multimedia quality degradation.
When a link experiences quality degradation or failure,
the multimedia sessions utilizing this path are also af-
fected. Routing protocols do not analyze link parameters
such as round trip time, jitter or packet loss. The detec-
tion of link failure is limited to a physical interface status
change or a loss of communication between routers, often
a loss of hello packets. These detections are insufficient
for multimedia sessions, as they cause longer periods of
service outage and do not solve multimedia quality degra-
dation.

This thesis defines a formulated problem in assuring the
quality of multimedia sessions in multipath VoIP net-
works. As a solution we propose a new architecture capa-
ble of active management of ongoing multimedia sessions.
This approach brings the control from “above” in con-
trast to the standard control model from “below”, where
the network is controlled by routing protocols.
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C.2.1 [Computer-communication networks]: Net-
work Architecture and Design; C.2.3 [Computer-
communication networks]: Network Operations—net-
work management, network monitoring
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1. Introduction
Multimedia over Internet protocol (usually covered also
as Voice over IP) has developed as a mainstream plat-
form. SIP protocol has been standardized by IETF in
[11] and is commonly accepted as a standard. Even the
3GPP has adopted it in IMS (IP Multimedia Subsystem)
as a signalling protocol. Despite this technology is mature
and widely used it still faces problems, among which are
load and quality balancing of multimedia sessions in mul-
tipath VoIP networks. We have identified these problems
among SIP (Session Initiation Protocol) session manage-
ment tasks. In [8] we have introduced the SIP Single Port
architecture to enhance SIP session management related
problems. We have showed this approach is valid and
can be used as a solution to identified issues. SIP Single
Port itself is however only a tool of a session management
and has far more possibilities to be utilized in a proper
conditions.

The SIP Single Port is another part of the converged ar-
chitecture of Next Generation Networks (NGN). Its func-
tionality might be brought various architectures including
IMS (IP Multimedia Subsystem).

Formulated problem is in a field of assuring the quality
of multimedia sessions in multipath networks. Standard
approaches of VoIP architectures in similar scenarios are
not optimal, when it comes to load and quality balancing
[5]. As a solution we propose a new architecture capa-
ble of active management of ongoing multimedia sessions.
This approach brings the control from “above” in con-
trast to the standard control model from “below”. In the
standard approach, the network is controlled by routing
protocols, with limited options for multimedia needs. Ap-
proach from “above” allows us to focus the optimization
directly on multimedia sessions’ needs, without a need to
reconfigure whole underlying network during each opti-
mization execution.

This paper is organized as follows: In second chapter we
give an overview of present State of the Art in the field of
VoIP session management and we discuss available tech-
niques of multimedia sessions’ quality evaluation. Third
chapter discusses a new architecture utilizing SIP Single
Port idea as a solution to the stated problems. Fourth
chapter shows achieved results and verifications of a pro-
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posed architecture. Conclusions, depicted future works,
and final remarks are given in a fifth chapter.

2. State of The Art
2.1 Multimedia Sessions Management
SIP based multimedia communication is usually utilizing
three separate streams on IP layer for each direction: SIP
for the signaling, RTP for a transport of multimedia data,
and RTCP for a management of messages related to RTP.
Therefore, for a multimedia communication, each user
agent needs to allocate three different ports. This com-
plicates the management of SIP sessions as one session is
composed of several streams. Even more, communication
requires additional steps to be successfully established in
NAPT scenarios as described in [9] and [7].

Multiplexing of RTP and RTCP as defined in [10] solved
some of these mentioned drawbacks. These benefits can
be improved even more by adding the signaling protocol
to the multiplexed stream.

The SIP Single Port approach, presented by authors in [8],
consists of merging SIP, RTP and RTCP streams together
into a smaller transport-layer footprint so that they use
only a single port for a communication on each side.

For the purpose of SIP Single Port in [8] we have defined
10 tasks as the session management: service identifica-
tion, session billing, session recording, administration of
firewalls, control of QoS, location control, mobility con-
trol, correct service assignment, security tasks and a cus-
tomer service profiling.

SIP Single Port solution modifies the way SIP-based VoIP
establishes a session on the transport layer by merging all
streams into a single one. The definition of a network
stream in this case refers to a packet flow that is treated
using only one policy by all network elements between
two consecutive SIP user agents. In order to achieve this
behavior, we propose modifications of the content of SDP
messages, and an alternate detection scheme, which re-
places an address-based and port-based RTP and RTCP
demultiplexing.

The footprint of the SIP Single Port stream is limited only
to one 5-tupple (source IP address, destination IP address,
source port, destination port and protocol). Therefore
whole traffic can be managed only by one 4th OSI (Open
System Interconnection) layer rule.

Advantages compared to the standard SIP-based VoIP in-
clude a smaller network footprint, a higher success rate
of a session establishment, a better control of the session
including RTP and RTCP and most importantly, an abil-
ity to configure border devices that allows problem-free
VoIP. The need of relaying of the whole media session in
all cases is considered as a negative aspect of SIP Single
Port. [8]

To fulfill the idea of the SIP Single Port to multiplex all
streams into one single, they have to be properly identi-
fied. Current SIP-based VoIP solutions uses transport-
layer information to detect the purpose of each given
network stream (to differentiate between SIP, RTP, and
RTCP). In SIP Single Port idea, transport-layer infor-
mation is lost and detection schema was modified. SIP
protocol is identified using by “SIP/2.0” identifier in first

Figure 1: Two instances of SIRUP in a dual-
proxy mode. The communication’s footprint be-
tween SIRUP nodes is made of one transport layer
stream.

row of the message. RTP and RTCP detection used in
SIP Single Port is described in [10].

To demonstrate the proof of concept the program called
SIRUP (SIp Rtp mUltiplexing Proxy) was introduced in
[8]. As depicted on Figure 1, the solution enabled one-port
footprint for the whole communication between SIRUP
instances.

2.2 Multimedia Quality Evaluation
The quality of multimedia sessions in VoIP is crucial. For
this reason the quality of multimedia sessions have to be
evaluated [2]. The quality evaluation can be divided into
two methodologies: subjective and objective [6], [4]. Sub-
jective methodology uses users opinion on each particular
session. Second methodology is called objective. Using
this methodology networks can be evaluated faster and
cheaper. The methodology is subdivided into two cate-
gories: intrusive and non-intrusive.

Intrusive methods use the original samples of the multi-
media session. For the most accurate evaluation, this ref-
erence sample is recorded at the originating source or at
the entrance to the network. Another sample is recorded
at the end of the network or at the receiver. These two
samples are compared and the quality estimation is given.
Best known algorithms introduced by ITU-T are PSQM,
PESQ and POLQA.

In non-intrusive method, the original sample is not a part
of an evaluation [12]], [14]. This means, the result is al-
ways an estimation of the quality of the source, based on a
used technology. Most well-known non-intrusive method
is E-model. The E-model’s output is a rating factor, R .
This is a number from 0 to 100, where 0 indicates the low-
est quality, while 100 the best one. This number can be
converted to MOS (Mean Opinion Score) using (1). Stan-
dard E-model is evaluated using signal noise ratio which
is subtracted by various impairments.

MOS = 1 for R < 6.5

MOS = 1 + 0.035R+R(R− 60)(100 −R)7.10−6

for 6.5 ≤ R ≤ 100

MOS = 4.5 for 100 ≤ R

(1)

As a standard E-model, introduced by G.107, is rather
complex, several simplifications were introduced. All
these simplifications aims to reduce the number of mea-
sured factors and to provide results closest to the original
E-model. The thesis examines three simplified E-model.
First simplification was brought by AT&T laboratories in
[3]. Applying linear regression to these results, the sec-
ond method was introduced by M. Voznak, F. Rezac and
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J. Rozhon in [13]. Another modification of simplified E-
model was brought by H. Assem, D. Malone, J. Dunne,
P. O’Sullivan in [1].

Based on an analysis of various approaches to calculate
the quality of multimedia sessions we will use a model
introduced by Voznak, Rezac and Rozhon in [13]. Their
results are optimal in various scenarios and are adequately
tested in a BESIP project. Further more our work will
not require the exact estimation of a quality of multimedia
stream. We will focus only on a comparison of results of
various streams

3. Active Session Management Architecture
The problem we address in this thesis is quality and load
sharing in multipath VoIP networks. We intend to bring
a tool for the optimal distribution of multimedia sessions
among all available paths in order to guarantee the best
overall multimedia quality, throughout their whole lifes-
pan.

To achieve this goal, we propose a new architecture ca-
pable of load and quality sharing of multimedia sessions
among multiple paths. This architecture is called Active
Session Management (ASM) architecture.

ASM architecture has following fundamental principals:

• Underlying network is able to differentiate sessions
based on predefined information (e.g.: transport
layer port, IP address) and based on it deliver this
traffic via different paths (links, time slots, frequen-
cies). Quality degradation on one path does not
affect other paths.

• Change of predefined information in ongoing traffic
can occur anytime during an architecture runtime,
even during a multimedia session lifetime.

• One and only one ASM server is assigned to one
and only one path in the underlying network. As-
signment of an ASM client to an ASM server causes
all its traffic to be delivered using a path assigned
to this ASM server.

The proposed architecture is defined over three planes
and two interfaces between them to describe each of its
elements as specifically as possible.

3.1 Planes
We define ASM architecture as a three-plane architecture.
The reason for their differentiation is to guarantee trans-
parency for each participant of multimedia sessions from
the view of all OSI layers. We define following planes:

• delivery plane - is a lowest plane of the ASM archi-
tecture. It is responsible for data delivery and paths
definition,

• multimedia plane - is a middle plane of the ASM
architecture. Its purpose is to serve the multimedia
service to users,

• control plane - is a highest plane of the ASM archi-
tecture. It is responsible for assignment of multime-
dia plane’s sessions to delivery plane’s paths.

3.1.1 Delivery Plane
Delivery plane is a lowest plane of the ASM architecture.
It is responsible for data delivery and paths definition.

Delivery plane is technology independent. It can use any
network technology that can assure paths creation based
on any predefined information.

The main advantage of ASM architecture is that the net-
work optimizations on ongoing multimedia sessions are
not controlled by general methods used in lower layers of
OSI model as routing protocols, but using higher layers’
mechanisms. This means the delivery plane is unaware of
data and any control mechanisms.

A main component of the delivery plane is a path. A path
in terms of ASM architecture, ASM path, is a set of links,
paths or tunnels through a network that is a subject of
optimization of ASM architecture.

These ASM paths are predefined by a system administra-
tor. The number of ASM paths is limited to the number
of available unique paths in the network from one edge en-
try point to another one. This means, the quality change
on one ASM path should not affect the quality on other
ASM paths. As each ASM path can be utilized multi-
ple times in parallel, there is no benefit creating multiple
ASM paths over one path in the network. To guarantee
the maximum availability in the network, each available
path between edge elements should be utilized as a path
of the delivery plane of ASM architecture, ASM path.

Example technologies used in the delivery plane can be for
instance MPLS with IP address as predefined information,
or SIP Single Port with transport layer port as predefined
information as shown in [8].

3.1.2 Multimedia Plane
Multimedia plane is a middle plane of the ASM archi-
tecture. Its purpose is to serve the multimedia service
to users. It is using the delivery plane of ASM architec-
ture as transport layer of OSI model. Multimedia plane
is unaware of paths defined in the delivery plane.

Multimedia plane is also technology independent. It can
use any VoIP architecture. In this plane, data is gener-
ated on the users’ user agents, encapsulated into lower
layers of OSI model and delivered to proxies or gateways
on the server side. From the user’s point of view, all el-
ements in the network are gathered in multimedia plane.
Standalone it can offer the same service as in ASM archi-
tecture, with exception of an enhanced multimedia quality
control.

3.1.3 Control Plane
Control plane is a highest plane of the ASM architecture.
Its elements creates a complex architecture responsible
for collecting information, controlling and adjusting the
traffic of multimedia plane using interfaces. This plane
utilizes the delivery plane to control data of the mid-
dle plane. Using interfaces described below, this plane
adds information to multimedia plane data, so the deliv-
ery plane is able to identify and route the data to assigned
paths. This plane is responsible for the optimization of
multimedia sessions and therefore it is a core of the ASM
architecture. It is also responsible for collecting quality
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data of streams and performing above tasks based on this
information.

All planes are independent of each other and none of its
elements is aware of the elements in other planes. This
mandate will allow us to be independent of technologies
used in any of them. None of the elements has to be
modified in any way in order to adapt to changes in other
planes.

3.2 Interfaces
In order to allow communication between planes and to
avoid their changes, interfaces are used. Interfaces are
adapted to each implementation of ASM architecture, so
the changes to planes are avoided.

• There is no interface between delivery and multime-
dia plane.

• Delivery - control interface. This interface is a
unique and defining property of lower layers. This
property is used to define paths. These paths are
used by control plane to route the traffic according
to ASM network requirements. An example of such
property can be an IP address of a multimedia server
or a port of SIP Single server. The property is set
to data by control plane via multimedia - control
interface.

• Multimedia - control interface. Using this interface,
the control plane modifies data of the multimedia
plane based on a unique and defining property of the
delivery plane (delivery - control interface). These
modifications are transparent to multimedia plane.
For example, if the delivery plane defining property
is the IP address, this interface has to guarantee
the correct IP address of server side of multimedia
plane in the multimedia session will be chosen, so
the delivery plane will be able to distinguish the
session based on the IP address.

3.3 SIP Single Port Active Session Management Ar-
chitecture

To study the unique properties of ASM architecture, we
use SIP Single Port as a mechanism in control plane of
ASM architecture. SIP Single Port idea was created as
a multimedia session management tool. Together with
ASM architecture we can provide solutions to the formu-
lated problem.

Based on ASM architecture, SIP Single Port ASM (SS-
PASM) architecture is defined over three planes and two
interfaces as depicted on Figure 2

3.3.1 Delivery Plane
A technology used in the delivery plane is independent
from SSPASM architecture. The underlying technology
has to be able to identify streams based on transport layer
port and use this information to route different streams
via different paths. On Figure 2 the delivery plane, de-
picted in dark grey color, is an MPLS network with three
tunnels.

3.3.2 Delivery - Control Interface
The delivery - control interface is transport layer port
information and is depicted in green-dark grey gradient.

Figure 2: Logical connections of elements in SS-
PASM architecture (interfaces between planes are
depicted using gradient filling).

3.3.3 Multimedia Plane
Multimedia plane, similarly as in SIP Single Port architec-
ture, can be any standard SIP-based VoIP architecture.
On Figure 2 the multimedia plane, depicted using light
grey, is made of SIP proxy and SIP user agents.

As ASM architecture is technology independent and SIP
Single Port can be used with any SIP user agent or proxy,
SSPASM architecture can be used in any SIP based VoIP
architecture.

3.3.4 Multimedia - Control Interface
The multimedia - control interface is modified SIP Sin-
gle Port architecture described in the State of the Art.
On Figure 2 the multimedia - control interface, depicted
in green-light grey gradient, is made of ASM clients and
ASM servers.

Active Session Management client interface. As de-
picted in Figure 2 all multimedia plane’s user agents are
connected to the ASM architecture through ASM client
interface. Similarly to the original SIRUP, the client is a
stateless proxy, which multiplexes incoming traffic from
a user agent and demultiplexes the traffic addressed to
it. This task also remains in SSPASM architecture. The
new added functionality is an ability to live adapt to re-
quired changes in the network. The clients are required
to change the delivery plane property (TCP/IP transport
layer port) based on the decision of the control plane.
Based on this information, the client changes a port and
data is sent to a new server. The technology in the deliv-
ery plane is not reconfigured in any way and the routing
is changed to a more suitable path.

Active Session Management server interface. Based on
the State of the Art, a server is a stateless proxy, which
demultiplexes incoming traffic from client and multiplexes
the traffic addressed to a client. Analogous to client, this
task is also essential in a new architecture. The process
of live migration of a multimedia session to a new path
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requires several modifications in the server side of the SIP
Single Port architecture. A server side does not initialize
the change of the OSI model transport layer port, but still
it has to adapt to this change. A client always requests
the change.

3.3.5 Control Plane
Control plane is depicted in green color on Figure 2 and
is made of three new elements:

• Managing Function (MF)

• Default Server Function (DSF)

• Passive Quality Monitoring Function (PQMF)

The reason to distinguish between these logical elements
is to comply with ASM architecture principles of being
technology independent.

Managing Function. Managing Function of ASM archi-
tecture is a central architecture element. MF is responsi-
ble for:

• collecting data from Default Server Function,

• collecting data from Passive Quality Measuring
Function,

• perform an optimization based on received data,

• send control messages to Default Server Function.

MF is an element responsible for optimization of the traf-
fic in the network. MF gathers data from PQMF and
clients via DSF. Based on this information MF controls
the network and ensures the quality of all calls is on the
highest possible level.

MF does not communicate with SIP elements in multi-
media plane or elements in multimedia - control interface.
This makes MF technology independent.

The functionality of MF has to be added to SIP Single
Port to perform objectives of the ASM architecture.

Default Server Function. DSF is an interface between
SIP elements of control plane (ASM clients) and MF.

Clients in the ASM architecture have no transport layer
port assigned for a communication, prior their start. In
the original SIP Single Port architecture, clients had a
predefined port that was used throughout the whole run-
time of clients. During the start, one predefined port is
assigned to all clients. This port is used by the Default
Server Function. Every new client in the network at first
connects to DSF. After the decision made by the manage-
ment elements of the architecture, DSF assigns a client
with a new server. Only this ASM server is multiplexing
and demultiplexing the traffic. DSF itself does not relay
any traffic.

Second role of DSF is to control SIRUP clients. Manage-
ment elements send commands to DSF and DSF sends

Figure 3: Testbed topology of ASM network.
Clients are connected to servers over NetEm sim-
ulated network. To simplify the scheme we have
omitted lines connecting Client 2 and Client 3 to
DSF.

these commands to appropriate clients. Default Server
Function holds subscriptions of clients. The communica-
tion between clients and DSF is using SIP protocol.

The functionality of DSF has to be added to SIP Single
Port to perform objectives of the ASM architecture.

Passive Quality Monitoring Function. Passive Quality
Monitoring Function is an element responsible for collect-
ing and sending data of a quality of ongoing multimedia
sessions. It is a part of the server ASM interface (Server),
where it passively monitors traffic. It collects following
information:

• session identification,

• type of the data in the session,

• packet arrival time to calculate a jitter,

• sequence number to calculate a packet loss.

There are two types of policy of sending quality data to
MF. Data is either send periodically or send on the quality
change information only if any of the measured parame-
ters exceeds the predefined threshold. When the second
policy is used the traffic between PQMF and MF is sig-
nificantly reduced and reaction time of the incident in the
network is shortened. The disadvantage is higher resource
consumption, as the PQMF has to store the previous val-
ues of the measured parameter, and the administrator has
to configure the thresholds for all measured parameters.

The functionality of PQMF has to be added to SIP Single
Port to perform objectives of the ASM architecture.

4. Results
Verification of proposed Active Session Management Ar-
chitecture will be done upon modified SIP Single Port
Architecture. The verification was done in a laboratory
environment. We prepared several test-beds where we will
verify the proof of concept implementation and where we
will verify proposed optimizations over ongoing multime-
dia sessions.

The overall test-bed in our laboratory is composed of mul-
tiple virtual machines distributed in the testing network.
This topology is depicted on the Figure 3.
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The network topology of the delivery plane in all scenarios
is simulated using developed system based on the Linux
program called Network Emulator or NetEm. This sys-
tem allows us to create as many virtual tunnels as needed.
There are multiple setting the NetEm offers to simulate
real network conditions like modifying a jitter, packet loss,
duplication, reordering or setting a needed bandwidth.
Using these configuration parameters, we can simulate
any conditions in the network.

Elements of the multimedia plane of ASM architecture are
deployed on the separate virtual machines. User agents
will be simulated using SIP traffic generator SIPp. This
will allow us to simulate multiple multimedia sessions
from each client based on a scenario’s requirements. To
simulate a multimedia plane’s server side we have de-
ployed Kamailio based proxy and registrar server and as
a multimedia handler, there are several other SIPp in-
stances. These SIPp instances are configured to run as
a SIPp server with RTP stream echo enabled. This con-
figuration parameter forces the application to send every
received RTP datagram back to its server and therefore
making a two-way multimedia session. As both SIPp el-
ements are separated and they are not using same re-
sources, the outputs of test-beds will be more accurate.

4.1 Load Balancing Optimization

Description. This testing scenario verifies the ability of
ASM architecture to optimize the overall bandwidth of
all multimedia sessions in the network. In this scenario,
we will monitor a bandwidth of each path in the network.
Each path of the delivery plane of ASM architecture is
depicted with different color.

Prerequisites

• DSF has to be registered to MF.

• A network connection has to be established. All
reference points have to be available from the view
of lower layers of OSI model (TCP/IP connection
has to be established).

• The delivery plane of ASM architecture has to be
properly configured and delivery - control interface
has to be known to control plane of ASM architec-
ture.

• Servers of ASM architecture have to be initialized
and have to be configured to reflect the delivery -
control interface of ASM architecture. Server 1 has
Path 1 assigned using port 5091 and Server 2 has
Path 2 assigned using port 5092.

• Clients of ASM architecture have to have a config-
uration with correct domain or IP address of the
DSF.

Expected results. Clients are expected to create several
multimedia sessions through servers assigned to them. A
client assignment to paths is reorganized when the MF
identifies the possibility to optimize the network. As each
server is defined by one delivery plane’s interface, these

sessions will use paths assigned to these interfaces. Fig-
ure 4 depicts each path with bandwidth. This bandwidth
should be equal to a number of calls multiplied by a bi-
trate of a used G.711 codec in a given time.

Testing sequence

1. Client 1 subscribes to DSF and registers to Server
1.

2. Client 2 subscribes to DSF and registers to Server
2.

3. Client 3 subscribes to DSF and registers to Server
2.

4. User 101 (SIPp client) behind Client 1 creates a mul-
timedia session to User 102 (SIPp server) in time
t = 26 s. At this moment, there is one multime-
dia session on Path 1 and no multimedia session on
Path2.

5. User 103 (SIPp client) behind Client 2 creates a mul-
timedia session to User 104 (SIPp server) in time
t = 103 s. At this moment, there is one multime-
dia session on Path 1 and one multimedia session
on Path2.

6. User 103 (SIPp client) behind Client 2 creates a mul-
timedia session to User 104 (SIPp server) in time
t = 148 s. At this moment, there is one multime-
dia session on Path 1 and 2 multimedia sessions on
Path2.

7. User 105 (SIPp client) behind Client 3 creates a mul-
timedia session to User 106 (SIPp server) in time
t = 201 s. At this moment, there is one multime-
dia session on Path 1 and 3 multimedia sessions on
Path2.

8. At time t = 252 s an optimization occurred. MF
identifies a calls distribution is not optimal and ex-
ecutes change of an assignment of Client 3 to Path
2. After the optimization is finished, the bandwidth
of paths is equal.

Results. Results of the test-bed comply with expected re-
sults defined above. The bandwidth of both paths during
a testing scenario is depicted in Figure 4.

The optimiaztion was performed without a datagram to
be lost. After a request of changing the assigned server,
the server starts to send packets from a new port (and
therefore using a new path). After the acknowledgement
reply is received from the server, client modifies its for-
warding tables and starts to send packets to the correct
destination server (and therefore using a new path).

5. Conclusions
In the presented thesis, we have defined the formulated
problem in a field of assuring the quality of multimedia
sessions in multipath networks. Our contribution for a de-
picted problem is ASM architecture capable of load and
quality balancing. ASM architecture comes from original
SIP Single Port architecture. We have proposed several
modifications to basic elements to enable live multimedia
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Figure 4: Graph is showing a bandwidth of both paths during “Optimization of overall bandwidth” test
scenario. Grey line indicates the time when an optimization was performed.

session migration. This brings several possibilities to per-
form various optimizations in the network from “above”.
We have proposed three plane model of ASM architecture.
First two planes come from original SIP Single Port Ar-
chitecture, while third control plane is introduced in this
thesis. It consists of three new elements DSF, PQMF and
MF. These are responsible for “above” control approach.

Provided verifications show the ASM architecture is a
valid solution to the formulated problem of multimedia
sessions’ management in multipath VoIP networks.

Brining MF opens many possibilities for future work. One
of the most important would be bringing algorithms that
would control whole ASM network and would keep ses-
sions balanced during a whole lifetime of the network.
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Abstract
Microfluidics is a rapidly developing research field that
has various applications in biomedicine. Microfluidic de-
vices can be used to capture rare cells from blood sam-
ples, to analyze flows with diseased cells or to perform
separation tasks. In order to optimize the design of these
devices, a good working model of cells traveling in blood
plasma or other biological fluids is needed.

This work describes such model and approaches taken
towards its development. It is a full 3D computational
model with two-way coupling of fluid and immersed ob-
jects capable of resolving elastic deformations based on
physical principles both in detailed simulations of single
or few objects and in large simulations of up to thousands
of cells.

This work also describes the procedures used for vali-
dation and calibration of the model, novel approach to
preservation of local area of the membrane, new mem-
brane collision algorithm capable of resolving intersecting
membranes, comparison of various seeding approaches for
dense suspensions and a simulation study that illustrates
model capabilities and its usefulness in the future opti-
mization of microfluidic devices.
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1. Introduction
Blood is a dense suspension of cells, mostly red blood
cells (RBCs). In microfluidic devices, where the cell size
is not negligible in comparison to the dimensions of the de-
vice channels, the cells cannot be treated as homogeneous
fluid, but rather have to be modeled as elastic objects
traveling in flow. Deformations of individual cells, their
mutual interactions and interactions with the boundary
contribute to the complexity of this flow. This work con-
cerns three-dimensional modeling of such elastic objects
moving in fluid with application in biomedicine.

The primary motivation is the future design and opti-
mization of microfluidic devices capable of filtering cir-
culating tumor cells (CTCs) from peripheral blood sam-
ples of patients. These kinds of bio-chips for non-invasive
cancer screening and monitoring are already being manu-
factured, however they have only appeared fairly recently
and their design is still under research. The computer
simulations significantly improve the design process.

Circulating tumor cells are cancer cells that have migrated
from the primary site of cancer and circulate in the blood-
stream. Already in 1869, Thomas Ashworth, an Aus-
tralian physician, after observing circulating tumor cells
in the blood of a man with metastatic cancer using micro-
scope, postulated [2] that ”cells identical with those of the
cancer itself being seen in the blood may tend to throw
some light upon the mode of origin of multiple tumors
existing in the same person.”

To this date, in the solid tumor setting, CTCs are re-
garded as a population of rare cancer cells that have de-
tached from a primary tumor and entered the circulation.
These cells can travel and potentially seed new metastatic
sites [26]. Metastasis is the signal of progression to an in-
curable state for most solid tumors. While the molecular
mechanisms of metastatic progression are still not well
known, there is evidence that CTCs are shed well before
the onset of macroscopic metastasis [6, 15]. This makes
them an obvious target when designing early cancer de-
tection procedures.

CTCs are found in frequencies of few hundreds per ml of
whole blood (which also contains ∼ 109 other cells) even
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Figure 1: Shape and dimensions of RBC.

in patients with advanced metastatic disease [22, 29]. In
general, the CTCs are larger than RBCs, have different
density, different migratory properties and they bind to
specific antigens, to which RBCs do not respond.

The most frequently used methods for isolation of CTCs
are: methods relying on physical properties of CTCs, nu-
cleic acid-based detection of CTCs, capture of CTCs using
antibodies against cell surface antigens and others that
rely on various types of microfluidic devices. More de-
tails can be found in review articles [4, 34] and references
therein. Overall, microfluidics and labs-on-chip devices
are recently emerged and rapidly developing fields that
have the potential to significantly impact our healthcare
system.

At this time, we are not aware of research that would
have done rigorous optimization of design of microfluidic
devices - for example with respect to geometry or veloc-
ity of passing blood. In order to be able to tackle the
ultimate goal of designing and optimizing microfluidic de-
vices, first we need a very good working model of blood
passing through such device. This means modeling the
blood plasma as fluid with water-like properties, model-
ing the red blood cells immersed in it as elastic objects
and modeling other relevant objects (such as CTCs) and
their properties (e.g. adhesion) properly.

2. Description of Modeled System
In vertebrates, blood is composed of blood cells suspended
in blood plasma. Plasma constitutes approximately 55%
of blood volume and is mostly water (92% by volume).
The blood cells are mainly red blood cells and then in
smaller numbers platelets and white blood cells. (For
every 600 red blood cells, there are approximately 40
platelets and one white cell.) Humans have about 2 −
3 ·1013 RBCs (which is about one quarter of the total hu-
man body cell number) and there are typically 4− 8 · 106

cells per mm3 of blood. Mature RBC has no nucleus. Its
inner volume is filled with a solution of hemoglobin, an
iron-containing protein, which facilitates transportation
of oxygen.

The red blood cell is a very elastic biconcave disc with di-
ameter 6−8µm and thickness about 2µm, Figure 1. This
shape increases the surface area to volume ratio of the
cell (compared to spherical shape) and thus increases the
efficiency of diffusion of oxygen and carbon dioxide in and
out of the cell. The flexible membrane allows erythrocytes
to squeeze through capillaries as small as ∼ 5µm wide.

Figure 2: Stretching forces.

The resulting shape is then the biconcave discoid with
constant surface SRBC ∼ 136µm2 and constant volume
VRBC ∼ 90− 100µm3 [3].

The human RBC membrane is ∼ 40nm thick [14] and
consists of several layers. For our purposes, the following
two are most important: the phospholipid bilayer with
4-5 nm thickness and a 2D triangular mesh-like spectrin
cytoskeleton network attached to the inner side of bilayer.
Since the RBC cytoplasm mainly consists of hemoglobin
solution, the elastic properties of RBC are determined by
RBC membrane and can be explained by three fundamen-
tal deformation modes (experimentally measured values
in brackets): area expansion/compression (0.2N/m [25]),
shear (5−10·10−6N/m [7]) and bending of the membrane
(∼ 2 · 10−19Nm [11]).

The flow is governed by Stoke’s law [3]. This means that
the viscous (frictional) effects are more dominant than
inertial forces.

3. Model
3.1 Elastic Objects
The most widely used models are continuum models [28],
spectrin models [12], and various mesoscopic models, some
of which consist of a spring network with either forces, [5],
or energies [24], applied to enforce the required elastic
properties.

Our model is inspired by the one described in [9] and
implemented in [5]. It consists of a triangular mesh that
represents the elastic membrane of the red blood cell. The
elasticity is modeled using five elastic moduli: stretching,
bending, local and global area conservation and volume
conservation.

Stretching modulus
The purpose of the stretching modulus is to capture the
primary elastic property of the cell membrane - stretching.
The stretching force between each pair of nodes is essen-
tially a non-linear spring, Figure 2, which pulls the points
together when they are further than in relaxed state and
pushes them apart, when they are closer than in relaxed
state:

Fs(AB) = ksκ(AB)∆LABnAB (1)

where ks is the stretching coefficient, κ(AB) represents
the neo-Hookian nonlinearity of the stretching force. L0

AB

is the relaxed length of the edge AB, ∆LAB = LAB−L0
AB

is the prolongation of this edge and nAB is the unit vector
pointing from A to B.

Bending modulus
The main role of bending force is to preserve the shape of
the object. The resting angles θ0 ”remember” the position
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Figure 3: Bending forces.

Figure 4: Local and global area forces.

of triangles with respect to one another and the elastic
force acts to restore it:

Fb(ABC) = kb
∆θ

θ0
nABC (2)

where kb is the bending coefficient, θ0 is the resting angle
between two triangles that have common edge BC, ∆θ =
θ − θ0 is the deviation from this angle and nABC is the
unit normal vector to the triangle ABC. This force is
applied to the vertex A that does not lie on the common
edge and half of this force with the opposite direction is
applied to the vertices B and C, Figure 3.

Local area modulus
Local area force is in its action very similar to the stretch-
ing force.

Fal(A) = −kal ∆SABC√
S0
ABC

wA (3)

where kal is the local area coefficient, S0
ABC is the relaxed

area of triangle ABC, ∆SABC = SABC − S0
ABC is the

deviation from this resting state and wA is the unit vector
pointing from the centroid of the triangle ABC to the
vertex A, see Figure 4. (Similar forces are assigned to
vertices B and C).

Global area conservation
The purpose of global area force is to preserve the total
surface of the object.

Fag(A) = −kag ∆S

S0
wA (4)

where kag is the global area coefficient, S0 is the relaxed
area of the whole object, ∆S = S − S0 is the deviation
from this area and wA is again the unit vector pointing
from the centroid of the triangle ABC to the vertex A.
Analogous forces are acting on nodes B and C.

Volume conservation
Finally, the volume force acts to conserve the total volume
of the object, Figure 5:

Fv(ABC) = −kv ∆V

V 0
SABCnABC (5)

Figure 5: Volume conservation forces.

where kv is the volume coefficient, SABC is the current
area of triangle ABC, V 0 is the resting volume of the
whole object, ∆V = V − V 0 is the deviation from this
volume and nABC is the unit normal vector to the plane
ABC.

3.2 Fluid
We assume an incompressible, homogeneous fluid and use
the lattice-Boltzmann method (LBM) [31] to model it.
One of the first applications of LBM to suspended parti-
cles can be found in [19].

The lattice-Boltzmann method uses a regular grid and
represents the fluid domain by a set of lattice nodes. In
our 3-dimensional case, this is a cubic lattice D3Q19 with
19 velocity directions, ei, with i = 0, ..., 18. The fluid itself
is modeled as a group of fictitious fluid particles that are
only allowed to either stay where they are or move to
the neighboring nodes. The governing equations in the
presence of external forces, are

ni(x+ eiδt, t+ δt) = ni(x, t)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

propagation

−∆i(n(x, t))
︸ ︷︷ ︸

collision

+ fi(x, t)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

externalforces

where ni are the directional densities, δt is the time step
and ∆i denotes the collision operator that accounts for
the difference between pre- and post-collision states and
satisfies the constraints of mass and momentum conser-
vation. fi is the external force exerted on the fluid. We
refer to [1] for details. The macroscopic velocity u and
density ρ are evaluated from

ρ(x, t) =
∑

i

ni(x, t) and ρ(x, t)u =
∑

i

ni(x, t)ei.

Computationally, the big advantage of this method is that
it can be treated locally and explicitly, only using the
information from the previous time step, without the need
to solve large systems of equations. Thus, it is suitable
for parallel computations.

3.3 Interactions
Fluid-object
The immersed boundary method (IBM) connects the so-
lutions of governing equation for the fluid with the imple-
mentation of boundary conditions on the surface of the
object. In our model, the IBM involves transfer of forces
between objects and fluid. In [5], very good results are
obtained when the objects are propagated forward using
a friction term with adjustable friction coefficient, ξ, as
described in [20]:

F = ξ(v − u), (6)

where v is the velocity of the particle and u is the velocity
of the fluid at the particle position.
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The propagation of immersed boundary points (IBPs) is
then governed by the Newton’s equations of motion

m
d2xi

dt2
= fi, (7)

where m is the mass of each immersed boundary particle,
xi is the position of the ith particle and fi is the force
exerted on that particle. fi has two sources: one is the
fluid-object interaction (6) and the other are the elastic
forces.

Unlike some other models, e.g. [24], the coupling in our
model is two-way. That means, the fluid has influence on
the triangulation nodes on the surface of the object and
vice-versa.

Object-object
Blood is a dense suspension, with cells occupying roughly
half of the total volume, so the objects come to contact
very often. Natural approach in spring network models
is to transform the object-object interaction into a set
of particle-particle interactions. These pairs of particles
then receive repulsive forces when they get too close, cor-
responding to the so-called soft-sphere potential:

V (d) = a · d−n d < dcut, (8)

where d is the distance between the two particles, dcut
is the threshold at which this potential starts acting (for
larger distances, no force is applied to these two particles),
a is a scaling parameter and n (typically greater than
1) determines how ”steep” the response gets as particles
approach one another.

The collective effect is that the two objects repel each
other when they are on collision course. However, the
drawback of this approach is that in the event that the
two objects intersect (for any reason), instead of correct-
ing this unphysical behavior and pushing them apart, this
type of potential locks them in even more. For more de-
tailed discussion and our proposed solution to this prob-
lem, see Section 6.2.

Object-boundary
For object-boundary interactions, we also use the soft-
sphere potential, (8), with slightly different parameters.
They are chosen in such a way that the object behaves
”softer” in this interaction than in object-object interac-
tion, in order to account for the fact that a solid boundary
cannot ”yield”, while another elastic object can.

4. Validation and Calibration of the Model
4.1 Mass Calibration
The mesh points have their own mass. In simulations,
one often uses different triangulations of the same object,
e.g. to increase the precision by having larger number of
nodes or to reduce the computational cost by having fewer
nodes. In these cases, if the mass of individual bound-
ary points remains constant, the total mass of the object
varies, depending on how many points were used. Intu-
itively, one could say that this effect is negligible, how-
ever, it can be easily shown that the mass of the bound-
ary points needs to be adjusted to avoid the variations of
behavior when using different triangulations.

We have used simulations of sphere immersed in a station-
ary fluid and given an initial velocity (in the x-direction)
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Figure 6: Red blood cell with various surface tri-
angulations was immersed in a stationary fluid.
Mass of IBPs was properly adjusted. The veloc-
ity profiles are nearly identical.

v0. The fluid slows it down until it stops. We then com-
pared the results with known theoretical solutions and
calibrated the friction coefficient ξ, that was then also
used for the RBCs.

For red blood cells, we do not have a theoretical solution
to compare to, but we can compare the different trian-
gulations to each other. We used different triangulations
and results are displayed in Figure 6. We see that the
change of triangulation has a minimal effect on the veloc-
ity profile.

The proper procedure to account for the mass of immersed
boundary points in simulations of elastic objects is to
check the mass of the inner fluid, determine the mass
of the membrane, distribute this mass into the IBPs and
adjust the friction coefficient ξ according to the number
of IBPs

4.2 Calibration of Elastic Coefficients
The standard and most widely used calibration exper-
iment in modeling single red blood cell is the optical
tweezers experiment. In biological setting, e.g. [23], two
silicone beads are attached to opposite locations on the
RBC membrane and the technique uses highly focused
laser beams to apply a controlled displacement of these
two beads to measure the force-displacement curve be-
tween two locations on the RBC membrane. The cell that
started as spherical is now deformed and both the axial
(now the largest) and the transversal (now the smallest)
diameters are measured, see Figure 7. These changes in
diameter in response to optical force are then used to infer
the elastic coefficients of the RBC.

We have simulated this experiment for several sets of elas-
tic parameters. The resulting curves were compared to
the experimental data and we are able to find sets of elas-
tic parameters that fit the experimental data well, see
Figure 8.

Note, that the goal is not to exactly fit some values, e.g.
mean of experimental data, but rather obtain curves of
desired shape that fall in the boundaries defined by the
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Figure 7: Axial and transversal diameters.
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Figure 8: Axial and transversal diameters of our
red blood cell (black) compared with experimental
(red) and spectrin model (grey) data obtained by
Dao et al [8].

variance of experimental data. The reason is that the
individual biological red blood cells are not identical and
do not respond in exactly the same way when subjected
to this experiment. Therefore, we are not aiming for exact
match but rather for general qualitative fit.

4.3 Validation of Minimum Energy Principle
The numerical method for creating biconcave discoids from
spheres inspired by the biological maturation of RBCs has
also been investigated in several works, e.g. [33].

We have performed simulations, such as the one depicted
in Figure 9, and observed that our model exhibits simi-
lar behavior. When we start with a sphere that has the
same surface as a RBC, gradually decrease its volume and
let the structure relax after each decrease, we ultimately
obtain the typical biconcave discoid shape of the cell.

In the end, we generally do not use this concept when ini-
tializing simulations with RBCs, but rather directly start

Figure 9: A biconcave discoid shape can be ob-
tained by slowly decreasing volume of a sphere.

with triangulation of biconcave discoid - this speeds up
the initialisation process. However, in principle, it could
be done and this technique validates the model in the
sense that it obeys the potential energy-minimizing prin-
ciple so frequently observed in nature with the same out-
come.

One exception, in which we actually use this concept, is
our investigation of seeding dense simulations, described
in more detail in Section 6.2.2, because there one can use
dense packings of spheres. The principle is not employed
exactly as described here, but in a modified way - instead
of keeping the surface constant and decreasing volume of
the spheres, we start with spheres that have the same
volumes as RBC and increase their surface. This allows
us to use smaller spheres, i.e. pack more cells.

4.4 Validation of Model Dynamics
The optical tweezers experiment described in Section 4.2
validates the mesh mechanics. For validation of cell dy-
namics, one needs to look at the shear-induced motion of
red blood cell. The relevant biological experiments are
described in [10].

In simulations, we have induced the shear by applying
velocity v to the top wall of the chamber and −v to the
bottom wall of the chamber. When the distance between
them is w, the shear rate γ of the induced flow can be
calculated as

γ = 2
V

w
(9)

In the experiments, a sheared RBC tumbles with no sig-
nificant deformations below shear rate of ∼ γT = 10s−1.
For γ � γT , the cell exhibits tanktreading motion - mem-
brane rotates around a highly deformed flat ellipsoidal cell
as in Figure 10.

The shear rate γT is not a strict boundary. For shear
stress values around γT , the cell exhibits a combination
of these two behaviors - there is membrane rotation and
there is still the tumbling motion, but we see the cell
deformations ”travel” around the membrane. The types
of cell profiles obtained in our simulations, correspond
well to those described in [27].

While the profiles are similar, in our simulations, the tran-
sition from tumbling to tanktreading does not happen at
the experimentally observed shear rate γT ∼ 10s−1, but
rather at larger values γT ∼ 700s−1. A possible reason is
that the membrane shear modulus and shear rate of the
flow are not the only factors influencing this threshold.
As described in [12], it is also dependent on the viscosity
contrast defined as

λ =
µi + µm

µo
(10)

Figure 10: Tanktreading of RBC induced by hor-
izontal shear flow with large shear rates.
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where µi is the viscosity of the inner fluid, µo is the vis-
cosity of the outer fluid and µm is the viscosity of the cell
membrane. While some preliminary work in this direction
has been started, currently our model does not account
for the viscosity of the cell membrane at all and inner and
outer viscosities are identical.

However, we would like to state that our model exhibits
the characteristic behaviors of RBC in shear flow well
- they enlongate and align under high shear, they ex-
hibit tumbling and tanktreading and they migrate radi-
ally while traveling downstream.

5. Implementation and Performance
ESPResSo is written in C/C++ and can be compiled on
variety of Linux and Unix platforms. It also has a Tcl
(Tool command language) layer and the simulations can
be exclusively controlled by Tcl scripts. Our elastic inter-
actions and object-object interactions are implemented in
C to take advantage of the fast computational core. The
objects themselves are created on the Tcl level and also
the scripts that control the simulations are in Tcl.

5.1 Parallelization
The simulation package ESPResSo is parallelized using
standard MPI routines for computation on multiple CPUs.
The splitting of computational domain is done in such a
way that the standard ESPResSo particle-particle inter-
actions are only treated on single core. The elastic forces
of our objects need special approach, in order to con-
serve total surface and volume of objects that span across
subdomains computed on different cores. We use partial
surface and volume calculations, results of which are ex-
changed among the relevant computational nodes.

The lattice-Boltzmann method in ESPResSo has also been
implemented for GPUs by D. Roehm [30], using the CUDA
programming model and language. The streaming and
collisions instructions are performed in parallel threads
on the Streaming Multiprocessors of the GPU and the
fluid resides in the video RAM of the GPU. The code
for immersed objects is not altered and is running on the
CPU(s). Only in appropriate intervals, the particle po-
sitions and velocities are transferred to the GPU to cal-
culate the interaction with the fluid, and the resulting
forces are transferred back. The code developers claim
that compared to the parallel LBM implementation on a
conventional quad-core CPU, the GPU LBM is 50 times
faster.

5.2 Performance and Scalability
As was previously mentioned, there are very few CTCs
circulating in the blood compared to the number of other
flowing objects. This means that it is necessary to include
a large number of red blood cells in the model. Using
our Object-in-fluid framework, we are currently able to
simulate few thousand cells. This is sufficient for some
microfluidic applications, where we can take advantage
of periodicity or for applications that focus on detailed
behavior of fewer cells.

To illustrate computational scalability of the problem in
terms of number of parallel computational cores, we set
up a simulation of a channel with dimensions 240× 120×
120µm3 (3 456 000 fluid nodes). We have uniformly dis-
tributed 512, 1024 and 2000 cells (each 2µm in diameter)

Table 1: Simulation time, in minutes (fluid com-
puted on GPU) for computation on 1, 2, 4 and 8
cores. Total simulated time: t = 2µs

cells
CPUs 512 1024 2000

1 38.0 163.9 754.9
2 18.8 92.1 295.8
4 9.9 34.4 166.3
8 7.1 29.2 98.5

in this channel, so that cell density is constant over the
whole simulation box. In Table 1 we can clearly see that
increasing number of computational cores decreases the
computational time.

Currently the most efficient way to run multiple-cell sim-
ulations using our framework is to use single GPU for
fluid, multiple CPUs for computations of elastic objects
and template approach during initialisation (identical ob-
jects are created by copying the same template).

5.3 Taking Advantage of Periodicity
In some of the applications of our model, e.g. the one
described in Section 6.3, certain parts of the simulation
domain repeat themselves - the domain is periodic. This
leads to a natural question, how could one use this prop-
erty to gain advantage in modeling and simulations.

Instead of modeling a very large domain, one can take a
cut-out, i.e. basic building block, and simulate only that
one, Figure 11. The objects which leave at one bound-
ary of the computational domain appear at the opposite
boundary again. One can think of this as an approxima-
tion of ”moving window” that is ”following” certain cells
through the device. In order to ensure periodicity for elas-
tic objects, we had to consider a ghost layer at the peri-
odic boundaries, so that the objects close to the boundary
can already interact and feel influence of objects at the
opposite end of the domain.

5.4 Comparison with Another Simulator
In order to compare the performance of the methods that
we have developed, we have contacted Timm Krüger, com-
putational physicist at University of Edinburgh, one of the
leading researchers in the blood cells simulations area [16,
18], who kindly agreed to provide information about com-
putational performance of his code.

The fluid is in both cases computed using LBM with
D3Q19 lattice. with 2-point interpolation stencil. For the
elastic objects, our spring network model is compared to

Figure 11: Instead of simulating a large periodic
array of obstacles, one can simulate a basic block
that repeats in the array.
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Figure 12: Parachute shape of the cell in steady
parabolic flow.

model that uses finite elements methods (FEM) combined
with IBM with indirect position updates.

The following tests were done on laptop 1, Prof. Krüger’s
machine (2.7 GHz Intel i7-2620M), laptop 2 (2 GHz Intel
i7-3667U) and Tesla (Nvidia M2090, 2.4 GHz Intel Xeon
E5-2609 CPUs). Their comparison has shown that L1 is
about 30% faster than L2 and L2 is about 45% faster than
1 CPU on Tesla.

Test A: Efficiency
In order to compare the overall performance of the imple-
mented models, we have performed a simulation of rectan-
gular channel with dimensions 100×40×40µm3 and grid
size 1µm (160 000 lattice-Boltzmann nodes). We have
placed 16 red blood cells at the beginning of the chan-
nel and measured the time needed to simulate 1000 times
steps. The breakdown of computational time is shown
in Table 2. While the overall performance is worse in our
case (even if we account for the speed of the machines, our
implementation is roughly 2-3 times slower), the LBM is
running extremely fast on the GPU.

Test B: Comparison of elasticity models
To compare the elasticity of RBCs, we have performed a
simulation of single cell in a periodic rectangular chamber.
The resulting parachute profiles of the cell are depicted in
Figure 13. While there is a small difference between them,
they are qualitatively very similar and this shows that
our model is capable of capturing elastic deformations
similarly to the FEM model.

6. Results, Applications and Interpretation
6.1 Proportional Local Area Force
We have investigated the behavior of the model as origi-
nally described in [9] and concluded that the normalisa-
tion they use (by edge length for stretching) is not suitable
when one wants to have scalable elastic forces. Moreover,
without the normalisation factor L in the denominator,
the coefficient ks has the proper units Nm−1.

Also, in order for the elastic coefficient kal to have the
desired units Nm−1, the local area force has to be nor-

Table 2: Breakdown of computational time
needed for Test A, in seconds.

L1 L2 Tesla (LBM on GPU)
initialisation 0.08 7.6 7.7
LBM 31.46 64.3 0.85
elastic objects 15.65 92.4 102.8
total 47.19 164.3 111.35

Figure 13: Two parachute profiles of red blood
cell: FEM model in black, our spring network
model in red.

malised by a quantity whose units are m. At first, we
have used

√
SABC and analyzed in detail in [32]. In the

following, we show that there is another quantity that
can be used instead that gives better results under some
conditions.

The main idea is to base the local area force definition on
the difference ∆S = S − S0 as it is in (3), but instead of
equal distribution of partial forces among the three trian-
gle nodes, to find suitable proportions for the distribution.
The two criteria that we want the local area force to meet
are:
- the units of the local area coefficient kal should beNm−1,
- the energy computed using this new local area force
should be shape independent, i.e. the energy of two tri-
angles that have the same area but different shape should
be the same.

We derived the proportional force in such a way that it
does not influence shape - the resulting triangle (in the
ideal case, when there are no other forces present), is con-
gruent to the original one, since this force is meant to
conserve only the triangle area. And secondly, we want
to use the same principle for computing the local area
elastic energy, as one would use for stretching force (1):

Es =

∫ d

0

Fs(x)dx, (11)

which for linear stretching force Fs = ks∆L gives Es =
1
2
ks(∆L)2. (Here, Fs denotes the magnitude of the direc-

tional force Fs.)

The resulting local area force definition is then

Fal(A) = − tA
t2A + t2B + t2C

kal∆SABCwA (12)

and analogous for vertices B and C. It is easily shown,
that the new definition satisfies the force-free conditions
for individual triangles (and, as a consequence, also glob-
ally). Using simulations of 3D objects we have shown that
this method for local area conservation tends to regular-
ize triangulation when the deformed triangle has larger
area than its relaxed state. The non-uniformity accounts
for the fact that some nodes are further from their pre-
ferred position than others and thus receive larger propor-
tion of the acting force and offers improvement when the
current area of triangle is greater than the relaxed area.
When used in combination with uniform local area force,
the regularity of individual triangles is either preserved or
improved during the simulation.
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6.2 Collisions
Since our ultimate goal is to model dense suspensions of
cells, it is important to consider the object-object inter-
actions carefully.

The package ESPResSo treats interactions of individual
particles using various potentials, including the soft-sphere
potential (8). Unlike the elastic interactions (1)-(5), this
interaction only works when two points (of predefined
types) get sufficiently close - closer than dcut. The dis-
advantage of this approach is that if due to numerical
integration step, a particle node of one object ”crosses”
the membrane of neighboring object sooner than the re-
pulsive potential has had a chance to deflect its trajectory,
it is then repulsed from the membrane, but this time in-
side the other object. This is highly undesirable because
then the two objects entangled further instead of being
pushed apart. In order to remedy this problem, we have
proposed and tested a new collision algorithm.

6.2.1 New Collision Algorithm
This new algorithm takes into account not only the dis-
tance of the two points, but also the normal vectors of the
two corresponding objects at these two points. Based on
these two vectors, it determines whether the two mem-
branes have crossed each other or not and applies the
repulsive forces in the proper direction.

This approach then required a redefinition of the distance-
dependent potential, since it was required to be inversely
proportional to the distance of nodes of membranes that
are not crossed and saturating with growing distance of
nodes of crossed membranes. We have proposed the func-
tional form

V (d) = a
1

1 + end
d < dcut, (13)

where d is the distance between the two particles, dcut
is the threshold, at which this potential starts acting (for
larger distances, no force is applied to these two particles),
a is a scaling parameter and n (typically greater than
1) determines how ”steep” the response gets as particles
approach one another. An example is shown in Figure 14.

The new collision detection algorithm then works as fol-
lows: It detects the proximity of two points of different
types and checks the angle between their outward nor-
mals. If this angle is too small, it does not apply any
potential to avoid fluctuations. Otherwise, it applies re-
pulsive potential in the direction dir = nP1 − nP2.

This method depends on straightforward calculation of
(at least approximate) outward normal vector at any given
mesh node at any given time, Figure 15, since the bound-
aries are moving both due to the advection and due to
elastic deformations. We have proposed the following
method for calculation of the outward normal: During
the initialisation phase, identify all neighbors of given
node (neighbors do not change during simulation). Then
for each node P, select three neighbors N1, N2, N3 that
are best spatially distributed, by checking all triplets of
neighbors and choosing the one, for which the following
expression is minimal

min
i,j,k
| ~PNi + ~PNj + ~PNk|,

where Ni, Nj , Nk ∈ S and S is the set of all neighbors of
mesh node P.

 0
 0

V
(d

)

Particle distance d

Repulsive potentials

soft sphere
membrane collision

Figure 14: Illustration of two types of object-
object repulsive potentials.

Figure 15: Outward normal for given mesh node.

Then compute the normal nP of the triangle N1N2N3.
This normal may point inside or outside of the object,
depending on the order of nodes Ni. By checking the an-
gle between nP and the normal of any triangle contain-
ing node P determine the proper orientation and reorder
nodes N1N2N3, if necessary, so that the normal of tri-
angle with reordered nodes points outward. The IDs of
these three nodes in proper order are then saved in the
particle structure of the node P and anytime during the
simulation when outward normal at P is necessary, it is
computed from their current positions.

6.2.2 Seeding Dense Simulations
It is very problematic to initialise simulations with large
numbers of cells. The problem has two main parts. One is
the desired randomness of RBC deformations and second
is their dense packing.

Regular dense packing of cells
The simple but costly solution to this problem is to start
a simulation with regularly placed cells, let it evolve for
a fairly long amount of time (sometimes longer than the
actual simulation of interest) to obtain the desired mix-
ing and deformations as a result of cell-cell collisions and
then start the actual simulation of interest. Using this
method, one can theoretically achieve hematocrit up to
∼ 0.70. The main restriction is the very long warm-up
time needed to obtain irregular mixture of cells.

Randomly placed cells
The warm-up time can be significantly shortened by seed-
ing the simulation with deformed randomly placed cells.
Obviously, it is unfeasible to deterministically prescribe
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the deformations for each cell in each simulation. Our
new method relies on the membrane collision interaction
described in the previous section. We place the cells at
random locations of the channel with random initial ro-
tation and allow partial overlap. The membrane collision
interaction then in the first few simulation steps takes care
of this unphysical situation and separates the cells. This
method works well for hematocrit up to Ht ∼ 0.2 (or up
to Ht ∼ 0.1 without overlap).

Cell growth
Another method, proposed in [21], is to ”grow” the cells.
It starts by specifying random location and orientation
for each cell. The number of cells is determined from
required final hematocrit. However, these are not put
in the simulation box at their full volume. They start
at about 30% of their final volume and slowly (at the
order of 10−3Vfinal/dt) grow to their final size. The big
advantage is that when the membrane interaction forces
(e.g. as described in Section 6.2) are turned on, the cells
naturally deform in this process and thus a well deformed
dense suspension is created.

Sphere growth
In our model, growing red blood cells is not feasible for
two reasons. One: it would require redefinition of all
local elastic interactions in every growth step, which is
time-consuming. And two: the local interplay of growing
bonds between mesh nodes causes obtuse triangles and
significantly decreases the mesh quality in the process.
Instead, we have employed a method that was partially
inspired by biological maturation of RBCs, mentioned in
Section 4.3. We have started the seeding with randomly
placed spheres with partial overlap, whose volume is equal
to the desired RBC volume, and then increased their sur-
face area by ∼30%. With this method, one can achieve
the desired hematocrit levels of 45%. The tradeoff is that
compared to seeding with overlap, this takes longer, be-
cause the increase in surface area has to be gradual with
sufficient relaxation time between subsequent increments.

Table 3 summarises the various seeding methods. The last
column shows the simulation time (in µs) needed for the
seeding a small channel with dimensions 40×20×20µm3.

6.3 Biomedical Application: Simulation Study
of Hematocrit-Dependent Rare Cell - Obstacle
Contacts in Microfluidic Array

Isolation of rare cells (e.g. CTCs) is often done using pe-
riodic microfluidic obstacle arrays that work on the prin-
ciple of transverse displacement [17]. One of the assump-
tions sometimes used in modeling of these symmetric or
asymmetric obstacle arrays is that it is sufficient to know
the rare cell’s radius and offset from obstacles that iden-
tifies the future trajectory, in order to determine its col-
lision mode and collision rate [13].

We have studied the interplay of obstacle radius and hema-
tocrit and their combined influence on the number and

Table 3: Comparison of various seeding methods.

Htmax speed available time [µs]/Ht
in OIF

regular spacing ∼0.7 slow yes 5100/Ht∼0.2
random spacing ∼0.1 fast yes 0/Ht∼0.1
random with overlap ∼0.2 fast yes 20/Ht∼0.2
cell growth ∼0.45 medium no -
sphere growth ∼0.45 medium yes 700/Ht∼0.45

Figure 16: Periodic chamber with cylindrical ob-
stacles with r = 15µm, 100 red blood cells and a
rare cell.

Figure 17: RBC gets trapped between the rare
cell and column. In this situation, the rare cell
does not come in contact with the surface of ob-
stacle until it slides over the RBC. Its chances of
being captured would therefore be lower (if the
obstacles were coated with antibodies).

duration of the rare cell - obstacle contacts. We show that
the interactions with other cells impact both the number
of contacts and their duration.

We have simulated a microfluidic chamber with dimen-
sions 100×50×30µm3 with 5 cylindrical obstacles placed
as shown in Figure 16. We varied the column radius -
setting it to 3, 7, 11 and 15 µm. We have placed one
stiff (CTC-like) rare cell at random position in the cham-
ber. Then we have placed 10 or 100 elastic red blood
cells into the channel and repeated this simulation with
several random seedings. We have applied force density
f = 3 · 106N/m3 to the fluid in the x direction and the
flow was periodic in x and y directions.

The computational time of these simulations on Tesla
(specification as described in previous section) is sum-
marised in Table 4, which shows the computational time
in seconds needed to compute 1 µs of simulated time.

In these simulations, we have tracked the distance to the
nearest obstacle.

We have shown that for large obstacle diameters, e.g.
r = 15µm, and larger number of RBCs, quite often the
smaller cells interfere with the rare cell - obstacle collision,
Figure 17. They get into the way and the rare cell slides

Table 4: Computational time, in s, needed to sim-
ulate 1µs of flow (fluid computed on GPU) in sim-
ulations with different obstacles.

obstacle radius [µm] r = 3 r = 7 r = 11 r = 15
10 RBC 0.82 0.82 0.83 0.82
100 RBC 57.31 54.76 54.54 55.11
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Figure 18: Rare cell distance to closest column in
simulation with 100 RBCs. r = 15.

along the red blood cell and only touches the obstacle col-
umn as it flows by. From applicational point of view, if
we wanted the rare cell to bind to the antibodies-coated
surface of columns, it might not even get into contact
with it, or if it did, the contact might only happen on
the ”side” of the column (as opposed to ”front”) where the
fluid velocity is higher and might prevent adhesion.

This behavior can be inferred from ”Distance to closest
column” graphs, such as Figure 18, where only the third
dip corresponds to uninterrupted rare cell-obstacle con-
tact, while the remaining three reveal the interference of
a red blood cell. Thus, this is an efficient way to check
the behavior at contact without the need to examine large
amount of graphical output.

To conclude, this simulation study demonstrates, why it
is important to consider dense cell suspensions when de-
signing microfluidic devices and shows that our model is
capable providing insight during such design process.

7. Conclusion
Recent technological developments make it possible to
manufacture microfluidic devices capable of capturing rare
cells from blood samples, analysing flows with various dis-
eased cells or performing separation tasks. In order to op-
timize the design of these devices, a good working model
of cells traveling in blood plasma is needed.

This work describes such model and approaches taken
towards its development. It is a full 3D computational
model with two-way coupling of fluid and immersed ob-
jects capable of resolving elastic deformations of thou-
sands of these objects in a single simulation based on
physical principles. The model is general enough that it
allows further extensions and incorporation of new prop-
erties.

The contributions of this work are improved model for lo-
cal area conservation; new method for membrane collision
of objects represented by triangular spring network, in-
vestigation of seeding methods for dense simulations and
a new seeding method that allows initial overlap; devel-
opment of open source framework capable of running in
parallel on multiple processors and validation of model
behavior using various simulations.
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Abstract
The disseration thesis deals with modelling and forecast-
ing of financial time series with hybrid statistical-soft-
computing model of feedforward artificial neural networks
due to improving forecasting qualities of standard mod-
els. The reason for this is that standard models do not
have satisfied forecasting qualities in forecasting time se-
ries which are highfrequentional, very dynamic and very
volatile. The main goal of this thesis was to construct and
implement a new hybrid model of ANN with better pre-
diction qualities than standard models. We created the
new teoretical Error-Correction model of the neural net-
work with autocorrection mechanism as well as its com-
putational version RBF-SEMA. We suggested also other
hybrid models in this work, i.e. RBF-KM, RBF-GA,
ARCH-RBF, R-ARCH-RBF, W-ARCH-RBF, RBF-KM-
SEMA, RBF-GA-SEMA. Except for mathematical proof
the ECM model as well as other models were validated
empirically on real financial data of exchange rates. The
conlusion from experiments is that ECM model of ANN
as well as RBF-KM and RBF-GA have significantly bet-
ter prediction qualities than standard model and have a
big potential in financial forecasting. Besides the new im-
plemented hybrid models, the main contribution of this
thesis is also in the new theory of ECM for neural net-
works.
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1. Introduction
Nowadays, machine learning is using in almost every as-
pect of our lives, financial area not excluding. Today,
computers are present also in this sphere; the execution
business has transferred from stock-market spots into the
virtual world. Modern finance uses techniques of com-
puter science. Inside hedge funds as well as banks new
computer programs are being created in order to beat al-
goritms of their competitors. Therefore, it is no surprise
that neural networks are being used for assessing options
as well as other operations in finance.

The main objective of this work was to suggest a new hy-
brid prediction model on the base of RBF neural network
and ECM (Error-Correction Model or Error-Correction
mechanism) for forecasting high-frequentional data; the-
oreticaly justify the corretness of this model and empiri-
cally test this model on real financial data. In our work
we suggest, implement, validate Error-Correction model
of feedforward neural network, which combines standard
neural network and the ECM principle (known from the
theory of cointegration) into one complex model. The rea-
son for the selected combination of two different method-
ologies is the assumption of better forecasting perfor-
mance as well as other better propeperties such as flash
estimates forecasts, user comfort, simplicity of the model.
The realization of ECM NN is performed by transform-
ing ECM NN to RBF-SEMA model; the error-correction
mechanism is implemented via long-term equlibration of
short-term trend using the theory of moving averages.
The reason why we decided to use RBF neural network
for forecasting financial time series is the fact that accord-
ing to some studies (Gooijer and Hyndman, 2006), neural
network have the biggest potential in forecasting financial
series. Moreover, Hill et al. (1994) showed that neural
networks work best in connection with high-frequentional
data.
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Except for the main objective, in our thesis we also com-
bine other methods of machine learning in order to find
out whether it brings some improvement of forecasting
qualities. The technique we implement into the NN is the
evolutionary approach (EC). In our model, genetic algo-
rithm is used as an optimization technique for adapting
weights of NN. Moreover, as Kohonen (1995) showed that
non-hierarchical clustering algorithms used in connection
with NN can bring better prediction qualities of NN, we
also use clustering.

This work applies presented models into financial ar-
ea - forex, i.e. financial time series of exchange rates.
Forex is one of the biggest and most liquid financial mar-
kets in the world. The suggested model je verified on
high-frequentional data and the prediction abilility is ex-
amined via one-day-ahead forecasts. Validation of the
suggested and implemented model is exexuted via com-
parative out-of-sample analysis together with statistical
models as well as standard model of NN. Out-of-sample
approach was selected due to futute predictability of the
model as overfitting is very propable when using in-sample
approach (Dacca and Satchell, 1999).

2. Financial Forecasting - Analysis
The most used approach in forecasting financial time se-
ries is statistical approach (Gooijer and Hyndman,
2006). In financial area prognostic problems are calcu-
lated via econometrics models such as linear regression,
Kalman filter, cointegration models. The most popular
models in this area are ARIMA models (Box and Jenk-
ins, 1976) as (O’Donovan, 1983) showed that these models
provide significantly better forecasts than other models.
But later, Engle showed that using ARIMA in financial
modelling is not correct and he suggested ARCH models
(Engle, 1982). Today, models based on ARCH are the
most popular models in finance. Banks use these models
to determine risk of their assets using the strategy Value
at Risk.

Even though statistical approach is the most dominant
techniques of financial forecasting, it does not always pro-
vide satisfied results. One of the biggest problem is unsuf-
ficient prediction quality of these models when forecasting
high-frequentional, very dynamic and high-volatile finan-
cial time series. Due to massive explosion of IT, other
models are being incorporated into financial forecasting.
We call them machine learning models. In recent years
artificial neural network have become very popular tool
for financial analysts all over the world. The reason why
NN are used for this purpose is that a neural network
is an universal functional black-box approximator of non-
linear type (Hornik, 1989, 1993; Maciel and Ballini, 2008),
which is very helpful in modelling non-linear processes
which have apriori unknown functional relations (Darbel-
lay a Slama, 2000), moreover, they are able to model even
chaotic time series (Zhang and Patuwo, 1998).

Models of NN are applied to many different problems.
Demand for electricity modelled using NN is realized in
study of Darbellay and Slama (Darbellay and Slama,
2000). Wu (Wu and Hao, 2009) with radial basis NN
modelled expenditures on education. Sunaryo (Sunaryo
et al., 2011) applies models of recurrent neural networks
to forecast prices of electricity. Yao and Tan (2000) ap-
ply neural network on exchange rates and they empiri-
cally illustrate their ability to handle also financial time
series. Qi (2001) used methods of neural networks to pre-

dict recession in USA. Zhou (Zhou, 2011) applied NN to
model GDP of China. Dunis (2007) predicted the prices
of gold and silver using ARIMA models and neural net-
works. (Boyacioglu et al., 2009) realized a study where
they tested statistical models and NN for bank failures.
The reason for attractiveness of NN for forecasting time
series in financial area can be find in publication of (Maciel
a Ballini, 2008). The study states that the phenomenon
of attractiveness of NN in forecasting could be related to
three reasons. At first, NN are black-box approximator
of non-linear type. Second, NN are universal approxima-
tor. According to (Hornik, 1993), NN can approximate
any continuous function into any accuracy. Third, NN
are able to generalize.

Except for this, many research teams focus on hybrid
models. There exist many combination of neural net-
works and econometrics models - combination of NN and
ARIMA (Bábel, 2011), combination of HMM and GARCH
(Zhuang and Chan, 2004). Dhar and Chou (2001) suggest
hybrid model (NN + GA) to predict earnings of compa-
nies. Yu (2007) in his book present hybrid models of NN
combined with genetic algorithms, ARIMA models or ex-
ponential smoothing. Šterba and Hil’ovská (Šterba and
Hil’ovská, 2010) in their paper suggested hybrid model
NN + ARIMA which they apply to time series in hydrol-
ogy.

3. Main Objective and Hypothesis
Problem specification

Even though statistical approach is the most dominant
approach in financial forecasting today, it does not al-
ways provide satisfied results. One of the main problems
of this approach in financial domain is unsufficient pre-
diction accuracy in forecasting high-frequentional, very
dynamic, high-volatile financial time series. The solution
could be construction of hybrid models. Hybrid models
are created and applied to many different problems due
to improving properties of default model. These models
that would combine the best properties from several in-
dependent models (statistical, soft-computing or others)
into one complex system and would provide significantly
better prediction qualities are very desirable.

Main objective of dissertation thesis

On the base on analysis of current state in finan-
cial time series forecasting suggest a new advanced
hybrid model of neural network, combined with
other methods of machine learning as well as sta-
tistical models, that would provide better predic-
tion qualities than standard models of neural net-
works in financial time series forecasting; after-
wards implement this model and on base of math-
ematics as well as empirical experiments on real
financial data analyse and demonstrate prediction
contribution of suggested model.

Besides this, in our work also other types of hybrid mod-
els of neural networks were created due to intention to
better prediction properties of neural networks. On base
of analysis and the main objective of the thesis we defined
four hypothesis:

Hypothesis H1: Hybrid model of NN based on
combination of supervised and unsupervised learn-
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ing will bring a hybrid model that is faster, more
effective, more accurate than the standard model
of NN in the area of financial forecasting.

Back-propagation which is used in the learning phase of
RBF network has many disadvantages. One of them is for
example scaling problem, other one is convergence which
is very slow. Due to these and many other reasons we de-
cised to use and implement combined learning technique
for adapting parameters of suggested RBF neural network
as Kohonen (1995) demonstrated that non-hierarchical
clustering algorithms used with NN can bring better pre-
dictions than RBF itself. Hybrid learning technique will
be composed of combination of back-propagation and
standard unsupervised learning technique K-means. K-
means is used in the phase of non-random initialization
of weight vector w, just before back-propagation.

Hypothesis H2: Algorithmic hybridization of RBF
neural network combined with evolutionary ap-
proach will bring faster, more effective and more
accurate version of prognostic model than stan-
dard RBF neural network in the domain of finan-
cial time series forecasting.

As genetic algorithms have become a popular optimizing
tool in recent years, they will be also used in our solution
of combined NN. Evolutionary approach is very often used
as a tool of optimization in many areas (Brock et al.,
1992). EC is also used in the area of technical analysis
(Papadamou and Stephanides, 2007). It is obvious that
genetic algoritms can be implemented into NN in many
ways. In this work we test whether evolutionary approach
used instead of back-propagation in the phase of network
learning is better learning technique than the standard
algorithm as according to theory, GA would not have the
same scaling problems than BP.

Hypothesis H3: Suggested and implemented
Error-Correction model of RBF neural network
with implemented error-correction mechanism
will better prediction accuracy of this model ver-
sus standard model of neural network.

The main properties of this new constructed hybrid model
is except for gaining better prediction accuracy also flash
estimates, user comfort, simplicity of the models for a
user. The reason why we decided to use RBF neural net-
work for forecasting financial time series is the fact that
according to some studies (Gooijer and Hyndman, 2006),
neural network have the biggest potential in forecasting
financial series. Moreover, Hill et al. (1994) showed
that neural networks work best in connection with high-
frequentional data.

Hypothesis H4: By performed comparative analy-
sis of classical statistical prediction model for fore-
casting financial time series, soft-computing mod-
els and hybrid models one can point out that hy-
brid soft-computing models provde significantly
better prediction qualities than standard statis-
tical models.

When evaluating prediction accuracy of hybrid models we
want, except for their mutual comparison, realize a pro-
cedure suggested in (Adya a Collopy, 1998) and compare
our hybrid models with standard statistical models, which
can be used as a benchmark. The validity of hypothe-

sis is verified on real financial data of selected exchange
rates. Prediction ability is investigated on one-day hori-
zon. Validation of our suggested models is realized via
out-of-sample approach mainly due to overfitting prob-
lem in in-sample-analysis.

3.1 Methodology
We used more methodologies in our work. We first used
Box-Jenkins methodology that was used to model the
time series with ARIMA statistical models. Methodol-
ogy of empirical modelling used f.ex. in (Marcek, 2009)
was used due to prognostic verification of suggested mod-
els. Except for this, for experiment evaluation we used
methodology used in Heider et al. (2010). Moreover, due
to correct progress we also suggested and created own
methodologies:

Methodology of exchange rates selection was used when
chosing exchange rates that were used in empirical re-
search. As there is many exchange rates, it was not possi-
ble to realize modelling with all of them. Due to that we
had to choose the correct and the most representatives
exchange rates. Methodology of forecasting with ECM
NN which comes from cointegration Engle-Granger model
and is customized to neural network. This methodology
is rather theoretical and general. Methodology of RBF-
SEMA forecasting comes from the previous one and states
the exact practical procedure how to realize modelling
and forecasting of time series using hybrid model created
in our thesis. Methodology of NN forecasting states the
exact procedure how to forecasting time series with our
implemented RBF neural network.

4. New Advanced Hybrid Models of Neural Net-
works

We decided to use hybrid modelling due to more reasons.
One of them is the possibility of better prediction quali-
ties of these models. Studies of Yang (2000) and Clemen
(1989) theoretically proved that a combination of more
models can bring better and more accurate forecast. Due
to that we also combine neural network of RBF type with
other models. We selected feedforward neural network as
our default model as according to Cybenko theorem (Cy-
benko, 1989), neural networks are universal approximator
that is able to approximate any continuous function.

4.1 Implementation of Unsupervised Learning into
ANN

Suggested Hybrid Model RBF-KM

In this work we combine RBF with standard clustering
algorithm K-means. The main thing is to define k cen-
troids, one for every cluster. The method than produces
exactly k clusters and the addition of squares of distances
in the segment is minimal. Firstly, algorithms randomly
choses coordinances of k centres, from which every repre-
sent a centre of a segment. Other objects are allocated to
segments on the base of similarity.

K-means is used in the phase of non-random initializa-
tion of weight vector w realized before learning of the
network. In many cases it is not necessary to interpolize
output value by radial function, it is just sufficient to use
one function to some set of data (cluster), whose center
is considerer to be a center of an activation function of
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neuron. Algorithm have four steps, we used the adaptive
version which can be find in the dissertation thesis.

4.2 Implementation of Unsupervised Learning into
ANN

Suggested Hybrid Model RBF-GA

We decided to combine evolutionary approach into our
model of RBF neural network as an alternative algorithms
for adapting weights of the network, i.e. for searching
optimal parameters of neural network. The reason for
incorporating GA into NN is the fact that GA should
not have the same problem with scaling as BP, as GA
improves the current solution monotolically. GA are also
very good for solution of problems where the objective
function is discontinuous, non-differentiable, non-convex
or noisy.

To create specific GA for model of our RBF neural net-
work, more parameter is needed: method of coding chro-
mosomes, fitness or evaluating function used for evaluat-
ing chromosomes, population size, initialization sample,
method applied on operation of crossover and method
applied on operation mutation. The implementation of
GA into RBF come from (Davis, 1987) and for our RBF
neural network is defind as follows:

1. The way of coding chromosomes - specific gene
in the chromosome of this GA is a float value and
represent a specific weight of a synapse in the net-
work. The whole chromosome represent weights of
the whole neural network. The length of a chromo-
some is then d = D*s - s, where s is the number of
neuron in the hidden layer and D is the dimension
of the input vector.

2. Evalutation function which return evaluation
value for every chromosome - as the main cri-
teria is the prediction quality of models, we selected
Mean Square Error as the evaluation function

MSE =
1

N

N∑

t=1

(yt − ŷt)2 =
1

N

N∑

t=1

e2t (1)

3. The way of initializing a population of chro-
mosomes - the individual with the lowest value of
MSE will be automatically transferred into the next
generation. Other individuals of the next generation
are selected as follows - by tournament selection in-
dividuals are chosen randomly (we used the sample
of tournament size 100) from the current popula-
tion. The individual with the lowest value of MSE
is the first parant. The second parent is selected the
same way.

4. Operators applied in the reproduction pro-
cess - new individuals are created by the crossover
operation from two selected parents according to fol-
lowing algorithm:

IF generated value < 0, 5

THEN write the weight of 1st parent of the spe-
cific position of the new individual

ELSE write the weight of 2nd parent of the spe-
cific position of the new individual

The value is generated from the interval 〈0, 1). Co-
efficient of mutation was set to 0.01. If the mutation
was performed, the specific gene was set to random
value.

5. Setup for the algorithm - will be discussed later
in the paper.

4.3 Suggested New Error-Correction Model of Neu-
ral Network

Presentation of ECM Model of NN

When defining our Error-Correction model of RBF we will
come from Engle-Granger version of ECM cointegration
model (Engle and Granger, 1987). Let yt be a time series
and let xt be a time series that is unknown and that is in
a linear combination with yt and which has an ”influence”
on the series yt. The relation can be formally defined as

yt = α+ βxt + zt (2)

and the error of the first regression (the default NN) is
defined as

zt = yt − (α+ βxt) (3)

Then, the regression of addition of yt (i.e. differences) to
lagged changes of time series xt as well as balanced errors
represented by zt is

∆yt = β0∆xt−1 − β1zt−1 (4)

Let wj be a series of exogenous shocks that influence the
series yt. Then, the relation (2) and. (3) can be written
as

yt = α+ βxt + βw1t + βw2t + · · ·+ βwit + zt (5)

zt = yt − (α+ βxt + βw1t + βw2t + · · ·+ βwit) (6)

From (4), (5) and (6) we can deduce the general form of
Error-Correction model of neural network

∆yt = α+ β0∆xt−1 − β1ECt−1 + εt (7)

where εt is the time series of errors from Error-Correction
model of NN, where β0 captures short-term effects of se-
ries xt on series yt and β1 captures the speed at which sys-
tem return to equilibrium state after short-term shock and
EC is error-correction mechanism of short-term shocks.

Let define xt, as a time series that is in linear combination
with predicted time series yt that has an influence of the
series yt, and is a functional generator of non-linear type
of RBF feedforward neural network:

xt =
s∑

j=1

vj ∗ exp

−
√

∑k
i=1

(xxt
i
−wj

i
)2

2

2σ2
j (8)

where vj are weights coming from the hidden neurons to
the output value and where wj

i represent weighs of RBF
network coming from the input layer to the hidden layer,
where xx is the vector of inputs coming to the NN and
where σ2

j is the variance of the selected cluster i defined
by the weights wi and xx.

It is important to note that time series generated by RNF
network is a time series that includes short-term shocks
from the equilibrium. Moreover, as NN is a predictor of
the original series, there exists an assumption that the
series xt is cointegrated with the series yt. Let define yt
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as a time series we want to forecast, i.e. as a desired out-
put of our model. Let define zt, i.e. the error of the first
regression as the error of the original RBF network. In
that case, the relations (5) and (6) can be written as

yt = α+ β
s∑

j=1

vj ∗ exp

−
√

∑k
i=1

(xxt
i
−wj

i
)2

2

2σ2
j +εRBF

t (9)

where

εRBF
t = zt = yt − (α+ β

s∑

j=1

vj ∗ exp

−
√

∑k
i=1

(xxt
i
−wj

i
)2

2

2σ2
j )

(10)
Then, the relation (7), i.e. regression of he equation of
increment yt (i.e. differences) on lagged changes of time
series xt generated by RBF as well as balanced errors
represented by εRBF

t can be expressed as

∆yt = β0∆(
s∑

j=1

vj ∗ exp

−
√

∑k
i=1

(xxt
i
−wj

i
)2

2σ2
j

2

)t−1 − β1εRBF
t−1

(11)
Let ei is the series of exogenous external shocks that in-
fluence the series yt. Then the relation (9) and (10) can
be analogically according to (5) and (6) expressed as

yt = α+ β(
s∑

j=1

vj ∗ exp

−
√

∑k
i=1

(xxt
i
−wj

i
)2

2σ2
j

2

)t+

+ βe1t + βe2t + · · ·+ βeit + εRBF
t (12)

εRBF
t = yt − (α+ β(

s∑

j=1

vj ∗ exp

−
√

∑k
i=1

(xxt
i
−wj

i
)2

2

2σ2
j )t+

+ βe1t + βe2t + · · ·+ βeit) (13)

We can define the basic Error-Correction model od RBF
from equations (11) to (13):

∆yt = α+ β0∆(
s∑

j=1

vj ∗ exp

−
√

∑k
i=1

(xxt
i
−wj

i
)2

2σ2
j

2

)t−1−

− β1ECt−1 + εECM
t (14)

where εt is the time series of errors from Error-Correction
model of NN, where β0 captures short-term effects of se-
ries xt on series yt and β1 captures the speed at which sys-
tem return to equilibrium state after short-term shock and
EC is error-correction mechanism of short-term shocks
that represent long-term trend. This EC term is in ECM
NN defined as

ECt =

∑n
i=1 e

RBF
i

n
(15)

Where ei is the time series of residuals of the original
model of NN (without EC term).

On base of the relations defined above, we can use the
following formula to compute the future value

yt = yt−1 + ∆yt (16)

Where ∆yt has implemented EC mechanism, i.e. it is a
response on short-term shock of xt and where UNS (xt) is

the short-term predictor (current) and where EC (moving
average) repairs these shocks by long-term trend (moving
average).

The main of this suggested ECM NN is that cointegrated
time series share stochastic component and long-term
equalled state. Deviances from this long-term state are
the result of short-term shock that are repaired by the
error-correction mechanism. This model is very helpful
for data with long-term memory. Financial time series
are this kind of data as they exhibit characteristics of
high volatility.

Transformation of ECM of NN to Computational
RBF-SEMA Model

RBF-SEMA computational model (Radial Basis Function
- Simple Error Moving Average) is a hybrid model, that
is a transformation of ECM NN.

Let G be a restriction of function F: xt ∈ Rk →
yt ∈ R1 (F is a functional representation assigning one
value yt to n-dimensional input in the given time period)
that G(xt, wt, vt, s) : xt ∈ Rk

train → yt ∈ R1
train, where

Rtrain is a complement Rval into R. Then, the compu-
tational model RBF-SEMA (X,W,V,S,q) can be written
as

G(xt, wt, vt, s) = ψ2

s∑

j=1

(vjoj) + εRBF
t (17)

where

εRBF
t = et + εECM

t , εECM
t = ut ≈ iid(0, 1) (18)

and

et =

q∑

i=1

θεRBF
t−i (19)

and

θ1 = θ2 = θ3 = · · · = θq = 1/q

q∑

i=1

θi = 1 (20)

and where

oj = ψ1[φ(x,wj)], j = 1, 2, ..., s (21)

where φ is a radial basis function

φ(x,w) = φ(||x− w||) (22)

and where ψ1 is a Gauiis function for activation of j hideen
neurons defined as

ψ1(uj) = e
−uj
2σ2
j = e

−||x−wj ||2
2σ2
j , j = 1, 2, . . . s (23)

where σ2
j is the variance of jth hidden neuron and u is the

potential of this neuron. Moreover

ψ2(u) = u =
s∑

j=1

vjoj (24)

Also, for the whole model the necessary condition must
be met

E(wt) =
∑

xt,yt∈Rktrain

([G(xt, wt, vt, s)+ε
RBF
t ]−yt)2 → min

(25)
i.e. model must be adapted to the unknown function
F, model must meet the basic condition that the differ-
ence between the estimated output and the default output
must be minimal.
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Also X = (x1, x2, x3, x4, . . . xn) is the input layer of the
network and is also a vector of lagged autoregressive part
and n is the order of autoregression.

Mathematical Justification of Application of ECM
of NN

We prove that if the suggested ECM NN exists, it has
always lower value of error than the standard NN. The
existence of hybrid model is proved by existence of pa-
rameter N for EC mechanism. Let define

MSEUNS =
1

N

n∑

1

e2t , (26)

et = y − ŷUNS (27)

MSEECM UNS =
1

N

n∑

n−N

e′2t (28)

e′t = y − ŷECM UNS (29)

ŷECM UNS = ŷUNS +
e2t−1 + e2t−2 + · · ·+ e2t−N

N
(30)

where ŷUNS is the estimation of the standard NN,
ŷECM UNS is the estimation of the ECM NN, y is the
original real value in time t, et is the error of the stan-
dard NN and e′t is the error of the ECM NN. Let define
N as the parameter of error-correction mechanism, i.e.
the value of moving average parameter. Let assume that
n (number of observations) is large enough to determine
the right value of parameter N. Then, our goal is to find
out if exist N, for which the following inequation is right

?∃N ∈ N,MSEECM UNS < MSEUNS (31)

e′2N+1 + e′2N+2 + · · ·+ e′2n
n−N <

e21 + e22 + · · ·+ e2n
n

(32)

Let define m = N + 1. After several algebraic operation
we get the following inequation:

1

N
<

2(ym − ŷm UNS)(ym−1 − ŷm−1 UNS + . . .

(ym−1 − ŷm−1 UNS + · · ·+ y1 − ŷ1 UNS)2 + . . .

· · ·+ y1 − ŷ1 UNS) + · · ·+ 2(yn − ŷn UNS)

· · ·+ (yn−1 − ŷn−1 UNS + . . .

(yn−1 − ŷn−1 UNS + · · ·+ yn−N − ŷn−N UNS)

· · ·+ yn−N − yn−N UNS)2
(33)

Unfortunataly, it is not possible to generalize this inequa-
tion any more and express N. In mathematics, problems
like this are calculated numerically. We verify for which
N the inequation is true (we test all N from our set), we
compare which of them has the lowest MSE and we then
get our N.

We proved mathematically the condition of existence of
our hybrid model. Our hybrid model exists if exists at
least one N for which the inequation (33) is right. If there
is at least one N for which this inequation is true, we can
state that hybrid ECM NN model exists and is always
better and has lower MSE than the standard NN.

5. Experiments
For practical verification of our hypothesis we chose fi-
nancial time series. This was done due to the fact that
they exhibit properties such as high dynamics, they are
noisy, chaotic, unstable, volatile, high frequentional etc.
We chose forex data - exchange rates. The first exchange
rate - EUR/USD we chose due to the fact that it is the
most traded exchange rate in the world. Moreover, this
pair is very volatile, dynamic, unstable. The second ex-
change rate we selected is AUD/USD. This pair was se-
lected on base of cross-corellation analysis where we found
out that this pair is the most correlated pair with other
major pairs. Due to that there is an assumption that is
we can forecast this pair with high accuracy, we will be
able to forecast well also other correlated pairs.

5.1 Methodology of Empirical Modeling

For AUD/USD we used the following interval (10/31/2008
- 10/31/2012). The series was divided into two parts - the
first part (10/31/2008 - 4/30/2012) was used for model
training, the second part (5/1/2012 - 10/31/2012) was
used for model validation. For EUR/USD we used the
following interval (1/1/2009 - 12/31/2013) for training
and 1/1/2014 - 31/12/2014 was used for validating the
model.

5.2 Realization of Experiments

We tested the network with the number of processing neu-
rons varying from 3 to 10. Due to the elimination of
deformation of results we used the procedure suggested
in Heider et al. (2010). Due to comparative analysis of
our models we defined following numerical characteristics:
average approximation ability (average MSE in training
set), average prediction ability (average MSE in valida-
tion set), consistency of predictions (standard deviation),
maximal prediction power (the lowest MSE in the given
tested configuration).

5.3 Experiment Evaluation

Hypothesis H1 Evaluation

Hypothesis H1: Hybrid model of NN based on
combination of supervised and unsupervised learn-
ing will bring a hybrid model that is faster, more
effective, more accurate than the standard model
of NN in the area of financial forecasting.

RBF-KM model on the validation set made worse values
of AMSE in none of 16 testing configurations. In 50% of
tests it improved AMSE 2 to 50 times. Standard deviation
was lowered in 100 percent of tests and in 44 percent it
was lowered 10 times and in more than 30 percent of test
it was lowered 100 times. We can state that the use of
K-means in RBF model causes improvement in speed as
well as accuracy of the network. The biggest strength of
this combination is consistency of predictions.

Conclusion of hypothesis H1: Hybrid model of NN
based on combination of supervised and unsupervised
learning WILL BRING a hybrid model that is faster, more
effective, more accurate than the standard model of NN
in the area of financial forecasting.
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Table 1: Comparison of Prediction Accuracy (Ex-post, AUD/USD)

Inputs Neurons Model Data: AUD/USD (1/5/2012 - 31/10/2012)
LMSE AMSE sd

autoregressive(1) 3 RBF 0,0000352932 0,0000371938 0,0000016322
RBF-KM 0,0000352387 0,0000359097 0,0000006952
RBF-GA 0,0000350804 0,0000394612 0,0000077576

4 RBFl 0,0000354141 0,0000361420 0,0000010502
RBF-KM 0,0000351368 0,0000359361 0,0000005746
RBF-GA 0,0000352928 0,0000388879 0,0000056151

5 RBF 0,0000353457 0,0000383285 0,0000029750
RBF-KM 0,0000353685 0,0000365858 0,0000011527
RBF-GA 0,0000352275 0,0000450899 0,0000172736

6 RBF 0,0000356998 0,0000645906 0,0000487982
RBF-KM 0,0000356588 0,0000376993 0,0000023022
RBF-GA 0,0000352464 0,0000699166 0,0000210699

7 RBF 0,0000350679 0,0000380268 0,0000024547
RBF-KM 0,0000349884 0,0000368605 0,0000015725
RBF-GA 0,0000353884 0,0000617597 0,0000409291

8 RBF 0,0000350225 0,0000403603 0,0000050314
RBF-KM 0,0000357058 0,0000385444 0,0000018808
RBF-GA 0,0000385785 0,0001255561 0,0000990258

9 RBF 0,0000350950 0,0000417112 0,0000071166
RBF-KM 0,0000360165 0,0000410658 0,0000050695
RBF-GA 0,0000394757 0,0000918037 0,0000591737

10 RBF 0,0000351339 0,0000439533 0,0000038039
RBF-KM 0,0000355041 0,0000396413 0,0000045812
RBF-GA 0,0000437501 0,0001310440 0,0000579103

AMSE average of MSE
LMSE lowest MSE from the 12 replications
sd standard deviation

Table 2: Comparison of Prediction Accuracy (Ex-post, AUD/USD)

Inputs Neurons Model Data: AUD/USD (1/5/2012 - 31/10/2012)
LMSE AMSE sd

autoregressive(1) 3 RBF 0,0000253270 0,0000696935 0,0001172497
RBF-KM 0,0000254342 0,0000805217 0,0000471395
RBF-GA 0,0000243691 0,0000273484 0,0000038203

4 RBFl 0,0000250646 0,0000289508 0,0000057071
RBF-KM 0,0000253400 0,0000731818 0,0000531773
RBF-GA 0,0000246709 0,0000284446 0,0000034659

5 RBF 0,0000254642 0,0002886271 0,0005325626
RBF-KM 0,0000251173 0,0000355195 0,0000192745
RBF-GA 0,0000248531 0,0000293482 0,0000062376

6 RBF 0,0000251831 0,0005365776 0,0006403063
RBF-KM 0,0000250912 0,0000293871 0,0000045754
RBF-GA 0,0000244162 0,0000298348 0,0000028225

7 RBF 0,0000250294 0,0001568964 0,0001665586
RBF-KM 0,0000250124 0,0000308270 0,0000058896
RBF-GA 0,0000253390 0,0000336861 0,0000093192

8 RBF 0,0000250960 0,0003459688 0,0003921289
RBF-KM 0,0000249680 0,0000283194 0,0000024171
RBF-GA 0,0000248105 0,0000517004 0,0000183724

9 RBF 0,0000250697 0,0004472941 0,0005032039
RBF-KM 0,0000248607 0,0000257253 0,0000007344
RBF-GA 0,0000276469 0,0000535409 0,0000269321

10 RBF 0,0000287856 0,0011711587 0,0004968528
RBF-KM 0,0000249000 0,0000263059 0,0000023926
RBF-GA 0,0002965460 0,0000770754 0,0000364193

AMSE average of MSE
LMSE lowest MSE from the 12 replications
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Table 3: Prediction Accuracy of NN and ECM NN (Ex-post, AUD/USD)

Neurons Data: AUD/USD (1/5/2012 - 31/10/2012)
Model NN ECM (RBF-SEMA)

LMSE AMSE sd LMSE AMSE sd
3 RBF 0,0000352932 0,0000371938 0,0000016322 0,0000261714 0,0000266874 0,0000005880

RBF-KM 0,0000352387 0,0000359097 0,0000006952 0,0000261981 0,0000272105 0,0000008639
RBF-GA 0,0000350804 0,0000394612 0,0000077576 0,0000271588 0,0000325561 0,0000051517

4 RBF 0,0000354141 0,0000361420 0,0000010502 0,0000261802 0,0000265099 0,0000006305
RBF-KM 0,0000351368 0,0000359361 0,0000005746 0,0000261943 0,0000272980 0,0000010261
RBF-GA 0,0000352928 0,0000388879 0,0000056151 0,0000265978 0,0000298731 0,0000032434

5 RBF 0,0000353457 0,0000383285 0,0000029750 0,0000261770 0,0000264689 0,0000003574
RBF-KM 0,0000353685 0,0000365858 0,0000011527 0,0000261388 0,0000277552 0,0000014226
RBF-GA 0,0000352275 0,0000450899 0,0000172736 0,0000263147 0,0000324241 0,0000041909

6 RBF 0,0000356998 0,0000645906 0,0000487982 0,0000261858 0,0000297946 0,0000041403
RBF-KM 0,0000356588 0,0000376993 0,0000023022 0,0000261513 0,0000269852 0,0000009301
RBF-GA 0,0000352464 0,0000699166 0,0000210699 0,0000262808 0,0000353730 0,0000031900

7 RBF 0,0000350679 0,0000380268 0,0000024547 0,0000261802 0,0000280647 0,0000027893
RBF-KM 0,0000349884 0,0000368605 0,0000015725 0,0000261594 0,0000300232 0,0000053526
RBF-GA 0,0000353884 0,0000617597 0,0000409291 0,0000262444 0,0000360950 0,0000078080

8 RBF 0,0000350225 0,0000403603 0,0000050314 0,0000261442 0,0000320638 0,0000064355
RBF-KM 0,0000357058 0,0000385444 0,0000018808 0,0000261346 0,0000272803 0,0000009354
RBF-GA 0,0000385785 0,0001255561 0,0000990258 0,0000263457 0,0000339704 0,0000042332

9 RBF 0,0000350950 0,0000417112 0,0000071166 0,0000261851 0,0000320811 0,0000054598
RBF-KM 0,0000360165 0,0000410658 0,0000050695 0,0000261920 0,0000284762 0,0000027145
RBF-GA 0,0000394757 0,0000918037 0,0000591737 0,0000322298 0,0000559772 0,0000255650

10 RBF 0,0000351339 0,0000439533 0,0000038039 0,0000261680 0,0000297882 0,0000035248
RBF-KM 0,0000355041 0,0000396413 0,0000045812 0,0000261359 0,0000285398 0,0000031133
RBF-GA 0,0000437501 0,0001310440 0,0000579103 0,0000350972 0,0000403218 0,0000077488

Table 4: Prediction Accuracy of NN and ECM NN (Ex-post, EUR/USD)

Neurons Data: EUR/USD (1/1/2014 - 31/12/2014)
Model NN ECM

LMSE AMSE sd LMSE AMSE sd
3 RBF 0,0000253270 0,0000696935 0,0001172497 0,0000248508 0,0000263090 0,0000014020

RBF-KM 0,0000254342 0,0000805217 0,0000471395 0,0000268712 0,0000370237 0,0000085489
RBF-GA 0,0000243691 0,0000273484 0,0000038203 0,0000245941 0,0000282454 0,0000010255

4 RBF 0,0000250646 0,0000289508 0,0000057071 0,0000253748 0,0000276226 0,0000018085
RBF-KM 0,0000253400 0,0000731818 0,0000531773 0,0000244467 0,0000370706 0,0000143551
RBF-GA 0,0000246709 0,0000284446 0,0000034659 0,0000236783 0,0000267542 0,0000012329

5 RBF 0,0000254642 0,0002886271 0,0005325626 0,0000245879 0,0000269191 0,0000017104
RBF-KM 0,0001123029 0,0000355195 0,0000192745 0,0000245353 0,0000282904 0,0000027106
RBF-GA 0,0000247523 0,0000293482 0,0000062376 0,0000245863 0,0000279513 0,0000014217

6 RBF 0,0000251831 0,0005365776 0,0006403063 0,0000248786 0,0000259294 0,0000007543
RBF-KM 0,0000250912 0,0000293871 0,0000045754 0,0000242192 0,0000267968 0,0000032970
RBF-GA 0,0000244162 0,0000298348 0,0000028225 0,0000245187 0,0000266889 0,0000017984

7 RBF 0,0000250294 0,0001568964 0,0001665586 0,0000247944 0,0000266337 0,0000014758
RBF-KM 0,0000250124 0,0000308270 0,0000058896 0,0000245911 0,0000289844 0,0000049943
RBF-GA 0,0000253390 0,0000336861 0,0000093192 0,0000240032 0,0000279224 0,0000027567

8 RBF 0,0000250960 0,0003459688 0,0003921289 0,0000243591 0,0000266844 0,0000013359
RBF-KM 0,0000249680 0,0000283194 0,0000024171 0,0000238849 0,0000272206 0,0000023014
RBF-GA 0,0000248105 0,0000517004 0,0000183724 0,0000237238 0,0000267998 0,0000016624

9 RBF 0,0000250697 0,0004472941 0,0005032039 0,0000250388 0,0000259964 0,0000008749
RBF-KM 0,0000248607 0,0000257253 0,0000007344 0,0000244119 0,0000267900 0,0000015011
RBF-GA 0,0000276469 0,0000535409 0,0000269321 0,0000236858 0,0000277838 0,0000041275

10 RBF 0,0000287856 0,0011711587 0,0004968528 0,0000246893 0,0000263602 0,0000012951
RBF-KM 0,0000249000 0,0000263059 0,0000023926 0,0000244957 0,0000259175 0,0000014823
RBF-GA 0,0002965460 0,0000770754 0,0000364193 0,0000239551 0,0000303116 0,0000068579
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Table 5: Improvement of RBF-SEMA ECM NN Versus the Standard NN (Ex-post)

Series Neurons Percentual improvement of MSEE versus standard NN [v %]
RBF-SEMA vs RBF RBFKM -SEMA vs RBFKM RBFGA-SEMA vs RBFGA

AUD/USD 3 -28,25% -24,23% -17,50%
4 -26,65% -24,04% -23,18%
5 -30,94% -24,14% -28,09%
6 -53,87% -28,42% -49,40%
7 -26,20% -18,55% -41,56%
8 -20,56% -29,22% -72,944%
9 -23,09% -30,66% -39,03%
10 -32,23% -28,00% -69,23%

EUR/USD 3 -62,25% -54,02% +3,27%
4 -4,58% -49,34% -5,94%
5 -90,67% -20,35% -4,75%
6 -95,16% -8,81% -10,54%
7 -83,04% -5,97% -17,11%
8 -92,28% -3,88% -48,16%
9 -94,18% +4,13% -48,11%
10 -97,75% -1,47% -60,67%

Table 6: Numerical Comparison of Prediction Qualities (Ex-post)

series model optimization LMSEOPT

AUD/USD RBFKM -SEMA K-means + BP 0,0000261346
RBF-SEMA back-propagation 0,0000261442
RBFGA − SEMA Genetic algorithm 0,0000262444
RBF-KM K-means + BP 0,0000349884
RBF back-propagation 0,0000350225
RBF-GA Genetic algorithm 0,0000350804
SVR linear kernel 0,0000352817

AR(0)+PGARCH (1,1,1) MNÅă + Marquardt 0,0000358500

RWP MNÅă 0,0000359161

GARCH(1,1) MNÅă + Marquardt 0,0000359520
EUR/USD RBFGA − SEMA Genetic algorithm 0,0000236783

RBFKM − SEMA K-means + BP 0,0000238849
RBF-SEMA back-propagation 0,0000243591
RBF-GA Genetic algorithm 0,0000243691

AR(3)+ARCH(7) MNÅă + Marquardt 0,0000246313

AR(3)+GARCH (1,1) MNÅă + Marquardt 0,0000246700

RWP MNÅă 0,0000247406
RBF-KM K-means + bp 0,0000248607
RBF back-propagation 0,0000250294
SVR linear kernel 0,0000252125

Hypothesis H2 Evaluation

Hypothesis H2: Algorithmic hybridization of RBF
neural network combined with evolutionary ap-
proach will bring faster, more effective and more
accurate version of prognostic model than stan-
dard RBF neural network in the domain of finan-
cial time series forecasting.

In general we caon constate that model RBF-GA made
better AMSE prediction in 50 percent of tests (in 40 per-
cent the values of AMSE were better 10 times). In 19
percent of tests, the model made worse results. In 75
percent of tests the standard deviation made comparable
results. Values of LMSE were better in 56 percent of tests.
Looking at table 1 and 2 we can state that GA is much
more effective in EUR/USD series. In AUD/USD series
it made the comparable results with RBF. The question

is if it is due to bad configuration or it is the GA itself.
We come back to this question in discussion. When com-
paring AMSE of RBF-KM and RBF-GA, in 80 percent of
test the results were comparable. The convergence of GA
is much more faster than the convergence of BP.

Conclusion of Hypothesis H2: On base of performed
tests we are not able to say whether algorithmic hybridiza-
tion of RBF neural network combined with evolutionary
approach will bring faster, more effective and more ac-
curate version of prognostic model than standard RBF
neural network in the domain of financial time series fore-
casting.

Hypothesis H3 Evaluation

Hypothesis H3: Suggested and implemented
Error-Correction model of RBF neural network
with implemented error-correction mechanism
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Table 7: Analysis of Prediction Contribution Made by Increased Number of Generations (RBF-GA)

10 generations 20 generations
AUD/USD Neurons % improvement

MSEA MSEE MSEA MSEE (ex-post)
3 0,0000838781 0,0000394612 0,0000769570 0,0000362380 -8,17
4 0,0000863849 0,0000388879 0,0000884140 0,0000407563 +4,80
5 0,0000914001 0,0000450899 0,0001164652 0,0000406821 -9,78
6 0,0001186774 0,0000699166 0,0000826175 0,0000435280 -37,74
7 0,0001380118 0,0000617597 0,0000850205 0,0000418516 -32,23
8 0,0002033276 0,0001255561 0,0000865789 0,0000449178 -64,22
9 0,0002061880 0,0000918037 0,0001322653 0,0000479574 -47,76
10 0,0002389402 0,0001310440 0,0003008191 0,0000495256 -62,21

EUR/USD 3 0,0000771487 0,0000273484 0,0000764695 0,0000256231 -6,31
4 0,0000793920 0,0000284446 0,0000763599 0,0000256979 -9,66
5 0,0000816416 0,0000293482 0,0000766969 0,0000258482 -11,93
6 0,0000838296 0,0000298348 0,0000770779 0,0000269325 -9,73
7 0,0000978521 0,0000336861 0,0000809997 0,0000287289 -14,72
8 0,0001073335 0,0000517004 0,0000854296 0,0000355817 -31,18
9 0,0001034963 0,0000535409 0,0000864304 0,0000364606 -31,90
10 0,0001589123 0,0000770754 0,0000888059 0,0000396124 -48,61

Table 8: Analysis of Prediction Contribution Made by Increased Number of Generations (RBF-GA)

Population: 1000 (20g) Population: 5000 (20g) %improvement
Replication MSEA MSEE MSEA MSEE (ex-post)
1 0,0000763022 0,0000359874 0,0000752470 0,0000355973 -1,08
2 0,0000783971 0,0000391581 0,0000750228 0,0000356453 -8,97
3 0,0000763982 0,0000382620 0,0000750142 0,0000360170 -5,87
4 0,0000772747 0,0000360488 0,0000769981 0,0000387959 +7,62
5 0,0000949480 0,0000491297 0,0000752150 0,0000356117 -27,51
6 0,0004127712 0,0000361168 0,0000749422 0,0000357245 -1,09
7 0,0001113649 0,0000466537 0,0000775278 0,0000401234 -14,00
8 0,0000765381 0,0000369610 0,0000755987 0,0000360983 -2,33
9 0,0000844778 0,0000356248 0,0000749626 0,0000354474 -0,50
10 0,0000761800 0,0000528784 0,0000752503 0,0000351711 -33,49
11 0,0021139271 0,0015397686 0,0000795439 0,0000447725 -97,09
12 0,0000750915 0,0000369610 0,0000757854 0,0000364580 -1,36
PMSE 0,0002794726 0,0001652959 0,0000759257 0,0000371219 -77,54

will better prediction accuracy versus standard
model of neural network.

We can constate that in testing configurations RBF-
SEMA model bettered AMSE error (compared to RBF)
about 47 percent. RBF-KM-SEMA made predictions that
were 45 percent better and RBF-GA-SEMA made predic-
tion that had 31 percent lower MSE. Standard deviation
improved more than 10 times in 75 percent of tests in
RBF-SEMA. In RBF-KM-SEMA sd stayed the same in
88 percent of predictions. In RBF-GA-SEMA sd stayed
the same in 50 percent of experiments, in 50 percent sd
was 10 times lower.

Conclusion of Hypothesis H3: On base of performed
experiments on can say that suggested and implemented
Error-Correction model of RBF neural network with im-
plemented error-correction mechanism will better predic-
tion accuracy versus standard model of neural network.

Hypothesis H4 Evaluation

Hypothesis H4: By performed comparative analy-
sis of classical statistical prediction model for fore-

casting financial time series, soft-computing mod-
els and hybrid models one can point out that hy-
brid soft-computing models provide significantly
better prediction qualities than standard statisti-
cal models.

In order to compare the effectiveness of suggested hybrid
models we performed comparative analysis with statisti-
cal models, standard NN models. Except for standard
NN, we also tested RBF-KM and RBF-GA model as well
as all types of hybrid ECM models.

In both time series, the best results were made with hy-
brid ECM models. In AUD/USD statistical models were
on the last positions. In EUR/USD statistical models
made a little bit better result but in general we can say
that statistical models had provided significantly worse re-
sults than our suggested and implemented hybrid models.

Conclusion of Hypothesis H4: By performed com-
parative analysis of classical statistical prediction model
for forecasting financial time series, soft-computing mod-
els and hybrid models one can point out that hybrid soft-
computing models REALLY PROVIDE significantly bet-
ter prediction qualities than standard statistical models.
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6. Discussion

RBF-KM model that combined standard learning algo-
rithm with unsupervised clustering algorithm K-means
provided better results than the standard RBF neural net-
work in all evaluation criteria. In experiments we found
out that RBF-KM provided better or at least compara-
ble prediction quality in 89 per cent of all tests and the
prediction of RBF-KM were 9.31 per cent more accurate
than standard RBF. On validation set the average im-
provement was 11.7 per cent and in 50 per cent of tests
RBF-KM improved AMSE from 2 to 50 times. Except
for higher prediction ability another advantage was con-
sistency of predictions. The standard deviation of predic-
tions decreased (or stayed at least the same) in 89 per cent
of tests. Another advantage of this model is convergence
of the model.

RBF-GA model with implemented genetic algorithm
made more accurate (or at least comparable) predictions
in 73 per cent of all tests and the average improvement
versus RBF model was 3.9 per cent. Lower values of per-
centual improvement is, according to us, caused by unsuf-
ficient settings of GA in series AUD/USD. However, it is
important to note that computational demands were set
equally to back-propagation algorithm, unfortunately at
AUD/USD this was not sufficient setting. Due to that set-
tings of ”better” parameters would be appropriate. If we
did not take into account the results from AUD/ISD, the
RBF-GA model would improve predictions versus RBF in
97 per cent of tests and the average prediction accuracy
would be 35.93 per cent higher.

As in evaluation of hypothesis H2 we were not able to
say if the hybridization of GA with RBF would bring
more effective and more accurate model of neural network,
we come back to this now. In past experiments we set
GA to 10 generations and population size was equalled
to 1000 (this was done due to computational equivalence
with BP). In our additional testing, we decided to raise
parameters of GA. We chose two ways - first way was to
increase the number of generations from ten to twenty.
The second way was to increase the population size (we
increased the population size from 1000 to 5000).

From the above tests we can constate that when we in-
creased the parameters of GA, this algorithm increased
hugely its prediction qualities. When we increased the
number of generation from 10 to 20, the accuracy of pre-
dictions was 26.33 per cent higher. When we increased the
population size from 1000 to 5000, the prediction accuracy
was 77.54 per cent higher. We can hence assume that
at 40 or 50 generations or larger population size (10000,
20000) the accuracy of the model would be even more
higher. Therefore we can state that H2 hypothesis is true
and is valid.

If we compare RBF-GA and RBF-KM (without AUD /
USD series) we can say that predictions of RBF-GA were
better 3.35 per cent than RBF-KM. If we compare stan-
dard deviations, the sd in RBF-KM was 1.85 times lower
than sd at RBF-GA. So, in general we can say that RBF-
KM made predictions of about same quality, however sd
was much more better than at RBF-GA. RBF-GA model
made worse predictions with higher number of hidden
neurons (due to low number of generations). However,
according to us GA has higher potential in forecasting
better predictions.

Conclusion about new suggest ECM model

The suggested and implemented ECM model made better
prediction in ex-post set in 96 per cent of all experiments.
AMSE of ECM was 41 per cent lower compared to stan-
dard model. Standard deviation improved (or stayed at
least the same) in 100 per cent of tests; in 46 per cent of
tests the standard deviation was 10 times lower. LMSE
of ECM was 14.21 per cent lower than LMSE of the stan-
dard neural network. In general, we can say that ECM
provided excellent results and its statistics outperformed
all standard models.

In our experiments we found some interesting properties
of ECM model. By analyzing experiments on ex-post we
found out there is a big consistency of predictions inde-
pendent of the number of hidden neurons in network in-
frastructure. We assume that is due to the fact that ECM
NN is a robust and scaling model.

Another interesting fact is the non-linearity of improv-
ing MSE of ECM NN versus the standard network. At
AUD/USD and RBF model (8 hidden neurons), the im-
provement of ECM NN was more than 72 per cent, at
EUR/USD (10 neurons) the improvement was 97.75 per
cent. On the contrary, at EUR/USD and GA (3 hidden
neurons) the improvement was only 3 per cent versus the
standard network. We can say that the bigger the error
of the standard RBF, the bigger the repair of ECM NN
was. The error is decreasing nonlinearly and seems to be
rather geometric or exponential.

Potential Weaknesses of Suggested Model

Of course, we are aware that our implemented solution
does not have to be 100 correct. A potential disadvantage
of our implementation is that we calculated the AMSE
only by averaging 10 replications. It would be more ap-
propriate if we could average 100 replications, however as
the length of one replication was from 2 to 5 minutes, the
length of all experiments would be much more higher (cca
from 400 to 1000 hours).

Future Research

In evaluating hypothesis H2 we found out that in some
cases GA produced inconsistent predictions. This prob-
lem could be solved (except for increasing the number of
generations) also in another way - by implementing hybrid
learning algorithms composed of K-means and GA. The
reason for doing this is that GA has definitely a bigger
potential than BP.

Except for this, it could be possible to suggest cyclical
ECM, which would repair the errors of the previous model
more than once. An ECM NN from ECN NN would be
created. Formally it could be defined as

∆yt = α+ β0∆(
s∑

j=1

vj ∗ exp
−

√
∑k
i=1

(xxt
i
−wj

i
)2

2

2σ2
j )t−1−

− β1ECk
t−1 + ε

ECM(k)
t , k = 1, . . . ,m (34)

where m is the order of cyclicity of ECM NN and where

ECk
t = ECk−1

t + ε
ECM(k−1)
t (35)
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Another potential upgrade could be creating advanced
versions of RBF-SEMA. Sometimes, it is good to add
to the ECM model a dynamic version of error-correction
mechanism. Sometimes, new observations have bigger im-
pact on the future value than older observations. Due to
that, in our thesis we also suggested and created advanced
versions of Error-Correction model of neural network -
WECM (Weighted Error-Correction model of NN) and
EECM (Exponential Error-Correction model of NN).

7. Theoretical and Practical Contribution of the
Thesis

Theoretical contributions:

- Presentation of new complex hybrid Error-Correction
model of neural network.
- Theoretical proof of applicability of our suggested ECM
NN model by using mathematics.
- Creating own theoretical methodology for modelling and
forecasting time series using suggested theoretical ECM
NN model.
- Construction of new hybrid statistical+softcomputing
models ARCH-RBF for volatility forecasting which is very
frequent in financial time series.
- New methodology for forecasting time series with RBF
neural network.
- New methodology for forecasting time series with hybrid
RBF-SEMA neural network.
- Construction of new hybrid models with non-standard
learning algorithm: construction of RBF-KM model com-
bining supervised and unsupervised learning as well as
construction of RBF-GA model combining RBF with ge-
netic algorithm.
- Analysis of current state in the area of time series fore-
casting.
- Presentation of ECM and NN approaches of how to cre-
ate hybrid models.
- Suggestion of potential improvement of our suggested
ECM NN (cyclical ECM NN, weighted ECM NN, expo-
nential ECM NN, . . . ).

Practical contributions:

- Own programmed application for forecasting time series
with RBF neural networks and hybrid neural networks
implemented in JAVA programming language.
- Programming implementation of other than standard
learning algorithms of neural network.
- Programming implementation of computational version
of ECM NN (RBF-SEMA, RBF-KM-SEMA, RBF-GA-
SEMA).
- Statistical modelling of selected financial time series
which can be used as a guide for statistical modelling in
Eviews software.
- Practical contribution of prediction performace realized
in real financial data.
- Practical comparison of nonstandard optimization algo-
rithms
- Analysis of performance of genetic algorithm

Creation of theoretical as well as computational model
ECM of NN is considered to be the main and biggest con-
tribution of this work. This model is novel in two ways -
it combines the theory of econometrics (theory of cointe-
gration models) with theory of neural networks into one

complex system. Moreover, our hybrid neural network
implements other than standad learning algorithm in or-
der to make even more accurate predictions.

8. Conclusion
The main goal of this work was to create a new hybrid
model of neural network combined with other methods
and models (statistical models, machine learning models)
which would have better prediction qualities than stan-
dard neural network in financial time series forecasting
and would hance be a contribution for the area of financial
forecasting. We realized this goal by implementing and
suggesting a new hybrid model based on neural network
and principle of Error-Corretion mechanism coming from
the theory of cointegration. Theoretical model combines
these two approaches in order to make more accurate pre-
dictions. The practical realization of ECM NN model was
done by implementing RBF-SEMA computational model.

Except for this, on base on analysis of current state of
financial forecasting we suggest also other hybrid mod-
els. We theoretically suggested hybrid models RBF-KM,
RBF-GA, ARCH-RBF and its recurrent and weighted
versions.

In empirical part of the thesis we tested the prediction
contribution of ECM NN model as well as prediction con-
tribution of RBF-KM and RBF-GA. We realized experi-
ments on two time series - exchange rates of AUD/USD
and EUR/USD. In order to make our results confident,
we divided observation into 2 parts - training and vali-
dation set. We evaluated the experiments according to
methodology stated in Heider et al. (2010).

On base of our experiments one can state that models
RBF-KM and RBF-GA provided better prediction quali-
ties than the standard neural network. The main contri-
bution of this work was the creation of new hybrid model
- Error-Correction model of neural network. New the-
ory of ECM NN was created, then the model was trans-
formed into computational form and was practically ver-
ified on real data. This ECM NN provided significantly
better prediction qualities than standard neural network.
Besided improved predictions, other advantages of this
model are consistency of predictions, nonlinearity in er-
ror improvement, consistency of outputs independent of
network infrastructure, etc.

Hybrid modelling is a new approach in modelling time
series which can produce models with better prediction
qualities than standard models. Our ECM NN model
showed to be a great contribution (as for prediction qual-
ities) and therefore we believe that this model has a great
potential in the domain of financial time series forecast-
ing.
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Abstract
This paper deals with the design and administration of
complex temporal system based on attribute granularity.
In the past, historical data were provided using backups
and logs. Later, object level temporal system has been
developed, which can produce many duplicate values if
the change frequency and granularity is not the same for
all object attributes. Proposed column level temporal ar-
chitecture does not decrease the performance, if the at-
tribute granularity differs. An important aspect of the
temporal system is based on states selecting and changes
of the states over the time monitoring. Several index
structures have been defined, the performance of them
based on access methods have been experimentally veri-
fied. Moreover, temporal concept of Select statement with
new subelements has been defined. It was also necessary
to define transaction management for conflict states res-
olution - each object can be defined by no more than one
state at any timepoint. We have implemented access rules
as well as hierarchy of priorities designed to address time
collisions. In conclusion, we describe temporal manage-
ment response to the change of data types, characteristics
or data model extension. Classification rules for temporal
models and access methods have been proposed.
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1. Introduction
Massive development of data processing has brought the
need for large data access, which must ensure that all
information are provided at the right time. Database sys-
tems are the core of almost every information systems and
are one of the most important parts of the information
technology. They are used not only in standard applica-
tions, but can be found also in critical applications like
transport systems, industrial control systems, health care
systems or technological process monitoring systems [1].

Most of the processed data represent current states of the
objects. However, these states evolve and change their
status over the time. Once the properties are changed,
corresponding attributes are updated and the database
still contains only actual valid data. In the past, histori-
cal data were provided using log files and backups. These
structures stored also non-temporal data in the unsuitable
form, which often resulted in operation loss. Later, the
Flashback functionality has been proposed, which allows
obtaining historical data table image. Monitoring and
managing process of the changes and evolution over the
time was very complicated and time consuming using that
method. Moreover, paradigm of temporal management is
based on the whole time spectrum, thus it should be pos-
sible to manage also future valid data. Using backups and
log files, it was absolutely impossible to meet this require-
ment. Temporal system must also be able to cope with
the requirement to change the data model, data types of
the attributes or conversion from conventional attribute
to temporal or vice versa. Temporal column is defined by
the need to track individual changes (updates) over the
time, whereas conventional attributes store only actual
valid data.

Object level temporal approaches extend the paradigm of
conventional databases by adding validity spectrum to the
definition. Uni-temporal system uses validity, bi-temporal
concepts are based also on transaction validity. In gen-
eral, we can deal with the multi-temporal systems pro-
cessing multiple time spectra and zones. Overall costs,
time processing requirements, system response are the
critical factors. As shown in the chapter 4, this solution
does not cover all the problems of the processing and data
management, therefore new model has been proposed al-
lowing complex data attributes management. This paper
can be divided into three parts. The first deals with the
existing solutions, the second one describes developed ar-
chitecture, which is performance evaluated in the third
part.
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2. Temporal System Requirements
Temporal system requirements defined in [2] are designed
for easy data object manipulation by the users. In our
opinion, these criteria do not cover the temporal com-
plexity. Based on the results of the analysis, temporal
aspects has been extended by us (aspect 3 and 4). Gen-
erally, requirements can be divided into these four groups
[3, 4, 5]:

1. Aspect of usability is based on the easy manageable
methods. The aim is to provide easy access to the
latest results, as well as the results at any time in the
past. Moreover, it should be possible to get changes
based on the historical data and make projections
for the future.

2. Aspect of performance is based on the correctness
of the results. Time management and results should
be the same in performance rate and form when
accessing actual or historical data.

3. Aspect of data structure is a special requirement for
storage optimization based on the relevance defini-
tion. Only values in the monitored area are neces-
sary to be stored. If the attribute does not change
its value or the change is not significant, there is no
reason for storing and processing new value. Sys-
tem focuses therefore only on the objects of inter-
est, positions, where the changed segment can be
located. Therefore, the Epsilon (ε) value can be de-
fined, which expresses the minimal change of values
in the defined area, which should be stored. If the
value ε = 0, all the measured data are stored in the
database. The principle is based on threshold.

4. Transaction management is based on transaction
processing and definition. In the case of sensor data
processing, this aspect can be replaced with the er-
ror detection and measurement corrections, if nec-
essary.

Based on the requirements, several aims have been de-
fined - design, implementation and semantics definition
of the attribute temporal approach with the emphasis on
undefined states and future events handling, design and
implementation of the temporal integrity constraints and
index definition and tablespace location management.

3. Object Level Uni-temporal System
The easiest and also often used method to manage tempo-
ral data is uni-temporal system. It is based on the exten-
sion of the conventional (non-timed) model. The primary
key now contains not only the object identifier, but also
one or two attributes determining the validity of the row.
Consequently, one object can be defined by the various
numbers of the rows, but not more than one defines the
object at any time point. Thus, the data modelling op-
erations must define not only the object itself, but also
the timepoint expressing the begin timestamp (or other
timed attribute based on the granularity like day, month
and so on) or two attributes expressing the time inter-
val. In our case, the row is defined by the validity. The
Figure 1 shows the structure of the uni-temporal system
based on the validity interval.

Time interval can be represented by four ways - open-
open, open-closed representation - which are used very

Figure 1: Conventional and uni-temporal struc-
ture [2].

rarely because of the problem of specifying validity be-
ginning directly. Another two types are closed-closed and
closed-open representation. The advantage of closed-open
representation is based on granularity change, which does
not generate undefined states (gap). If the validity is not
right side bordered, Null value is not used because of the
primary key definition. Moreover, using this clause, it is
not possible to determine whether an event has occurred
or not. Istead of Null, MaxV alueT ime notation is used
[4].

However, the validity can be modelled by a single at-
tribute that expresses begin date. The next state delimits
the validity of the previous state of the particular object.
Our developed approach uses this principle. Moreover, it
is necessary to create definition for invalid states [5].

4. Column Level Temporal Model
The solution described in the previous section manages
the attributes of the objects, whereas the standard uni-
temporal model works with the whole objects. Column
level temporal system is based on object attribute as the
main part of the granularity. Thus, it is not problem, if
the attribute granularity of the changes is not the same.
Moreover, this system can manage objects with conven-
tional attributes. The principles and described structure
can be found in [3, 5].

5. Extended Column Level
Extended column level temporal system can be considered
as the improvement of the column level temporal system
in the terms of the performance and the simplicity of the
model management for the users. It is extended by the
definition of the type of the operation. If the operation is
update, there is also the reference to the data type tables
with historical values.

Existing applications are connected to the conventional
layer with actual values, thus program can continue to
operate without any changes. The main part is to man-
age the table containing information about the changes
of temporal columns. Column, which changes need to
be monitored, is temporal. If the value is changed, in-
formation about the update is stored in the developed
temporal table and historical value is inserted into to the
table containing historical values. The Figure 2 shows
the complete structural model. Application is directly
connected to the main tables with current valid values. It
means that currently used applications can be used with-
out any change. Historical values are stored in the special
section, each temporal data type has one table defined by
the identifier (primary key) got using the sequence and
trigger and the values themselves. Thus, the principle
and system is similar to the column level temporal system,
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Figure 2: Extended column level temporal system
structure.

but historical values management and temporal table is
different.

Management of the temporal table is completely different.
It consists of these attributes (Figure 3):

• ID change - got using sequence and trigger - pri-
mary key of the table.

• ID previous change - references the last change of
an object identified by ID. This attribute can also
have NULL value that means, the data have not
been updated yet, so the data were inserted for the
first time in past and are still actual.

• ID tab - references the table, record of which has
been processed by DML statement (INSERT ,
DELETE, UPDATE, RESTORE).

• ID orig - carries the information about the identi-
fier of the row that has been changed.

• ID column - holds the information about the
changed attribute (each temporal attribute has de-
fined value for the referencing).

• Data type - defines the data type of the changed
attribute:

– C = char/varchar

– N = numericvalues(real, integer, . . . )

– D = date

– T = timestamp

This model can be also extended by the definition
of the other data types like binary objects.

• ID row - references to the old value of attribute (if
the DML statement was UPDATE). Only update
statement of temporal column sets notNULL value.

• Operation - determines the provided operation:

– I = insert

– D = delete

– U = update

– R = restore

Figure 3: Extended temporal table

The principles and usage of proposed operations are
defined in the part of this paper.

• BD - the begin date of the new state validity of an
object.

The principles of data operation modelling and manage-
ment are described in [6].

One of the temporal property is the definition of the
volatility. Often, it is not necessary (and even useful) to
store states during indefinite time period. Therefore, pro-
posed solution contains algorithms and methodology for
database reconstruction after too historical data removal
to aim the requirement of consistency. The method pa-
rameter can be defined by the timepoint or by number of
following changes [7, 8].

The object state in real time can be defined by no more
than one valid state. However, it may cause collisions dur-
ing the new conditions definition, therefore, we expanded
transaction manager by the access rules (restricted,
partial, complete, and warning) and the definition of
transaction priority. If the system of the priority is used,
transaction with higher value can directly influence the
transaction with lower value of the priority. Access rules
delimits the planned events.

The basic unit of a database system is a transaction which
is in conventional approach characterized by four basic
properties - atomicity, persistence, consistency and isola-
tion. The existing definition of transactional consistency
has been extended by the temporal entity integrity and
referential integrity strict rule. This rule requires that
the referenced object must completely cover the validity
of the particular table row.

Object properties may be additionally defined by the time
records in several tables. Therefore, we have created a
methodology managing hierarchically modelled objects in
the system (definition of temporal ISA hierarchy). We
have also defined approaches and techniques allowing and
managing changes of a data model in time.

6. Temporal Select Definition
The Select statement in relational database approach is
considered as the most important and most frequently
used SQL statement based on performance. With this
statement, we get desired data from the database using
relational tables. The basic syntax of the Select state-
ment in conventional database consists of these six parts
- Select, From, Where, Group by, Having and Order
by.
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Figure 4: Event definition

Although conditions can be defined in the Where clause,
this segment does not cover the complexity and structure
of the temporal system. Therefore, the following section
describes ways to enhance the whole concept of manage-
ment of temporal data.

Designed and implemented syntax shows the temporal ex-
tension of the Select statement using these parts:

• EVENT DEFINITION,

• EPSILON DEFINITION,

• MONITORED COLUMN LIST,

• TYPE OF GRANULARITY.

6.1 Event_definition
Clause Event definition extends the Where clause of
the Select statement and specifies processed time range
by a point in time (defined timepoint) or by time in-
terval modelled by the closed-closed or closed-open repre-
sentation (all defined types can be transformed to another
types [2]) - Figure 4.

6.2 Epsilon_definition
For the purposes of changes and progress monitoring over
the time, it is convenient to define rules that affect the size
of the output processed sets. Epsilon definition is the
determination of the method by which it is possible to fil-
ter out irrelevant changes, especially in sensor data. Each
referenced temporal attribute may have been defined by
the precision - relevance - minimal value of the significant
change - Epsilon (ε) value. If the difference between two
consecutive values of the attribute is less than the value
of the Epsilon (ε) parameter defined for the correspond-
ing temporal column, this change will not appear in the
result set returned by the Select statement. If this clause
is not used, then the default value of the minimum change
(ε = 0) is used. Thus, any change will be processed re-
gardless the relevance.

6.3 Monitored_column_list
The clause Monitored column list as the extension of
the Select for temporal approach allows list of columns
definition, which are relevant for processing and should
be monitored. This list does not need to be identical to
the first part of the Select statement, however, it can
consists only of the temporal attributes (not conventional
or functions).

6.4 Type_of_granularity
The clause Type of granularity defines the format of the
output set - all attributes, new attribute values or actual
and previous state definition. As it has been already men-
tioned, the core of the system consists of the temporal
analysis of changing characteristics.

Figure 5: B+tree

7. Index Structures
One of the main features of optimization is based on
index structures. Temporal databases are oriented for
state management and monitoring over the time. Get-
ting states and individual changes in the Select state-
ment form the core of the major milestone of efficiency
and speed of the system.

Oracle defines an index as an optional structure associated
with a table or table cluster that can sometimes speed
data access. By creating an index on one or more columns
of a table, you gain the ability in some cases to retrieve
a small set of randomly distributed rows from the table.
Indexes are one of many means of reducing disk I/O. If
a heap-organized table has no indexes, then the database
must perform a full table scan to find a value.

7.1 Index Sequence File
Index sequence data alignment is based on two data sets
- the sequential file and the index file, consisting of a key
and a pointer to the data row in a sequential file. Find-
ing the record is based on the index scan and access to
primary (sequential) file. If the file was too large, it is
possible to add another index layer - hierarchical index.
The main disadvantage of index-sequential arrangement is
the significant performance decrease in performance (pro-
cessing time requirements and the response to it) based on
amount of data increase. This problem can be partially
solved by the data index reorganization.

7.2 B-tree, B+tree
The index structure of the B+tree is mostly used be-
cause it maintains the efficiency despite frequent changes
of records (Insert, Delete, Update). B+tree index con-
sists of a balanced tree in which each path from the root
to the leaf has the same length.

In this structure, we distinguish three types of nodes -
root, internal node and leaf node. Root and internal node
contains pointers Si and values Ki, the pointer Si refers
to nodes with lower values the corresponding value (Ki),
pointer Si+1 references higher (or equal) values. Leaf
nodes are directly connected to the file data (using point-
ers).

B+tree extends the concept of B-tree by chaining nodes
at leaf level, which allows faster data sorting. DBS Ora-
cle uses the model of two-way linked list, which makes it
possible to sort ascending and descending, too (Figure 5).

Limitation of this approach is a small number of records
(low cardinality). In that case, using index does not pro-
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Figure 6: Bitmap

duce the desired effect in terms of performance (acceler-
ation). Another disadvantage is the lack of support SQL
queries with functions implicitly.

7.3 Inverted Key B-tree
Index B-tree structure with inverted key is used in case
of often requirement for tree balancing (column value is
obtained using the sequence and the trigger - autoincre-
ment) caused by frequent execution of the Insert state-
ment. Indexing will not use original key value, but the
inverted variant. For example, for the key 123 is inverted
key value 321.

7.4 Bitmap Index
Bitmap indexes are represented by two-dimensional array,
the number of rows is identical to the cardinality of the
table. The first column contains a reference to a record
in the data file, the other columns are called bitmap and
represent different values of the indexed column.

The following figure illustrates the general assessment of
conditions of the order using bitmap indexes. Let have a
table - cars with primary key represented by the registra-
tion number (license plate). Non-key attributes include
color (color), producer (producer), construction year
(year) and price (price). The aim is to find red cars
produced by the ”̌Skoda” brand in 2012. The solution is
shown in Figure 6.

7.5 Table Index
If the table is too small, it is better to keep complete
records directly instead of references (pointers) to the leaf
level data. This approach reduces the number of Read
operations and thus accelerates the evaluation of the re-
quest. Oracle (version 8 and later) allows you to create a
special type of table (index−onlytable), where the entire
table is stored in the index structure (B+tree).

7.6 Cluster Index
Cluster index provides the physical layout and location
of the data set by attributes constituting the index. Ac-
cordingly, each table can have no more than one index of
such type.

7.7 Table Cluster
Cluster tables is linked to several tables, records with the
same key value (clusterkey) are stored together - these
data are usually required together. It means, that the
clustered data can be loaded using one Read operation.
In temporal system, historical and future valid data are
clustered together with actual data to provide complete

monitoring. Cluster key is the identifier of the data ex-
tended by the definition of the table, if the primary key
identifier does not provide it automatically.

8. Tablespace Localization
Performance characteristics are influenced by the index
location and by the type of the index structure. In the
previous section, several index types has been described.
However, second criterion is based on data division into
separate tablespaces, which are located directly with the
data themselves or in the separate discs, which allows
more flexible response to the extension of the number of
data blocks and index construction changes. The last type
of the processed type is based on index localization in the
remote storage (server) and access using the network. The
aim is to monitor the network traffic and response of the
system in case of network failures and routing. In this
case, if using 1Gb network speed, the slowdown of the
system varies usually from 5% to 10%.

9. Summary
Temporal data processing and complex management is
one of the most important factor of the current database
systems. Conventional database approach is not suitable
for progress monitoring over the time. Data processing
requires access to the whole information about the evolu-
tion of the states during the life-cycle. Effective managing
temporal data is the core of the development and can be
used for decision making, analyses, process optimization,
which is very significant factor in industrial environment.

During the analysis, we found out, that there is currently
no complex temporal system classification, therefore we
proposed, presented and discussed classification criteria
consisting four-layer architecture - the type of database
system, the type of temporal structure, type of transac-
tion processing and the type of index.

Temporal data searching and monitoring is the fundamen-
tal part of the processing using Select statement. Current
conventional implementation does not cover temporal ar-
chitecture, therefore we expanded the definition with the
several clauses - processed period and granularity, moni-
tored temporal attributes and epsilon definition.

Temporal characteristics are based on object level, which
can in many cases generate duplicates, therefore column
level model has been defined, implemented and tested
with emphasis on transaction management.

Temporal data are usually extensive, thus it is neces-
sary to manage them effectively in terms of memory re-
quirements and overall management and response of the
system. Over the following proposed attribute oriented
model, we created different variants of index structures,
which make it possible to get desired results much faster.
The final part of the experimental work is the compari-
son of the proposed indexes with regards on their location,
access methods, and defined rules.

In the future, we would like to focus on temporal table
clustering and index division to the network nodes based
on multiple characteristics.
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1. Introduction
The principal step in reliability analysis is construction of
mathematical model. As a rule, two models are preferred
in reliability engineering: Binary-State Systems (BSSs)
and Multi-State Systems (MSSs). A BSS can be in one
of two possible states – functioning and failed. The main
problem of BSSs is to define the boundary between these
two states, i.e., circumstances under which the system can
be considered functioning and when it is failed. Therefore,
BSSs are useful in identification and analysis of situations
that result in the total failure of the system, or that cause
deviation of the system from its perfect functioning [16,
19, 32]. A MSS allows defining more than two states
in system performance and, therefore, it can be used to
analyze processes that cause gradual degradation of the
system [16, 17, 32].

Minimal Cut Sets (MCSs) and Minimal Path Sets (MPSs)
are one of the principal concepts of reliability engineering.
They have been used for both mathematical models, but
most papers related to MCSs and MPSs consider their ap-
plication in qualitative and quantitative analysis of BSSs,
e.g., [2, 3, 5, 19, 20, 25]. In these cases, MCSs represent
minimal sets of system components whose simultaneous
failure results in system failure while MPSs correspond to
minimal sets of components whose simultaneous work en-
sures that the system is functioning. This indicates that
MCSs and MPSs can be used to evaluate system reliabili-
ty from different points of view, e.g., they allow estimat-
ing system availability/reliability, or they can be used to
identify components that have the most influence on sys-
tem activity. Therefore, they are very useful in reliability
analysis of BSSs.

The concept of MCSs and MPSs is used also in reliability
analysis of MSSs. In this case, MCSs and MPSs, or their
alternatives known as Minimal Cut Vectors (MCVs) and
Minimal Path Vectors (MPVs) respectively, are primarily
used in reliability evaluation of network systems, e.g., [4,
23, 24, 26]. This indicates that the existing algorithms
for identification of MCVs (MPVs) are designed for sys-
tems that can be presented as a network and, therefore,
they cannot be used for application of MCVs and MPVs
methods to other types of MSSs. Because of that, devel-
opment of algorithms for calculation of MCVs (MPVs)
for systems of any type is an actual problem in reliability
analysis. Different mathematical methods can be used to
solve this task. One of them is logical differential calculus.

Logical differential calculus has originally been developed
for analysis of dynamic properties of Boolean and multi-
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Figure 1: Research topic.

ple-valued logic functions. Its application in reliability
analysis of BSSs and MSSs has been considered in sev-
eral works, e.g., [27, 30, 31]. These works have primarily
focused on homogeneous systems, i.e., systems in which
every system component has the same number of states
as the system. However, a general MSS allows defining
different numbers of states for individual system compo-
nents and, therefore, the approach presented in the works
[27, 30, 31] cannot be used in reliability analysis of gen-
eral MSSs. This indicates some complications in design-
ing the universal algorithm for finding all system MCVs
(MPVs). Therefore, the principal goals of this work were
development of new algorithms for calculation of MCVs
and MPVs for any system that could be represented as
a BSS or MSS (not only homogeneous) and use them in
computation of measures for estimation of system reliabil-
ity/availability (Figure 1). These goals resulted in solving
the following problems:

• detailed analysis of existing methods and concepts
used in reliability analysis;

• development of universal mathematical background
for calculation of MCVs (MCSs) and MPVs (MPSs)
for BSSs and MSSs (this introduced integrated and
expanded logic derivatives;

• creating new algorithms for calculation of measures
for system reliability/availability estimation.

2. Reliability Analysis and Logical Differential
Calculus

Two different types of models are used in reliability analy-
sis (Figure 2): Binary-State Systems (BSSs) and Multi-
State Systems (MSSs). A BSS allows defining only two
states in system/component (a basic part of the system
that is assumed to be indivisible into smaller parts) per-
formance: functioning (state 1) and failed (state 0). The
correlation between system state and states of system
components is defined by the structure function:

φ(x) = φ(x1, x2, . . . , xn) : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}, (1)

where n is a number of system components, xi for i =
1, 2, . . . , n is a state of the i-th component, and x =
(x1, x2, . . . , xn) is a vector of system states (state vec-
tor). An example of a BSS is a system of two hard disk
drives (components) combined into RAID 1 configuration,
which is working if at least one disk is working (Figure 3).
Please note that the structure function of a BSS can be
interpreted as a Boolean function, which allows us to use

Figure 2: System models.
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Figure 3: A parallel system modeled as a BSS.

some concepts of Boolean functions in reliability analysis
of BSSs.

A MSS makes possible defines more than only two states
in system/component behavior. Therefore, its structure
function has the following form:

φ(x) = φ(x1, x2, . . . , xn) :

{0, 1, . . . ,m1 − 1} × {0, 1, . . . ,m2 − 1} × . . . (2)

· · · × {0, 1, . . . ,mn − 1} → {0, 1, . . . ,m− 1},

where n is a number of system components, xi for i =
1, 2, . . . , n is a state of component i, x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn)
is a vector of system states (state vector), mi defines num-
ber of states of component i (state mi−1 – perfectly func-
tioning, state 0 – completely failed) and m is a number of
system states (state m − 1 – perfectly functioning, state
0 – completely failed). As an example, consider a simple
parallel system in Figure 4 consisting of two components.
This system represents a network that is used to transport
some commodity from point A to point B; therefore, its
performance depends on the number of working lines (sys-
tem components). According to this, the system structure
function has the form defined by table in Figure 4.

Homogeneous MSSs are a special class of MSSs. A ho-
mogeneous MSS contains only components that have the
same number of states as the system, i.e., m1 = m2 =
· · · = mn = m. The structure function of a homogeneous
MSS is very similar to the definition of a Multiple-Valued
Logic (MVL) function, which allows us to use some tech-
niques of MVL in reliability analysis of MSSs.
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Figure 4: A parallel system modeled as a MSS.
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Figure 5: DPBDs and identification of coincidence
between component and system failure/repair.

Reliability analysis primarily focuses on coherent systems.
A coherent system is defined as a system whose struc-
ture function is monotonic. This implies that a failure
(degradation) of any system components cannot results
in system failure (degradation). If this assumption is not
satisfied, then the system is recognized as noncoherent.
Noncoherent systems are not very common in reliability
analysis and, therefore, in what follows, we will assume
that the systems are coherent.

2.1 Logical Differential Calculus
Logical differential calculus is a tool that has been devel-
oped for analysis of dynamic properties of logic functions.
The central term of this tool is a derivative that is defined
for Boolean function f(x) as follows [22]:

∂f(x)

∂xi
= f(1i,x)⊕ f(0i,x), (3)

where ⊕ is a symbol of logic operation XOR and (si,x) =
(x1, x2, . . . , xi−1, s, xi+1, . . . , xn) for s ∈ {0, 1}.

The definition of the Boolean derivative implies that it
identifies situations in which a change of the value of
Boolean variable xi results in a change of the value of
Boolean function f(x). However, it does not allow iden-
tifying whether the Boolean function changes from value
1 to 0 or vice versa. Because of that, another type of
Boolean derivatives has been introduced. These deriva-
tives are known as Direct Partial Boolean Derivatives
(DPBDs), and they are defined as follows [22]:

∂f(j → j)

∂xi(s→ s)
=

{
1 if f(si,x) = j and f(si,x) = j

0 else
(4)

for s, j ∈ {0, 1}.

Clearly, there exist four different DPBDs. In the case of
BSSs with the structure function φ(x), Boolean deriva-
tives ∂φ(1→ 0)/∂xi(1→ 0) and ∂φ(0→ 1)/∂xi(0→ 1)
can be used to find scenarios when a failure (repair) of
component i causes that the system fails (will be repaired)
(Figure 5). Similarly, DPBDs ∂φ(0→ 1)/∂xi(1→ 0) and
∂φ(1→ 0)/∂xi(0→ 1) identify situations in which com-
ponent failure (repair) results in system repair (failure).
However, these two derivatives are irrelevant in the analy-
sis of coherent BSSs because only the first two derivatives
can be nonzero for such systems [31].

Several types of logic derivatives exist in the case of MVL
functions. For our purposes, Direct Partial Logic Deriva-
tives are the most important. These derivatives are de-

Figure 6: DPLDs and identification of coincidence
between component and system degradation/im-
provement.

fined for MVL function fm(x) as follows [22]:

∂fm(j → h)

∂xi(s→ r)
=

{
1 if fm(si,x) = j and fm(ri,x) = h

0 else

for s, r, j, h ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,m− 1}, s 6= r, j 6= h, (5)

where (ai,x) = (x1, x2, . . . , xi−1, a, xi+1, . . . , xn) for a ∈
s, r. It is clear, that the DPLD identifies such situations
in which change of MVL variable xi from value s to r
causes that the value of the MVL function fm(x) changes
from j to h.

DPBDs and DPLDs are defined only in such points of
Boolean or MVL function in which variable xi takes value
s since these derivatives assume that the variable changes
from value s to another.

In the case of homogeneous systems, a DPLD can be used
to find situations in which change of state of component
i from value s to r results in the change of system state
from j to h (Figure 6). It is clear that only DPLDs that
meet the next assumptions can be nonzero in the case of
coherent systems:

a) s > r and j > h (identification of situations in which
component degradation results in system degradation);

b) r > s and h > j (identification of situations in which
component improvement results in system improve-
ment).

2.2 Qualitative Analysis of Binary-State Systems
The qualitative analysis focuses on identification of situ-
ations that causes system failure or repair of its activity.
Its basic terms are Minimal Cut Sets (MCSs), Minimal
Path Sets (MPSs), Minimal Cut Vectors (MCVs), Mini-
mal Path Vectors (MPVs) and component criticality [19].

A cut set is a set of components whose simultaneous fai-
lure results in system failure. If no component can be
removed from a cut set without losing its status as a cut
set, then the cut set is minimal. Similarly, a (minimal)
path set corresponds to a (minimal) set of components
whose simultaneous functioning ensures that the system
is working.

A MCV agrees with a situation in which a repair of any
failed component results in system repair. A MPV repre-
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Table 1: Basic Importance Measures

Importance 
Measure Definition Meaning 

SI SI� =
� ��(1�, �) − �(0�, �)�(⋅	,�)∈{�,�}��

2���
 

A relative number of situations in which 
a given component is critical for the 
system activity. 

BI BI� = Pr{�(1�, �) − �(0�, �) > 0} 
The probability that the component is 
critical for the system. 

CI C�I� = BI�
��

�(�)
 

The probability that the system failure 
has been caused by the component 
failure given that the system has failed. 

FVI FV�I� =
Pr{MCSs(�)}

�(�)
 

The probability that the component 
contributes to the system failure 
probability. 

sents such situation in which a failure of any working com-
ponent causes that the system fails. It can be shown sim-
ply that MCVs correspond to MCSs while MPVs are a
form of MPSs.

Component is critical when its failure (repair) causes that
the system fails (will be repaired). If component i is criti-
cal at state vector (.i,x) = (x1, x2, . . . , xi−1, xi+1, . . . , xn),
then state vector (1i,x) is recognized as critical path vec-
tor for component i and state vector (0i,x) is known as
critical cut vector for the component.

The relation between DPBDs and critical path (cut) vec-
tors has been studied in work [31]. It has been shown
that nonzero values of DPBD ∂φ(1→ 0)/∂xi(1→ 0) cor-
respond to critical path vectors for component i while
nonzero values of DPBD ∂φ(0→ 1)/∂xi(0→ 1) coincide
with critical cut vectors. Therefore, DPBDs can be used
in qualitative analysis of BSSs based on the concept of
component criticality. However, the considered paper has
not studied the relationship between MCSs (MPSs) and
DPBDs. Since MCSs and MPSs are very important in re-
liability analysis, the first goal of our research was to find
whether DPBDs can be used to identify them. This result
could be used not only in qualitative analysis of BSSs but
also in their quantitative analysis.

2.3 Quantitative Analysis of Binary-State Systems
The quantitative analysis allows studying system from the
point of view of probability theory. For this purposes, the
probabilities of component states have to be known:

pi = Pr{xi = 1}, pi = Pr{qi = 0}, pi + qi = 1. (6)

Please note that the probability pi is known as availability
of component i while qi is identified as its unavailability.

The knowledge of system structure and availabilities of
its components allows us to compute system availability
and unavailability:

A(p) = Pr{φ(x) = 1}, U(q) = Pr{φ(x) = 0}, (7)

A(p) + U(q) = 1,

where p = (p1, p2, . . . , pn) is a vector of availabilities of
system components and q = (q1, q2, . . . , qn) is a vector of
their unavailabilities.

System availability is one of the basic measures used in
reliability analysis. It can also be used to compute other

measures, such as, mean time to system failure or mean
time to system repair. However, it does not permit quan-
tifying influence of system components on system activity.
To this purpose, other measures are used. These measures
are known as Importance Measures (IMs) [10].

IMs are used to quantify the correlation between com-
ponent failure (repair) and system failure (repair). The
most commonly known IMs are Structural Importance
(SI), Birnbaum’s Importance (BI), Criticality Importance
(CI), and Fussell-Vesely’s Importance (FVI). Their defini-
tions and meaning are presented in Table 1. The IMs can
be divided into two groups. The first group is composed
of IMs based on critical path (cut) vectors (SI, BI, CI,
etc.). These IMs analyze from different points of view the
probability that a given component is critical for system
failure (functioning). The second group contains IMs that
quantify contribution of a given component to system fai-
lure (functioning). The typical example of such IMs is the
FVI. (Please note that a component contributes to system
failure (functioning) if at least one MCS (MPS) contain-
ing the component is failed (functioning) [10] (expression
MCSs(i) in the definition of the FVcIi).)

Since the definitions of the SI and BI correspond to quan-
tifying situations in which component i is critical, they
can also be computed based on DPBDs (Table 2) [31].
Before this thesis, it was not known how to compute the
FVI based on DPBDs since the relation between MCSs
(MPSs) was not identified. Therefore, finding dependency
between MCSs (MPSs) and DPBDs allows us to propose
new formulae for computation of the FVI that will be based
on logical differential calculus. And, this was another goal
of the thesis.

2.4 Availability of Multi-State Systems
In the case of MSSs, system availability is defined as the
probability that the system is in an acceptable state. The
acceptable state is a state in which the system can perform
required tasks [16, 17]. If we assume that the system is
functioning if it is at least in state j, then the availability
and unavailability are defined as follows [16, 17]:

A≥j(p) = Pr{φ(x) ≥ j}, U≥j(q) = Pr{φ(x) < j},
A≥j(p) + U≥j(q) = 1, (8)

for j ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,m− 1},
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Table 2: Basic Importance Measures Based on DPBDs

Importance 
Measure Definition Note 

SI SI� = TD�
��(1 → 0)
���(1 → 0)� 

TD(. )... the truth density of a given 
Boolean function, i.e. a relative number 
of situations in which the Boolean 
function is nonzero  

BI BI� = Pr 	
��(1 → 0)
���(1 → 0) ↔ 1� ↔... symbol of logical biconditional 

Table 3: Component Criticality for MSSs

Term Definition Meaning 
Path vector for 

level � of system 
availability 

�(�) ≥ � 
It corresponds to situations when the 
system is at least in state �. 

Critical path vector 
for level � of 

system availability 
and for state � of 

component �  

�(��, �) ≥ � and 
�((� − 1)�, �) < � 

It corresponds to situations in which 
degradation of state � of component � 
results in degradation of system state 
below value �. 

Cut vector for level 
� of system 
availability 

�(�) < � 
It corresponds to situations when the 
system is below state �. 

Critical cut vector 
for level � of 

system availability 
and for state � of 

component � 

�(��, �) < � and 
�((� + 1)�, �) ≥ � 

It corresponds to situations in which 
improvement of state � of component � 
results in improvement of system state 
at least to value �. 

Path vector for 
system state � �(�) = � 

It corresponds to situations when the 
system is in state �. 

Critical path vector 
for system state � 
and for state � of 

component � 

�(��, �) = � and 
�((� − 1)�, �) < � 

It corresponds to situations in which 
degradation of state � of component � 
results in degradation of system state �. 

where p = (p1,p2, . . . ,pn) is a vector of probabilities of
all states of all components of the MSS and vector pi =
(pi,0, pi,1, . . . , pi,mi−1) for i = 1, 2, . . . , n defines probabi-
lities of all states of component i, i.e., pi,s = Pr{xi = s}
for s = 0, 1, . . . ,mi − 1. This definition indicates that it
can be quite complicated to define the availability of a
MSS without the knowledge of minimal requirements on
system performance.

2.5 Qualitative Analysis of Multi-State Systems
Two different approaches exist in the qualitative analysis
of MSSs. The first approach focuses on ”system state”
while the second is based on the definition of system
availability. This can be seen in the definitions of com-
ponent criticality (Table 3) when we distinguish between
situations in which a component is critical for a given level
of system availability [16] and in which it is critical for a
concrete system state [21].

MCVs and MPVs are other terms of the qualitative anal-
ysis of MSSs [16]. Both, a MCV and MPV, are defined
only with respect to system availability level. A MCV
for level j of system availability agrees with a situation
in which the system is in state below j and improvement

of any non-perfectly working component causes that the
system will be at least in state j. Similarly, a MPV for
level j of system availability corresponds to such situation
in which the system is at least in state j and degradation
of any component that can degrade results in decrease
in system availability level below value j. It follows that
MCVs (MPVs) can be defined for j ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m − 1}.
The concept of MCSs and MPSs also exists in reliability
analysis of MSSs [1], but it is not used very often since
definitions of MCSs and MPSs are quite complicated for
MSSs and they have no deeper meaning for practice.

Use of DPLDs in the qualitative analysis of MSSs has been
considered in several works, e.g., [27, 30]. These works fo-
cus on identification of critical path vectors for a system
state in homogeneous MSSs in which a degradation of any
system component by one state can cause system degra-
dation by only one state. This implies that only DPLDs
∂φ(j → j − 1)/∂xi(s→ s− 1) for j, s ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m− 1}
can be nonzero in such systems. However, these DPLDs
are not sufficient for analysis of other types of systems.
This implied another goal of our work that was proposing
extension of DPLDs in such a way that they would be able
identifying any type of critical state vectors regardless of
type of the investigated system. Another point was to find
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Figure 7: The relation between MCSs, MCVs and DPBDs.

the relation between DPLDs and MCVs (MPVs). Solu-
tions to these two works allow us to propose a complex
framework for qualitative analysis of MSSs that is based
on one mathematical tool and that can be used to propose
new algorithms for quantitative analysis of MSSs.

2.6 Importance Analysis of Multi-State Systems
In the case of MSSs, it is also important to find com-
ponents that have the most influence on system perfor-
mance. There exist a lot of generalizations of IMs from
BSSs on MSSs, e.g., [1, 6, 21, 30]. In these works, several
approaches of how to extend IMs on MSSs can be reco-
gnized. Firstly, we can analyze influence of a given com-
ponent state on a given system state (availability level) [1,
30]. Another possibility is to identify the importance of a
given component state on the entire system (not only on a
concrete system state) or to find total influence of a given
component on a concrete system state (availability level)
[6]. Finally, we can also analyze the total importance of a
given component on the whole system [21]. Therefore, it
would be useful to propose a universal method that could
be used to analyze all possible dependencies. Logical dif-
ferential calculus can be a good choice for this task. Its
use in importance analysis of MSS has been considered,
for example, in work [30]. In this work, computation of
the SI and BI using DPLDs has been proposed for the spe-
cial type of homogeneous systems. Our goal was to extend
this method on a MSS of any type. Also, another objec-
tive was to propose the FVI computation based on logical
differential calculus since this IM has not been considered
in the aforementioned work.

3. Binary-State Systems: Minimal Cut/Path
Vectors and Logical Differential Calculus

Relations between MCVs (MPVs) and DPBDs have been
studied in works [11, 28]. Firstly, recall that a MCV
correspond to a situation in which a repair of any failed
component results in system repair. Since the influence of
component i on system state can be modeled using DPBD
∂φ(0→ 1)/∂xi(0→ 1), a state vector can be a MCV if
and only if it contains at least one failed component and
DPBD ∂φ(0→ 1)/∂xi(0→ 1) computed with respect to
any failed component has nonzero value for the considered
state vector. This implies that a MCV can be identified
as a point of the structure function at which every deriva-

tive ∂φ(0→ 1)/∂xi(0→ 1) that can be computed in it
(i.e., DPBDs with respect to every component that is in
state 0) takes nonzero value (Figure 7). For this purpose,
we have proposed expanded DPBDs in paper [28] that are
defined for Boolean function f(x) as follows:

∂ef(j → j)

∂exi(s→ s)
= (9)

=





1 if xi = s and f(si,x) = j and f(si,x) = j

0 if xi = s and (f(si,x) 6= j or f(si,x) 6= j)

∗ if xi = s

.

Next, define a special conjunction of two expanded deriva-
tives that will be referred to as u-conjunction and whose
computation for a coherent BSS with the structure func-
tion φ(x) is defined by Table 4. This conjunction has
three possible values. In terms of reliability analysis, value
1 agrees with situations in which at least one component
from i1 and i2 is in state s and its change to state s causes
the same change of the system state, e.g., for s = 0, the
value 1 corresponds to cut vectors at which at least one of
components i1 and i2 can be critical, and all components
from set {i1, i2} that can be critical are critical. Value
0 corresponds to situations when at least one component
can change from state s to s, but this change has no effect
on system state. Finally, value ∗ agrees with state vectors
in which no component from set {i1, i2} can change into
state s because both are in this state. This implies that
computation of u-conjunction of all expanded DPBDs
∂eφ(0→ 1)/∂exi(0→ 1) allows us to identify situations in
which a repair of any failed component results in system
repair. This agrees with the meaning of MCVs and, there-
fore, we can state that the MCVs correspond to points at

which expression
nu
i=1

∂eφ(0→ 1)/∂exi(0→ 1) takes value

1.

Table 4: u-conjunction of Two Expanded DPBDs

⊓-conjunction 
���(�� → ��
 )

�����
(�� → ��
 )

 

∗ 0 1 

���(�� → ��
 )

�����
(�� → ��
 )

 
∗ ∗ 0 1 
0 0 0 0 
1 1 0 1 
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Table 5: Computation of MCVs Based on Expanded DPBDs

�� �� �� �(�) 
�	�(0 → 1)

�	��(0 → 1)
 

�	�(0 → 1)

�	��(0 → 1)
 

�	�(0 → 1)

�	��(0 → 1)
 ⊓-conjunction 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 1 0 1 0 * 0 

0 1 0 0 1 * 0 0 

00  11  11  0 1 * * 11  

11  00  00  0 * 1 1 11  

1 0 1 1 * 0 * 0 

1 1 0 1 * * 0 0 

1 1 1 1 * * * * 

 

�� �� �� �(��, ��, ��) 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 1 0 

0 1 0 0 

0 1 1 0 

1 0 0 0 

1 0 1 1 

1 1 0 1 

1 1 1 1 
 

Figure 8: A series-parallel system.

For illustration, consider a series-parallel system depicted
in Figure 8. The system is functioning if and only if com-
ponent 1 is functioning and at least one of components 2
and 3 is functioning. This implies that the system MCVs
are components sets {1} and {2, 3}. These sets correspond
to MCVs (0, 1, 1) and (1, 0, 0). If we want to find these
MCVs based on logical differential calculus, then we have
to compute expanded DPBDs ∂eφ(0→ 1)/∂exi(0→ 1) for
i = 1, 2, 3 and find their u-conjunction. As we can see in
Table 5, the u-conjunction of these derivatives takes value
1 at points (0, 1, 1) and (1, 0, 0) of the structure function,
therefore, these points are MCVs of the considered sys-
tem. This result is in agreement with our expectations.

At the end of this section, please note that the MPVs of
a BSS can be identified in the similar way. The only dif-
ference is that expanded DPBDs ∂eφ(1→ 0)/∂exi(1→ 0)
have to be used because MPVs correspond to such situ-
ations in which failure of any working component results
in system failure.

3.1 Algorithm for Identification of Minimal Cut Vec-
tors

The method for identification of MCVs described above
can be implemented on a computer in the form of the
following algorithm:

1. Compute expanded DPBDs

∂eφ(0→ 1)/∂exi(0→ 1) for all system

components.

2. Using rules defined in Table 4,

calculate u-conjunction of

expanded DPBDs from the previous

step , and identify state vectors

for which it is 1. This state

vectors correspond to MCVs of the

system.

We analyzed time complexity of this algorithm by com-
paring it with another one from papers [7, 8]. The algo-
rithm from the considered works is based on the problem
of dualization of monotone Boolean functions which lies
in identification of all prime implicants (implicates) of a
monotone Boolean function if all prime implicants (impli-
cates) of the dual function are known. (The dual function
to a Boolean function f(x1, x2, . . . , xn) is a Boolean func-

tion of the form of f(x1, x2, . . . , xn).) It can be shown
simply that prime implicates correspond to MCSs while
the meaning of prime implicants agree with the meaning
of MPSs. This implies that this algorithm can also be
used to find all system MCVs and MPVs.

We implemented both algorithms in C++ programing
language, and the experiments were done on a computer
with CPU Intel Core i5 2.5 GHz, 4 GB RAM and Win-
dows 7 64 bit OS. The results of the experiments are
presented in Figures 9 – 12. These figures analyze time
complexity of the compared algorithms based on the num-
ber of MCVs that exist in a BSS and also based on the
number of system components. The dependency between
time complexity and the number of MCVs of these two
algorithms is compared in Figures 9 and 10. It can be
seen that the approach based on the expanded DPBDs
(the solid line denoted as DPBD) does not depend on the
number of MCVs while the algorithm based on the duali-
zation of monotone Boolean functions [7, 8] (the dotted
line denoted as MBFD) does. The graphs in Figures 11
and 12 present the dependency of computation time on
the number of system components. In this situation, the
compared systems have a different number of components,
but they have the same counts of MCVs. As we can see,
the algorithm [7, 8] for identification of MCVs (the dotted
line denoted as MBFD) depends on the number of system
components very little while the algorithm based on ex-
panded DPBDs (the solid line denoted as DPBD) depends
much more. So, the experiments have showed that our al-
gorithm, which is based on logical differential calculus, is
more appropriate for systems containing a huge amount
of MCVs (MPVs) than the algorithm proposed in works
[7, 8] and, therefore, it can be useful in reliability analysis
of systems with complicated structure.

3.2 Fussell-Vesely Importance Based on Logical Dif-
ferential Calculus

It was showed in the dissertation thesis that the FVI can
be computed using MCVs as follows:

FVcIi =
Pr{∃MCV(0i) ∈ MCVs;x ≤ MCV(0i)}

U(q)
, (10)
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Figure 9: Dependency between the number of
minimal cut vectors and computation time for sys-
tems of 20 components.

Figure 10: Dependency between the number of
minimal cut vectors and computation time for sys-
tems of 24 components.

Figure 11: Dependency between the number of
components and computation time for systems
with 1 minimal cut vector.

Figure 12: Dependency between the number of
components and computation time for systems
with 167960 minimal cut vectors.

where MCVs is a set of all MCVs, MCV(0i) is a MCV in
which xi = 0, event {∃MCV(0i) ∈ MCVs;x ≤ MCV(0i)}
means that there is at least one MCV with xi = 0 that is
greater than or equal to an arbitrary state vector x (x ≤ y
if and only if xi ≤ yi for every i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}), and U(q)
denotes system unavailability. This definition of the FVI
indicates that only MCVs that contain component i in
state 0 are needed to compute this IM. According to the
definition of a MCV, DPBD ∂φ(0→ 1)/∂xi(0→ 1) has
to be nonzero at points that correspond to MCVs with
xi = 0. This means that the MCVs needed for calcu-
lation of the FVI of component i can be gained directly
from DPBD ∂φ(0→ 1)/∂xi(0→ 1) without need to com-
pute the expanded DPBDs and their u-conjunction. We
showed in the dissertation thesis that the MCVs of the
form of (0i,x) correspond to the elements of the follow-
ing set:

max

{
argone
x∈{0,1}n

(
xi
∂φ(0→ 1)

∂xi(0→ 1)

)}
, (11)

where argone(.) identifies all state vectors for which ex-
pression xi∂φ(0→ 1)/∂xi(0→ 1) is nonzero while max{.}
takes maximal from these state vectors in the sense of the
relation ”<” defined on the set of all state vectors. (This
relation is defined for two state state vectors x and y as
follows: x < y if and only if xi ≤ yi for all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}
and there exists at least one i such that xi < yi.) There-
fore, it is possible to compute the FVI in the following
way:

FVcIi =

=

Pr

{
∃y ∈ max

{
argone

x∈{0,1}n

(
xi

∂φ(0→1)
∂xi(0→1)

)}
;x ≤ y

}

U(q)
. (12)

Finally, define the minimal negative function for Boolean
function f(x):

MNF(f(x)) =

=





1 if ∃y ∈
{

argone
x∈{0,1}n

(
xi

∂φ(0→1)
∂xi(0→1)

)}
;x ≤ y

0 else

(13)

that represents a non-increasing Boolean function that
can be created from the Boolean function f(x) in such a
way that we change value of the function f(x) to value
1 in the minimal number of points at which the Boolean
function takes value 0. Then, it can be shown that the
FVI based on MCVs can be computed using only DPBDs
and the concept of the minimal negative function in the
following manner:

FVcIi =
Pr
{

MNF
(
xi

∂φ(0→1)
∂xi(0→1)

)}

U(q)

=
qi Pr

{
MNF

(
∂φ(0→1)
∂xi(0→1)

)}

U(q)
, (14)

where qi is unavailability of component i. So, we have
obtained the new formula for calculation of the FVI that
requires no a priori information about MCSs or MCVs.
The similar relation can also be gotten for the FVI based
on MPSs.
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4. Multi-State Systems and Logical Differential
Calculus

Use of DPLDs in reliability analysis of MSSs has been
considered in papers [27, 30]. These works have consi-
dered only homogeneous MSSs in which a degradation of
any system component by one state can result in degrada-
tion of system state at most by one state too. However, a
lot of systems are non-homogeneous or do not satisfy this
property.

4.1 Integrated Direct Partial Logic Derivatives and
Critical State Vectors

It was showed in the thesis, that the following modifica-
tion of the definition of DPLD allows us to use it in the
analysis of non-homogeneous systems with the structure
function φ(x):

∂φ(j → h)

∂xi(s→ r)
=

{
1 if φ(si,x) = j and φ(ri,x) = h

0 else

(15)

for s, r ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,mi − 1} and

j, h ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,m− 1}, s 6= r, j 6= h.

However, these derivatives are not very suitable for anal-
ysis of systems in which a degradation of component by
one state (a minor degradation) can result in degrada-
tion of system state by more than one state. Therefore, a
new type of DPLDs was defined in the dissertation the-
sis. These derivatives were named as Integrated Direct
Partial Logic Derivatives (IDPLDs) since they combine
several DPLDs together.

There exist three basic types of IDPLDs. IDPLDs of type
I are suitable for analysis of consequences of component
degradation on a concrete system state, and they are de-
fined with respect to the structure function φ(x) as fol-
lows:

∂φ(j ↘)

∂xi(s→ r)
=

j−1
∨
h=0

∂φ(j → h)

∂xi(s→ r)
(16)

=

{
1 if φ(si,x) = j and φ(ri,x) < j

0 else
,

∂φ(↘ j)

∂xi(s→ r)
=

m−1∨
h=j+1

∂φ(j → h)

∂xi(s→ r)
(17)

=

{
1 if φ(si,x) > j and φ(ri,x) = j

0 else
.

It is clear that the first derivative identifies situations in
which change of the i-th component state from value s
to r results in system degradation below state j while
the second derivative can be used to find situations in
which the analyzed change of component i causes that
the system falls into state j.

IDPLDs of type II are defined with respect to the struc-
ture function φ(x) as follows:

∂φ(↘)

∂xi(s→ r)
=

m−1∨
j=1

j−1
∨
h=0

∂φ(j → h)

∂xi(s→ r)
(18)

=

{
1 if φ(si,x) > φ(ri,x)

0 else
,

Figure 13: IDPLDs and identification of coinci-
dence between component and system degrada-
tion/improvement.

and the main sense of these derivatives is that they allow
identifying situations in which the considered change of
component state results in system degradation regardless
of a concrete state (availability level) of the system.

Finally, IDPLDs of type III can be used to analyze con-
sequences of the considered component state change on a
given level of system availability and, therefore, we define
them as follows:

∂φ(h≥j → h<j)

∂xi(s→ r)
=

m−1∨
hu=j

j−1
∨

hd=0

∂φ(hu → hd)

∂xi(s→ r)
(19)

=

{
1 if φ(si,x) ≥ j and φ(ri,x) < j

0 else
.

Clearly, the proposed derivatives analyzing system degra-
dation can be nonzero for a coherent system if and only
if s > r. Next, it is also clear that the similar IDPLDs
can also be defined to analyze consequences of component
improvement on system performance.

Use of IDPLDs analyzing results of component state chan-
ge on system activity is presented in Figure 13. If we
compare this figure with Figure 6, then we can see that
the situation in which the i-th component degradation
has no effect on system performance can be modeled by
only one IDPLD while three different derivatives have to
be used in the case of DPLDs (Figure 6).

Another advantage of IDPLDs is a possibility of using
them in building a complex framework for the qualitative
analysis of MSSs. This possibility was studied in the dis-
sertation thesis in great detail. The main result of this
study is introduction of new critical state vectors that fo-
cuses not only on a concrete component state (Table 3)
but also on the whole component or the entire system.
These critical state vectors for component degradation
and their relations to individual IDPLDs are summarized
in Table 6.

4.2 Integrated Direct Partial Logic Derivatives and
Minimal Cut Vectors

IDPLDs can also be used to find MCVs and MPVs for
a given level of system availability. IDPLDs of type III
are most appropriate for this purpose since they are de-
signed for analysis of consequences of component degrada-
tion (improvement) on a given level of system availability.
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Table 6: Critical State Vectors Based on Component Degradation

Critical State Vector Definition Identification based on 
IDPLDs 

Critical path vectors for system state � and 
for state � of the �-th system component 

�(��, �) = � and 
�((� − 1)�, �) < � {�� ↔ �} 
�(� ↘)


��(� → � − 1) ↔ 1 

Critical state vectors for falling into 
system state � and for state � of the �-th 

system component 

�(��, �) > � and 
�((� − 1)�, �) = � {�� ↔ �} 
�(↘ �)


��(� → � − 1) ↔ 1 

Critical path vectors for level � of system 
availability and for state � of the �-th 

system component 

�(��, �) ≥ � and 
�((� − 1)�, �) < � {�� ↔ �} 
��ℎ�� → ℎ���


��(� → � − 1) ↔ 1 

Critical path vectors for state � of the �-th 
system component �(��, �) > �((� − 1)�, �) {�� ↔ �} 
�(↘)


��(� → � − 1) ↔ 1 

Critical state vectors for degradation of 
system state � and for component � 

�(��, �) = � and 
�((� − 1)�, �) < �  

for some � ∈
{1,2,… ,�� − 1} 

� 
�(� ↘)

��(� → � − 1)

����

���
↔ 1 

Critical state vectors for falling into 
system state � and for component � 

�(��, �) = � and 
�((� + 1)�, �) > �  

for some � ∈
{0,1,… ,�� − 2} 

� 
�(↘ �)

��(� → � − 1)

����

���
↔ 1 

Critical state vectors for level � of system 
availability and for component � 

�((�� − 1)�, �) ≥ � and 
�(0�, �) < � 


��ℎ�� → ℎ���

��(�� − 1 → 0) ↔ 1 

This part of the dissertation thesis is based on our results
published in papers [12, 13, 14].

Firstly, recall that MCVs for level j of system availabi-
lity correspond to a situation in which a minor improve-
ment of any non-perfectly working component causes that
the system reaches at least state j. The previous sec-
tion implies that impact of component improvement on
system availability can be modeled by integrated deriva-
tive ∂φ(h<j → h≥j)/∂xi(s→ s+ 1) for s = 0, 1, ...,mi−2
(IDPLD of type III for system improvement). It follows
that a state vector is a MCV if and only if it contains at
least one non-perfectly working component, i.e., a compo-
nent that is in state si such that si < mi− 1, and deriva-
tive ∂φ(h<j → h≥j)/∂xi(si → si + 1) computed for any
such component is nonzero for the considered state vec-
tor. This implies that MCVs for level j of system availa-
bility can be identified as points at which all derivatives
∂φ(h<j → h≥j)/∂xi(si → si + 1) that can be computed
at them (i.e., IDPLDs with respect to all components
that are non-perfectly working) take nonzero values. This
indicates that a special conjunction of all IDPLDs analy-
zing consequences of one state component improvement
on level j of system availability should be computed at
every point of the system structure function to find all
MCVs for the considered level of system availability. The
problem is that the conjunction of different IDPLDs has
to be computed at every point of the structure function
since no IDPLD is defined at all points. The concept of
expanded IDPLDs has been introduced in paper [14] to
solve this problem:

∂eφ(h<j → h≥j)

∂exi(s→ r)
= (20)

=





1 if xi = s and φ(si,x) < j and φ(ri,x) ≥ j
0 if xi = s and (φ(si,x) ≥ j or φ(ri,x) < j

∗ if xi 6= s

.

Their main advantage is that they are defined no only at
points (si,x) of the function φ(x) but also at other points
which allows us to compute their conjunction very simply
at any point. In the case of the structure function φ(x), 1-
value of the IDPLD identifies situations in which compo-
nent i is in state s and its change from state s to r causes
that the system reaches at least level j of system availabi-
lity, value 0 corresponds to situations when the considered
component is in state s, but its change to state r does not
result in the required system improvement and, finally,
value ∗ indicates that the component is not in state s and,
therefore, it cannot change in the required sense. Ex-
panded IDPLDs ∂eφ(h<j → h≥j)/∂exi(si → si + 1) will
be important to find system MCVs because a MCV agrees
with a situation in which a minor improvement of any
non-perfectly working components causes that the system
reaches at least availability level j.

Next, let us define u-conjunction of two expanded deriva-
tives ∂eφ(h<j → h≥j)/∂exi(si → si + 1), whose compu-
tation is based on the rules in Table 7 [13, 14]. Value
1 of this conjunction corresponds to situations in which
at least one component can be improved in the required
sense, and the improvement of any component that can be
improved results in the required improvement of system
availability level, value 0 means that at least one of the
considered components can be improved in the required
way, but at least one of these improvements does not re-
sult in the required increase in system availability level
and, finally, value ∗ agrees with situations in which no
component can change in the considered way because the
first one is in a state different from s1, and the second is
not in state s2.

In the case of expanded DPBDs, only u-conjunction of
DPBDs computed with respect to different variables is
meaningful. However, this is not true for IDPLDs because
we can also compute u-conjunction of expanded IDPLDs
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Table 7: u-conjunction of Two Expanded IDPLDs
of Type III for Analysis of Improvement of System
Availability Level

⊓-conjunction 
����ℎ�	 → ℎ�	�
����(�� → �� + 1)

 

∗ 0 1 

����ℎ�	 → ℎ�	�
����(�� → �� + 1)

 
∗ ∗ 0 1 
0 0 0 0 
1 1 0 1 

calculated with respect to one variable, i.e., u-conjunction
of expanded IDPLDs ∂eφ(h<j → h≥j)/∂exi(s1 → s1 + 1)
and ∂eφ(h<j → h≥j)/∂exi(s2 → s2 + 1). In this case, the
u-conjunction identifies situations in which component i
is in state s1 or s2 and its improvement causes that the
system achieves at least state j. Therefore, if we com-
pute u-conjunction of expanded integrated logic deriva-
tives ∂eφ(h<j → h≥j)/∂exi(s→ s+ 1) through all possi-
ble values of s for the considered component, i.e., through
s = 0, 1, . . . ,mi − 2, then we can detect all situations in
which a minor improvement of the considered component
results in the required change of system availability level.
It follows that the computation of u-conjunction of ex-

pressions
mi−2
u
s=0

∂eφ(h<j → h≥j)/∂exi(s→ s+ 1) through

all system components, i.e., through i = 1, 2, . . . , n, al-
lows us to find state vectors at which improvement of any
non-perfectly working component causes that the system
reaches at least availability level j, which agrees with the
meaning of MCVs. This method of finding all MCVs for
level j of system availability can be formalized in the form
of the next algorithm:

1. Repeat the next two steps for all

system components:

1.1. Compute expanded IDPLDs

∂eφ(h<j → h≥j)/∂exi(s→ s+ 1) for

s = 0, 1, . . . ,mi − 2.
1.2. Based on the rules in Table 7,

calculate u-conjunction
mi−2
u
s=0

∂eφ(h<j → h≥j)/∂exi(s→ s+ 1)

of expanded IDPLDs computed

in the previous step.

2. Using the rules defined in Table 7,

calculate u-conjunction of

u-conjunctions computed in step 1,

and identify state vectors for

which it has value 1. These state

vectors correspond to MCVs for

level j of system availability.

Clearly, if we repeat this algorithm for all possible levels
of system availability, i.e., for j = 1, 2, ,m − 1, then we
find all MCVs of the considered system.

As in the case of BSSs, we analyzed time complexity of
this algorithm based on two aspects – with respect to the
number of MCVs existing in the system and with regard
to the number of system components. (We have not com-
pared this algorithm with existing ones because, accord-
ing to our knowledge, the existing algorithms [23, 24, 26]
are suitable for network systems only and, therefore, they
cannot be applied to MSSs whose structure does not agree

Figure 14: Dependency between the number of
minimal cut vectors and computation time for 3-
state systems.

Figure 15: Dependency between the number of
minimal cut vectors and computation time for 4-
state systems.

Figure 16: Dependency between the number of
components and computation time for multi-state
systems with the similar number of minimal cut
vectors.

with a network.) The algorithm was implemented in C++
programing language and the experiments were done on
a computer with CPU Intel Core i5 2.5 GHz, 4 GB RAM
and Windows 7 64 bit OS. Results of the experiments are
presented in Figures 14 – 16 (for simplicity, we considered
only homogeneous systems). These graphs show that the
algorithm speed does not depend on the number of MCVs
that exist in the system but depends on the number of
system components. This is more obvious in Figure 16,
which shows the dependency between the number of sys-
tem components and computation time of the algorithm.
Furthermore, this figure also shows that the algorithm de-
pends exponentially on the number of components states.
These results are quite logical since the size of the struc-
ture function of a MSS, which is used in the computation
of expanded IDPLDs and their u-conjunction, grows ex-
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Table 8: Minimal Cut/Path Vectors for System Availability Level and Their Relation to (Expanded)
IDPLDs of Type III

Concept Definition Identification based on IDPLDs 

Minimal cut vectors 
for level � of system 

availability 

�(�) < � and �(�) ≥ � for 
any � > � 

�� �{	
 ↔ �
 − 1} ∨ � � {	
 ↔ �} ���ℎ�� → ℎ����	
(� → � + 1)
����
���  !"


�# ! $�{	
 < �
 − 1}"

�# % 

⊓
�#" ⊓������� �'��ℎ�� → ℎ����'	
(� → � + 1) 

Minimal cut vectors 
for level � of system 
availability and for 

state � of 
component * 

�(�
, �) < � and �(�) ≥ � for 
any � > (�
, �) 

max - argone�∈ℳ��(�)� 0{	
 ↔ �} ���ℎ�� → ℎ����	
(� → � + 1)23 

Minimal path 
vectors for level � 

of system 
availability 

�(�) ≥ � and �(�) < � for 
any � < � 

�� �{	
 ↔ 0} ∨ � � {	
 ↔ �} ���ℎ�� → ℎ����	
(� → � − 1)
���#
��#  !"


�# ! $�{	
 > 0}"

�# % 

⊓
�#" ⊓��#���# �'��ℎ�� → ℎ����'	
(� → � − 1)  

Minimal path 
vectors for level � 

of system 
availability and for 

state � of 
component * 

�(�
, �) ≥ � and �(�) < � for 
any � < (�
, �) 

min - argone�∈ℳ��(�)� 0{	
 ↔ �} ���ℎ�� → ℎ����	
(� → � − 1)23 

*note: ℳ��(�)� = {0,1, … , �# − 1} × {0,1, … , �� − 1} × … ×  {0,1, … , �" − 1} 

ponentially with the number of system components and
the number of components states.

The results of the experiments imply that the proposed
algorithm is more appropriate for systems with a compli-
cated structure, i.e., for systems containing a huge amount
of MCVs, but it is not very suitable for systems consist-
ing of lots of components or whose components have many
states. Therefore, further research will be needed to pro-
pose some modifications of the algorithm that will speed
it up.

Please note that the similar algorithm can also be used
to find all system MPVs. However, expanded IDPLDs
analyzing consequences of component degradation, i.e.,
∂eφ(h≥j → h<j)/∂exi(s→ s− 1), should be used instead
of ∂eφ(h<j → h≥j)/∂exi(s→ s+ 1).

The issue of MCVs (MPVs) computation based on logic
derivatives was studied in the dissertation thesis in great
detail. The results of this research are presented in Table
8, which shows that there exist also other relations that
can be used to find MCVs (MPVs). However, these re-
lations are primarily suitable for symbolic manipulation
with IDPLDs and, therefore, we have not considered their
computer implementation. This table also introduced a
concept of MCVs (MPVs) for level j of system availabili-
ty and for state s of component i. It is clear that these
MCVs (MPVs) represent a subset of MCVs (MPVs) for a
given level of system availability in which the i-th system
component is in state s. The notable fact is that, accord-
ing to Table 8, these MCVs (MPVs) can be identified from
IDPLDs directly without need to compute the expanded
IDPLDs and their u-conjunction. This will allow us to
compute the FVI based on MCVs (MPVs) from IDPLDs
directly without a priori knowledge of MCVs (MPVs).

At the end of this part, please note that the previous para-
graphs indicate that we showed in the dissertation thesis
that logical differential calculus can be applied to a MSS
of any type (not only to the special type of homogeneous
systems). This result allowed us to propose a complex
framework for the qualitative analysis of MSSs that com-
bine the concept of component criticality with the concept
of MCVs (MPVs). Based on this, we can state that logi-
cal differential calculus can be seen as a tool that allows
us to perform the complex qualitative analysis of MSSs
(Figure 17).

4.3 Integrated Direct Partial Logic Derivatives and
Importance Analysis

Based on the relation between IDPLDs and critical state
vectors, a complex framework for importance analysis of
MSSs was developed in the dissertation thesis. This frame-
work allows identifying components or their states that
have the most influence on the entire system or on a speci-
fied system state (availability level). For this purpose,
definitions of the SI, BI, CI and FVI based on IDPLDs
were proposed in the thesis. We also showed that our def-
initions of the SI and BI can be viewed as a generalization
of those considered in works [1, 6, 21, 30]. As an example
of our approach, let us consider Table 9, which contains
all SI measures analyzing impact of a minor degradation
of a system component proposed in the thesis. The first
part of this table contains SI measures that identify coin-
cidence between degradation of a given component state
and a given system state (availability level). In the second
part, the SI for finding component state whose degrada-
tion results in system degradation most frequently is pre-
sented. The third part of Table 9 includes SI measures
that analyze dependency between component degrada-
tion and degradation of a given system state (availability
level). These SI measures can be used to find compo-
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Figure 17: Logical differential calculus as a unifying tool in the qualitative analysis of MSSs.

nents that are most important for the considered system
state (availability level) from topological point of view.
Finally, the SI analyzing the total topological importance
of a given component on the system is presented in the
last row of the table. Furthermore, relationships between
individual types of the SI measures were considered in
the thesis. It was shown that all SI measures from the
second, third, and fourth part of the table can be com-
puted directly from the SI analyzing the coincidence be-
tween degradation of a given component state and a given
system state (availability level). IDPLDs were also used
to propose the similar definitions for computation of the
BI, CI, and FVI measures.

One of the principal contributions of this part is develo-
ping new formulae for calculation of the FVI that allow
calculating this IM directly from IDPLDs without a priori
knowledge of the MCVs. These formulae were derived
in the similar way as in the case of the FVI for BSSs
and, therefore, the FVI of a given component state for a
given level of system unavailability can be computed in
the following way:

FVcI
≥j
i,s =

= Pr

{
MNF

(
xi
∂φ(h<j → h≥j)

∂xi(s− 1→ s)

)
↔ 1

}
pi,s−1

U(p)
, (21)

where MNF(.) is the minimal negative function for a func-
tion that can be interpreted as a function with Boolean-
valued output (note that DPLDs and IDPLDs have only
two possible values – 0 and 1, therefore, they can be
viewed as functions with Boolean valued output), pi,s−1

denotes the probability that component i is in state s−1,
i.e. a minor degradation of state s of component i has oc-
curred, and U(p) is system unavailability computed with
respect to system state j.

At the end of this section, please note that the proposed

FVI estimates the probability that a degradation of a
given state of a given component contributes to system
unavailability, which is in agreement with the original FVI
proposed for BSSs. We mention this fact because there
also exist other definitions of the FVI for MSS, e.g., [15,
18, 33], but they are more similar to the CI than to the
FVI. Therefore, one of the main contributions of our work
is the extension of the original FVI from BSSs on MSSs
of any type.

5. Conclusion
In the dissertation thesis, the problem of developing new
algorithms for reliability analysis of BSSs and MSSs re-
presented by the structure function was considered. New
algorithms for identification of MCVs and MPVs for sys-
tems of any type were developed. The algorithms are
based on the relation between MCVs (MPVs) and logical
differential calculus that was identified in this work. New
algorithms for importance analysis of non-homogeneous
MSSs that are based on finding critical state vectors us-
ing logical differential calculus were proposed also in this
work. These results were achieved by successful solving
the next problems:

• detailed analysis of existing methods and concepts
of reliability analysis:

– it was presented that a lot of methods and ap-
proaches exist in reliability analysis, especially,
in the analysis of MSSs;

– it was showed that one IM has several mean-
ings;

• development of universal mathematical background
for calculation of MCVs (MCSs) and MPVs (MPSs)
for BSSs and MSSs:

– new types of logic derivatives were proposed:
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Table 9: Structural Importance Measures Based on Component Degradation

Structural 
Importance Definition Interpretation 

The SI of given 
component state and 

for given system state 

SI�,�
�↘ = TD�

��(	 ↘)
�
�(� → � − 1) 

A relative number of situations in 
which state � of component � is 

critical for degradation of state 	 of 
the system. 

SI�,�
↘� = TD�

��(↘ 	)
�
�(� → � − 1) 

A relative number of situations in 
which state � of component � is 

critical for falling the system into 
state 	. 

The SI of given 
component state and 

for given level of 
system availability 

SI�,�
�� = TD�

���ℎ�� → ℎ���
�
�(� → � − 1) 

A relative number of situations in 
which state � of component � is 

critical for degradation of level 	 of 
system availability. 

The SI of given 
component state SI�,�↘ = TD�

��(↘)
�
�(� → � − 1) 

A relative number of situations in 
which state � of component � is 
critical for system degradation. 

The SI of given 
component for given 

system state 

SI�
�↘ =

TD�⋁ ��(	 ↘)
�
�(� → � − 1)

����
��� �

�� − 1
 

A relative number of situations in 
which component � is critical for 

degradation of state 	 of the system. 

SI�
↘� =

TD�⋁ ��(↘ 	)
�
�(� → � − 1)

����
��� �

�� − 1
 

A relative number of situations in 
which component � is critical for 

falling the system into state 	. 
The SI of given 

component for given 
system availability 

level 
SI�

�� =
TD�

���ℎ�� → ℎ���
�
�(�� − 1 → 0)

�� − 1
 

A relative number of situations in 
which component � is critical for 
degradation of level 	 of system 

availability. 

The total SI of given 
component SI�↘ =

∑ SI�,�↘����
���
�� − 1

 
A relative number of situations in 
which component � is critical for 

system degradation. 

∗ concept of expanded DPBDs and DPLDs
for reliability analysis of BSSs and MSSs
respectively was introduced;
∗ the new type of DPLDs that were named

IDPLDs for analysis of non-homogeneous
MSSs was defined;

– the correlation between IDPLDs, critical state
vectors, and MCVs (MPVs) of MSSs was pre-
sented. This correlation indicates that logical
differential calculus can be viewed as a tool uni-
fying several methods used in reliability analy-
sis of MSSs (Figure 17);

– new algorithms for identification of MCVs and
MPVs of BSSs and MSSs that are based on the
concepts of expanded derivatives and IDPLDs
were developed;

• creating new algorithms for calculation of measures
for system reliability/availability estimation:

– new methods for computation of the SI, BI,
CI, and FVI measures were developed based
on IDPLDs for MSSs. These methods allow
identifying:

∗ components with the most influence on sys-
tem degradation/improvement;
∗ components with the most influence on de-

gradation/improvement of a concrete sys-

tem state (availability level);
∗ component states with the most impact on

system degradation/improvement;
∗ component states with the most impact on

degradation/improvement of a specified
system state (availability level);

– it was showed that the proposed definitions of
IMs combined several approaches used in im-
portance analysis of MSSs;

The principal contribution of this work is development of
new mathematical method for importance analysis that
can be used for BSSs and MSSs without any significant
modifications. It is important that the new technique
for calculation of the FVI for MSSs was proposed based
on this method. According to our knowledge, it is the
first technique that calculates the FVI whose meaning
corresponds to the original FVI that has been proposed
for BSSs.

The future work should focus on finding some ways of
how to make the algorithm for identification of MCVs
(MPVs) more efficient for MSSs with a lot of components
or lot of components states since its analysis showed that
it is not very suitable for such systems. Next, the idea of
expanded DPBDs, DPLDs, and u-conjunction was intro-
duced in this work. This idea was primarily aimed to pro-
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pose a simple implementation of the algorithm for finding
all system MCVs (MPVs). However, our current research
indicates that it might be useful in identification of prime
implicants or prime implicates of noncoherent systems.
Some ideas of how to use logical differential calculus in
reliability analysis of such systems have been presented
in papers [9, 29]. These works have shown that logical
differential calculus is very intuitive for noncoherent sys-
tems and, therefore, it could be used as a tool that extends
some techniques from the analysis of coherent systems on
noncoherent ones.
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